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Abstract 

LOCATION BASED AUTHENTICATED MULTI-SERVICE GROUP KEY 

MANAGEMENT FOR CYBER SECURITY IN HIGH SPEED BROADBAND 

WIRELESS MULTICAST COMMUNICATIONS 

T.T. MAPOKA 

Multi-Service Group Key Management Scheme with Location Based Handover 

Authentication for Multi-Handoffs participating in Multi-Group Service 

Subscriptions, its Performance Evaluation and Security Correctness in High 

Speed Broadband Wireless Multicast Communications  

Keywords: 

Cyber Security; Location Based User Authentication; Handover Authentication; 

Multi-Service Group Key Management (GKM); High Speed Broadband; 

Wireless Networks; Mobile Multicast Communication; Mobility Management; 

Domain Key Distributor (DKD); BAN logic. 

Secure information exchanges over cyberspace is on the increase due to the convergence of 

wireless and mobile access technologies in all businesses. Accordingly, with the proliferation of 

diverse multicast group service subscriptions that are possible to co-exist within a single 

broadband network, there is also huge demand by the mobile subscribers to ubiquitously access 

these services over high speed broadband using their portable devices. Likewise, the Network 

Providers (NPs) invest hugely in infrastructure deployment to disseminate these services 

efficiently and concomitantly. Therefore, cyber security in any business is obligatory to restrict 

access of disseminated services to only authorised personnel. This becomes a vital requirement 

for a successful commercialisation of exchanged group services. The standard way to achieve 

cyber security in a wireless mobile multicast communication environment is through confidentiality 

using Group Key Management (GKM).The existing GKM schemes for secure wireless multicast 

from literature only target single group service confidentiality; however, the adoption of multiple 

group service confidentiality in them involve inefficient management of keys that induce huge 

performance overheads unbearable for real time computing. Therefore, a novel authenticated 

GKM scheme for multiple multicast group subscriptions known as slot based multiple group key 

management (SMGKM) is proposed. In the SMGKM, the handovers move across diverse 

decentralised clusters of homogeneous or heterogeneous wireless access network technologies 

while participating in multiple group service subscriptions. Unlike the conventional art, the 

SMGKM advances its security by integrating location based authentication and GKM functions. 

Both functions are securely offloaded from the Domain Key Distributor (DKD) to the intermediate 

cluster controllers, Area Key Distributors (AKDs), in a distributed fashion, using the proposed 

location based authenticated membership list (SKDL).  

A significant upgrade of fast handoff performance with reduced performance overheads of the 

SMGKM scheme is achieved. The developed numerical analysis and the simulation results 

display significant resource economy in terms of reduced rekeying transmission, communication 

bandwidth and storage overheads while providing enhanced security. The performance of the 

SMGKM in a high speed environment is also evaluated and has demonstrated that SMGKM 

outperforms the previous work. Finally, the SMGKM correctness against various attacks is verified 

using BAN logic, the eminent tool for analysing the widely deployed security protocols. The 

security analysis demonstrates that SMGKM can counteract the security flaws and redundancies 

identified in the chosen related art. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Wireless mobile access networks are becoming popular in recent years [29-31]. 

This has provoked the emergence of portable mobile devices such as Ipads and 

smartphones with the capability to access diverse multimedia services over the 

internet ubiquitously. The network operators’ investments in fixed wireless 

network infrastructures are significant while users need security for the services 

that are exchanged in wireless networks. Consequently these operators deny 

users access to their networks unless they have paid for a particular service. 

Similarly, users hesitate to send their personal information over the air without 

intense protection. Additionally, users do not want to pay for services not intended 

for them. On the other hand, due to the open nature of wireless networks, 

malicious users can freely access the network anonymously hence 

masquerading as other users. Thus they are multiple motivations to provide 

proficient way of delivering network services efficiently with secure access in 

wireless access networks. One technique that has become highly indispensable 

by the network operators for delivering network services proficiently is IP 

multicast [32, 33].  

1.1 The Crucial aspect of IP multicast  

Disseminating information to a huge audience over unicast systems is non-

economic due to congestions and wastage of network resources [34]. There is 

huge advancements of work that have realized interest in the fundamental IP 

multicast technique [35],[36]. The technique enables single or many SPs to 

disseminate group-oriented applications such as video conferencing, interactive 

group games, video on demand (VoD), and real-time mobile TV streaming 

services to a set of recipients (fixed or mobile) in a scalable and resourceful way 

[34]. Thus a single transmission is performed to the relevant multicast group 

recipients via scalable multicast routing trees [35] rather than multiple unicast 

transmissions hence significant bandwidth savings. This makes IP multicast 

technique an attractive proposition for wireless access networks. However, it is 
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crucial to consider the constraints of wireless access networks to which the 

multicast technique can be applied. 

1.2 Constraints of Wireless Access Networks  

In wireless access networks, the bandwidth is limited and subject high error rate 

to a greater extent [29]. Mobile devices subscribing to the network services 

dynamically change point of attachment during handover between diverse 

wireless access networks while demanding ubiquitous uninterrupted connection 

of services [37, 38]. However devices are severely resource constrained in nature 

compared to the wired counterparts like desktops. The devices tend to have low 

computing power due to low power available. The size constraints also limit the 

memory available in the mobile devices.  Therefore, in designing wireless 

multicast access technologies, these constraints have to be taken in to 

consideration for achieving efficient handoff performance.  

Recent wireless access technologies standards such as WiMAX [39] and 3GPP 

[40] have already adopted the IP multicast technique. Thus, the technique has 

become an attractive mode for delivering group oriented services to a huge 

audience of ubiquitous users with trivial bandwidth. The technologies adopt the 

use multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) technique [41, 42].  MBMS 

is used to deliver broadcast and multicast services with efficacy within the core 

access network and within the access network area where huge receivers reside. 

The evolved MBMS (eMBMS) in Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1, 43] is a handy 

example. However, IP multicast technique does not provide mechanisms to 

control access to the distributed services. Again,  it is susceptible to potential 

security threats similar to those encountered in unicast systems due to the open 

nature of the broadcast channel [44]. 

1.3 Secure IP Multicast  

As already mentioned, though multicast communication resourceful, it is subject 

to security vulnerabilities similar to unicast communication [44]. The open nature 

of any wireless multicast network give malicious attackers’ opportunity to freely 

access the network services anonymously hence masquerading as legitimate 

users. This mostly occurs at the edge of the network where wireless network 
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agents such as Base Stations and mobile users reside in public domains. In this 

context, if the network resources are not secured, any multicast group user can 

forge to be illegitimate to access the network services not intended for them, 

redirect the traffic and launch various attacks deeply in the network domain [44]. 

Thus, multicast security threats range from passive eavesdropping to active 

service modification [44]. However, they are multiple incentives proposed in 

literature to provide security services for multicast enabled access networks 

hence minimizing the effects of a compromised system. These include service 

confidentiality using GKM techniques, user Authentication using  shared key 

cryptography techniques such as[45, 46] , Access control using sender and 

receiver access control mechanisms [47], Message Authentication using data 

origin authentication mechanisms [48], watermarking information to prevent 

information leaks by unauthorized parties [44] etc. The MSEC Working Group of 

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) worked on secure deployment of IP 

Multicast security framework [49], [50] in wired networks without explicitly 

considering host mobility in mind. However, a secure IP multicast system can 

integrate more than one security service in achieving the desired level of multicast 

security in both wired and wireless networks. The research setting of the work 

carried out in this thesis is given in the target section. 

1.4 Research Setting  

This thesis, focus on the two keystones for securing multicast communication in 

wireless mobile networks. These are integrating user authentication and service 

confidentiality to achieve authenticated group service confidentiality as the new 

factor. Each of the key areas is briefly discussed below: 

1.4.1 Confidentiality for Service Access Control  

Just like in unicast communication [51], two users can provide confidentiality by 

encrypting a service with a shared key. In secure multicast [44, 52], a symmetric 

group key commonly known as Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) is allocated to every 

legitimate group user. The TEK is utilized by the SP to encrypt the group service 

traffic which the intended receivers apply to decrypt the enciphered traffic. Group 

service confidentiality in secure multicast widely adopt symmetric cryptosystem 
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such as DES [53], 3DES [54] or AES [55] than heavier  Asymmetric 

cryptosystems such as RSA [56] or ECC [57]. However, group service 

confidentiality can be complex when dynamic group memberships occur due to 

user joins and leaves especially when multicast session is on. These group 

dynamisms usually triggers rekeying of the TEK to achieve seamless group 

service confidentiality requirements [52]. The requirements can be interpreted 

into two main key distribution rules [52, 58]: 

 

 Backward secrecy: requires that the new joining user in to the multicast 

session should be restricted to have access to any past group 

communication keys hence exchanged services. This guarantees that the 

joining user cannot decrypt the service sent before it joins the multicast 

session.  

 Forward secrecy: requires that the user which left the group should be 

restricted access to any future group communication keys hence services 

to be exchanged. This guarantees that a leaving user cannot decrypt 

service after it leaves the multicast session. 

 

To meet the above requirements, significant research work in GKM aims to 

provide various TEK rekeying distribution techniques to satisfy single group-

service confidentially. Thus, in securing wired multicast, Independent survey 

works in [59], [52] gives the existing GKM solutions which is now an established 

area than securing wireless multicast environments.  

On the other hand, in securing wireless multicast networks, extra challenge 

occurs due to host mobility [60]. Thus, a moving group consumer desires 

multicast session continuity while moving across diverse wireless access 

networks. But with regard to the TEK re-distribution, this escalates the 

performance overhead that complicates entire GKM. For example, as the 

dynamic handover user MNi moves across a decentralized architecture controlled 

by the trusted DKD, it is treated as leaving the previous network area i under the 

AKDi followed by join at the target network area v under the AKDj as shown in 

Figure 1.1. Both the AKDs are under the jurisdiction of the DKD.  
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Figure 1.1. Rekeying complexity in mobile multicast communication 

It can be perceived in Figure 1.1 that complexity arise due to triggering TEK 

rekeying twofold in both affected areas. This is not a scalable approach for 

increasing number of handovers and services anymore. Note that the leaves and 

joins at respective areas are voluntary or involuntary controlled [7] by the 

multicast group membership protocols such as IGMPv2 and MLD depending on 

whether the network supports IPv4 and IPv6 respectively [61]. Therefore, the 

following factors should be considered when designing efficient GKM schemes 

supporting host mobility: 

 

1. Ensure the majority of authorised group users obtain the new TEK without 

adversely affecting the performance of the GKM system. 

2. Ensure only authorized group participants seamlessly participate in 

multicast sessions without TEK rekeying latency on member join or leave. 

3. Usually it cannot guarantee that what has been sent by the SP is what is 

being received by the group consumers due to noise interferences over 

wireless channels. Thus, mobile users may lose connections more 

frequently which can inhibit them from seamlessly receiving the new TEK 

and subsequently intended group services without interruptions. 
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4. Emerging mobile devices have limited power and limited computation 

capacity hence their connectivity is subject to dynamically change 

overtime due to battery failure hence inhibiting them from receiving the 

new TEK without delays. 

 

Generally, these factors can cause unnecessary TEK rekeying overhead and 

delays which negatively impact the handoff performance expressly in real time 

computing. However, to address these factors, work of publication III [19] in 

Chapter 2 gives a novel taxonomy of the existing GKM schemes satisfying single-

group service confidentiality requirements in wireless multicast environment. 

Publications I [17], IV [20], VII [23], and VIII [24] in Chapter 3, addresses the new 

factor of authenticated multi-group service confidentiality, which is the foremost 

predicament in the chosen existing GKM art. Publication II [18] , IX [25] of Chapter 

4 further evaluates the performance of the SMGKM under high speed 

environment against the chosen existing GKM art using the same performance 

metrics. Publication VI [22] of Chapter 5 further proves the security correctness 

of the proposed SMGKM against various potential threats using BAN logical 

reasoning [62]. 

1.4.2. Authentication mechanisms for User Access Control  

Authentication involves a method used to verify user identification [63-65]. It is 

the process that aims to check whether the identity of the user is genuine and 

non-forgery then consequently gain access to the network resources [65]. This 

research focus on achieving authenticated connections of mobile users, prior to 

accessing the service group key shares (TEKs) [17] intended for their ongoing 

group service subscriptions in the SMGKM, thereby achieving authenticated 

multi-service confidentiality [17].   

Mobile nodes (MNs) in wireless mobile environments must authenticate 

themselves before using the network services. When MNs roam into a foreign 

network, they must re-authenticate to the new layer 2 and 3 devices [66]. This re-

authentication procedure can take at least two seconds, which is unacceptable 

by real time computing applications such as voice over IP. In this subsection, 

several recently developed authentication mechanism are presented to reduce 
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the re-authentication delay as well as improve the handover overhead 

performance.  

 

There exists the state of art of authentication mechanisms that can fit to GKM 

with serenity hence providing authenticated handoff in wireless multicast 

networks. The mechanisms are based on Shared Key (SK) cryptography [67] for 

the establishment of mutually authenticated connections and management of 

service exchanges between the network participants.  However, this research 

focus on SK management with host mobility which has been an active research 

area. IEEE groups such as 802.11 Task Group R [68], 802.21, and 802.16 

(WiMAX) [69, 70] are working with predicaments to improve support for host 

mobility without sacrificing security of network access services. Extensible 

Authentication Protocol (EAP) working group (WG) in the IETF [71] deals with 

key hierarchies and derivation predicaments. IETF PANA (Protocol for carrying 

Authentication for Network Access) [72, 73] and HOKEY (Handover Keying) [66, 

74] WGs are undertaking the mobility optimizations issue [75]. 

 

The four main existing proposals that achieve fast authenticated handoff with 

fewer performance overheads are categorised and discussed. These proposals 

provide distinct authentication setups of distributing the MN SKs per Access Point 

(AP), namely Pre-Distribution, Key-Request, Pre-Authentication and Delegated-

Authentication.   

1.4.2.1 Pre-Distribution Authentication Setup  

The Pre-Distribution setup [76, 77] shown in Figure 1.2 has the main trusted Key 

Distributor (KD) that initially derives AP specific SKs. The SKs in this setup are 

allocated to a number of APs (AP1, AP2 and AP3) when the MN has successfully 

connected to the wireless access network. The setup utilises channel binding 

mechanism [78, 79] for the derivation of the AP specific SKs. The number of APs 

encompassed in this setup can differ for a definite group of APs. However, the 

main drawback of the pre-distribution setup is the signalling load that 

accumulates between the KD and APs.  
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Figure 1.2: Pre-Distribution setup 

Likewise, the KD is required to pre-distribute the SKs to several adjacent APs of 

the MN's present AP, though the MN might never handoff to the target APs where 

the SKs are pre-distributed. In this case, the storage resources at the concerned 

APs which rely on the number of registered MNs in the unvisited APs get wasted. 

This is an attentive flaw in this setup from the KD scalability and single pint of 

failure viewpoints. However, the introduced authenticated SKDL concept 

publication VII [23] in Chapter 3, with Delegated-Authentication setup, can 

counteracts the identified viewpoint issues of this setup. 

1.4.2.2 Key-Request Authentication Setup  

In the Key-Request setup shown in Figure 1.3, the KD delivers a new SK to the 

AP during each MN handoff. Here, the MN handoff from AP1 to AP2, it 

authenticates via the AP2 to the KD.  

 

Figure 1.3: Key-Request setup 
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The KD derives a MN specific SK and delivers it to the AP based on the request 

coming from the AP or MN. This scenario is simple and efficient in cases where 

handover signalling pass via a centralized element likewise providing the KD 

functionality (such as in WLAN switch). In this case, the present AP forward a key 

request message to the KD comprising other mobility signalling, then the KD 

forward a fresh SK to the target BS, instead of the source BS. This setup is 

applied in the LTE modified key request setup in S1 handovers and a normal key 

request setup in X2 handovers [43]. However, the X2 handovers utilises the fresh 

SK in the subsequent handover phase. One of the modern widely adopted key-

request based schemes is the EAP Re-authentication Protocol (ERP) [80]. The 

ERP invents from the IETF HOKEY WG [66, 74] and the authors of [66] define 

some its use cases. Marin et al. analysed and found a replay protection weakness 

in the HOKEY proposal before the ERP was confirmed [81]. 

 

Largely, the tantalising matter of SK management in this setup is the rise of the 

handoff delay due to key distribution and authentication phases, i.e., deriving and 

delivering the SKs to the target AP hence and delivering them to the MN for use. 

Thus, this setup requires a fast KD and a fast AP-KD link which impacts the 

network framework and deployment setups. Again, the KD should be properly 

protected from outsiders due to DDoS [82]. Therefore, the proposed Delegated-

Authentication setup of publication VII [23] in Chapter 3 can counteract the issues 

in this setup by offloading both the key distribution and part of the authentication 

functions away from the time critical handoff-signalling. 

1.4.2.3 Key-Request Authentication Setup  

In a Pre-Authentication scenario in Figure 1.4, the MN authenticates to multiple 

APs through a single AP. This way the MN is allowed to pre-establish SKs with 

several adjacent APs [83, 84]. This setup accelerates the next handoff as the SKs 

are already established. However, the MN might have to undergo pre-

authentication procedure with several APs because it is not certain which AP the 

MN will visit. This setup can increase over-the-air signalling which consumes the 

MNs battery life and network bandwidth usage amongst the MN-to-AP, AP-to-AP 

links.  
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Figure 1.4: Pre-authentication setup 

The Pre-Authentication setup ensembles well with intersystem handoffs because 

the source AP and the target APs may support independent SK management per 

AP setup. For example, Chien et al.[85] describe apply fast pre-authentications 

setup that utilise hash key chain on the KD to create new root SKs for the target 

APs where the MN is assumed to visit. The authors bind the new target AP SK 

with the MN link layer addresses and the target AP in addition to both the MN 

nominated and target AP selected nonce. However, these nonce are not 

compulsory as the hash key chain guarantees SK freshness on each MN handoff. 

Their setup also requires the KD to generate an impenetrable target AP SK which 

is distributed to the present AP. Thus, the KD seals the secret for the target AP 

with a target AP specific shared secret. The KD also sends the same secret to 

the source AP, which can then use this secret to encrypt the current service key.  

 

When the source AP transmit the encrypted service key and the sealed target AP 

secret to the adjacent AP, the adjacent AP can now open the secret and then 

apply it to decrypt the service key. However, their setup requires synchronised 

signalling with the KD on each handoff. This can be time critical because the MN 

already recognizes the target AP identity and no other pre-authentications are 

performed to additional APs. Furthermore, Tseng et al. [86] introduced a similar 

setup but uses the Global Positioning System (GPS) [87] for predicting the target 

WLAN AP during handoff. Again, the GPS does not offer accurate results indoors 
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where WLANs are applicable. Accuracy can be increased by including mobility 

patterns that can provide an improved estimate of the possible adjacent APs that 

should be incorporated within the adjacent list. Generally, GPS offers good 

benefits by correctly estimating the next handoff in huge cellular networks where 

cell sizes can be geographically wide provided the high velocity MNs have GPS 

enabled. This proposal [86] may be more appropriate for offering localised 

authenticated high speed environment of the SMGKM, publication II [18], as 

discussed in Chapter 4. However, the Key-Request setup flaws identified can be 

counteracted by the Delegated-Authentication setup of publication VII [23] in 

Chapter 3 

1.4.2.3 Delegated-Authentication Setup  

The Delegated-Authentication setup shown Figure 1.5 solely rely on publication 

VII[23]. Notice some changes in the proposed two-tier decentralised cellular 

framework such as using AKDs in place of APs, DKD in place of KD. The DKD 

and the AAA are collocated in the setup for simplicity. The context transfers 

introduced between the AKD-AKD links adopt the X2 interface in LTE [43, 88]. 

   

Figure 1.5: Delegated-Authentication Setup 

The basic operation of this setup is based on the authenticated membership list 

known as the session key distribution list (SKDL) [23]. The SKDL is used to 

securely delegate both the full authentication and the GKM functions to the AKD 

level, hence achieving the desired outcomes such as accelerated handoff 

performance and DKD scalability compared to other setups. Thus, the SKDL 
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contains several SKs independently encrypted for diverse AKDs. The DKD 

initially establishes the encrypted SKDL rows for a number of AKDs that the MN 

will visit. The DKD then distribute the rows to the AKD where the MN is currently 

being served. During MN handoff, the MN SKDL rows for the target AKD are 

conveyed between the AKD-AKD link using context transfer protocol [89]. Each 

AKD obtain the SK from the authenticated SKDL hence performing integrity 

checks and establishing the GKM service keys at the AKD level. The inspiration 

is to utilise context transfer between AKDs optimises handoff signalling load with 

the DKD hence giving it scalability by preventing bottlenecks. Independent 

placement of unique SKs per AKD also motivates localised authentication which 

keeps the neighbour AKDs uncompromised. However, a case in Figure 1.5 phase 

4, where the AKD3 finds that the SKDL does not enclose the SKDL row for the 

AKD4 and requests a SKDL update from the DKD. When the MN handoff from 

the AKD3 to the AKD4 both the original SKDL rows and the updated SKDL row 

are transferred from the AKD3 to the AKD4 in one SKDL. Otherwise, the target 

AKD4 can request new SKC from the DKD using the Pre-Distribution setup.  

 

However, the noble features of the introduced SKDL concept has motivated the 

multi-service GKM (SMGKM) of publication I [17] to achieve a new factor of 

authenticated group service confidentiality. This factor has never been 

considered in previous work on GKM [19, 91]. The new factor enables localized 

handover authentication to securely distribute the new service group keys (TEKs) 

for the MN ongoing group session during foreign network visits. Therefore, the 

Delegated-Authentication setup introduced achieves the following: 

 

 The new TEKs intended for the MN can be distributed securely with no 

redirection attacks during the GKM phase as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Thus, the MN cannot forge to be legitimate when it reaches the target AKD 

and the target AKD can be trusted to deliver legitimate TEKs using the 

authenticated SKDL concept. 

 Synchronized communication with the trusted third party (DKD) which 

could be across the globe is alleviated. In this case re-authentication and 

TEK distribution delays get optimized. The excess signaling overheads 
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caused by DKD intervention at the core network in other setups is also 

optimized to give DKD scalability hence preventing bottlenecks. 

 The trusted DKD establishes and keep track of all the keying materials via 

the authenticated SKDL at the AKD level even if the  MN switches between 

diverse networks 

 The communication paths of this setup protected using security 

associations between the communicating agents hence greatly reducing 

vulnerability of eavesdropping and active attacks such as signaling 

alteration, insertion and deletion.   

 Similar to other setups, the SK management is symmetric in nature to 

resemble shared key cryptography. Some interesting aspect of location 

based authentication is also new factor in the SMGKM due unique session 

keys per AKD of the SKDL concept.  

1.5. Research Objectives  

The major problem is securing a multi-scalable wireless mobile multicast 

communication system using integration of key management and authentication 

functions. A multi-scale system accommodates increasing number of handovers 

in multiple service subscriptions concurrently in the same network. However, the 

integration of these security functions in a multi-scale environment can negatively 

affect the following handoff performance concerns: 

 Increasing energy and bandwidth consumption   

 Increasing time critical overhead during the handoff phase 

 Adding overhead in terms of key exchange signaling, user authentication 

and key distribution. 

Therefore, the set objectives of the thesis are to address the aforesaid 

performance concerns by:  

 

 Providing a comprehensive review of the existing selected related cluster 

based GKM art supporting host mobility and classify them according to 

their pertinent identified security strengths and predicaments. The detailed 

discussion of this objective is in Chapter 2 of the thesis.  
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 Introducing the multi-service GKM scheme (SMGKM) for counteracting the 

unsolved predicaments identified in the existing related GKM art specified 

in Chapter 2. The SMGKM adopts the widely used two tier decentralized 

framework similar to the widely adopted cellular framework for scalability. 

The full description of the SMGKM framework compared to the related art 

is given. The scenario for multi-service functionality of the SMGKM as the 

new factor is discussed and how it disadvantages the chosen related GKM 

art. The new rekeying strategy (KUS) for handling the multi-handoffs in 

multi-group service subscriptions is proposed. The KUS operates 

integrally with the SKDL concept for significantly improving both the 

handover authentication and group key distribution performances without 

compromising security. The SMGKM analytical model is implemented and 

its performance analysis against the chosen art is discussed in terms of 

transmissions, communication bandwidth and storage overheads. The 

detailed discussion of this objective is achieved in in Chapter 3 of the 

thesis. 

 Meeting the high mobility requirements of the SMGKM system. Thus, the 

performance of the SMGKM in the presence of high speed users who 

frequent handovers participating in multi-group service subscriptions is 

further evaluated. Frequent handoffs in high speed environment adversely 

affect the rekeying and storage performance metrics which cannot be 

handled anymore by the related GKM art. Therefore, the analytical model 

for this environment is also developed and simulated against the chosen 

related GKM art. The detailed discussion of this objective is in Chapter 4 

of the thesis 

 Prove the correctness of the SMGKM against various security attacks. 

This correctness is performed using the widely used verification tool known 

as BAN logic. First, it is shown that BAN logic has been applied to the 

widely used security protocols to identify and correct the security flaws. 

The SMGKM system is then subjected to BAN logic, as new factor in GKM. 

In this case, it is identified whether there are any security flaws and 

redundancies in the SMGKM then correct them accordingly. The final 
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logical beliefs for proving the SMGKM security correctness are derived. 

The detailed discussion of this objective is in Chapter 5 of the thesis.  

1.6 Author’s Contributions 

The entire thesis consists of the following peer reviewed list publications which 

are presented below using roman numerals along with their overview.  

1.6.1 International Journals   

I. Trust T. Mapoka, Simon J. Shepherd, Raed A. Abd-Alhameed, "A 

New Multiple Service Key Management Scheme for Secure Wireless 

Mobile Multicast", IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing, vol.14, 

no. 8, pp. 1545-1559, doi:10.1109/TMC.2014.2362760, Aug. 2015. 

Ref [17]  

 

II. T. T. Mapoka, S. J. Shepherd, Y. A. S. Dama, H. M. Al Sabbagh, R. 

A. Abd-Alhameed, "Multi-Service Group Key Management for High 

Speed Wireless Mobile Multicast Networks," EAI Endorsed 

Transactions on Mobile Communications and Applications, vol.2, 

no. 6, doi:10.4108/eai.11-8-2015.150093, Aug. 2015. Ref [18]   

 

III. T. T. Mapoka, "Group Key Management Protocols for Secure Mobile 

Multicast Communication: A Comprehensive Survey," International 

Journal of Computer Applications, vol. 84, pp. 28-38, December 

2013. Ref [19] 

IV. T. T. Mapoka, Y. A. S. Dama, H. M. AlSabbagh, S. J. Shepherd, and 

R. A. A.-. Alhameed, "Multi-Service Group Key Establishment for 

Secure Wireless Mobile Multicast Networks” International Journal of 

Telecommunications vol. 27, October 2014. Ref [20] 

 

V. T.T.Mapoka, S. Shepherd, and R. Abd-Alhameed, " Advances of 

Rekeying Strategies For Secure Group Key Distribution on Emerging 

Wireless Multicast Communication Networks,” International journal 

of Innovations in Communications Security,”(Accepted for Review), 

Oct 2015. Ref [21] 
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VI. T.T.Mapoka, S. Shepherd, and R. Abd-Alhameed, "New Application of 

BAN logic to Verify Multi-Service Group Key Management in Wireless 

Mobile Multicast Communication Security,” IEEE Transactions on 

Mobile Computing,”(Accepted for Review), Nov 2015. Ref [22]   

1.6.2 International Conferences 

VII. T. T. Mapoka, S. J. Shepherd, R. Abd-Alhameed, and K. O. O. Anoh, 

"Efficient authenticated multi-service group key management for 

secure wireless mobile multicast," in IEEE Third International 

Conference on Future Generation Communication Technology 

(FGCT), 2014, 2014, pp. 66-71. Ref [23] 

VIII. T. T. Mapoka, S. Shepherd, R. Abd-Alhameed, and K. O. O. Anoh, 

"Novel rekeying approach for secure multiple multicast groups over 

wireless mobile networks," in IEEE International Wireless 

Communications and Mobile Computing Conference (IWCMC), 

2014, pp. 839-844. Ref [24] 

IX. Mapoka, T. T., AlSabbagh, H. M., Dama, Y. A., Bin-Melha, M., & Anoh, 

K. O. (2015, July). A Multi-service Cluster-Based Decentralized Group 

Key Management Scheme for High Mobility Users. In Wireless 

Internet: 8th International Conference, WICON 2014, Lisbon, 

Portugal, November 13-14, 2014, Revised Selected Papers (Vol. 146, 

p. 305). Springer. Ref [25] 

X. T. T. Mapoka, S. J. Shepherd, R. Abd-Alhameed, and K. O. O. Anoh, 

"Handover Optimised Authentication for High Mobility Wireless 

Multicast," presented at the IEEE UKSim-AMSS 17th International 

Conference on Computer Modelling and Simulation, UKSim2015, 

Cambridge, UK, 2015. Ref [26] 

 

XI. T.T. Mapoka, S. J. Shepherd, R. Abd-Alhameed, and K. O. O. Anoh, 

"Improving authentication function in wireless mobile multicast 

communication" IEEE Proceedings of 6th International Conference 

on Internet Technologies and Applications (ITA 2015), Wrexham, 

Wales, 8-11 September 2015. Ref [27] 
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XII. T. T. Mapoka, S. J. Shepherd, R. Abd-Alhameed, and K. O. O. Anoh, 

" Advances of Rekeying Strategies For Mobile Multicast Security in 

Emerging Wireless Networks, Issues, Solutions and Challenges," IEEE 

Technically Sponsored International Conference on Computing 

and Technology Innovation (CTI 2015), May 27 - 28, 2015, University 

of Bedfordshire, Luton, UK, 2015. Ref [28] 

1.6.3 Co-Authored International Journals  

XIII. KOO Anoh, RAA Abd-Alhameed, O Ochonogor, YAS Dama, SMR 

Jones and TT Mapoka, “Performance Evaluation of Raised-Cosine 

Wavelet for Multicarrier Applications” International Journal of 

Environmental Engineering– IJEE – Vol. 1, Issue 3, pp.1 – 5, ISSN 

2374-1724. 

 

XIV. K O. O. Anoh, O. Ochonogor, R. A. A. Abd-Alhameed, S. M. R. Jones 

and T. T. Mapoka, “Improved Alamouti STBC Multi-Antenna System 

using Hadamard Matrices” Int'l J. of Communications, Network and 

System Sciences, vol. 7, N0. 3, p. 83-85, 2014. 

 

XV. Anoh, Kelvin OO, Trust T. Mapoka, Raed AA Abd-Alhameed, 

Ogechukuka Ochonogor, and Steve MR Jones. "On the Application of 

Raised-Cosine wavelets for Multicarrier Systems Design." 

International Journal on Communications Antenna and 

Propagation (IRECAP) 4, no. 4 (2014): 143-150 

1.6.4 Co-Authored International Conferences  

XVI. K.O.O. Anoh, Y.A.S. Dama, H.M. AlSabbagh, E. Ibrahim, R.A. Abd-

Alhameed, F. Elmegri, T.T. Mapoka, Mohammad Ngala and S. M. R. 

Jones, “An Evaluation of Spatial Modulation for MIMO Systems with 

QO-STBC”, The 8th International Wireless Internet Conference – 

Symposium on Wireless and Vehicular Communication, 2014. 
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XVII. KOO Anoh, TT Mapoka, O Ochonogor, RAA Abd-Alhameed, MC 

Chukwu and SMR Jones, “Assisted BTS Design for Efficient Resource 

Management in Cooperative Wireless Networks” 3rd Annual 

Conference on sustainable socio-economic benefits of space 

technology: Innovative Small Satellite Programs for Developing 

Nations, CSTD Week 2014, June 3 – 5, 2014. 

 

XVIII. KOO Anoh, RAA Abd-Alhameed, O Ochonogor, YAS Dama, SMR 

Jones and TT Mapoka, “Performance Evaluation of Raised-Cosine 

Wavelet for Multicarrier Applications” Proc. of the Intl. Conf. on 

Advances in Computing, Communication and Information 

Technology - CCIT 2014, pp.67 - 71. 

1.6.5 Book Chapters  

 Mapoka, T. T., AlSabbagh, H. M., Dama, Y. A., Shepherd, S. J., Abd-

Alhameed, R., Bin-Melha, M., & Anoh, K. O. (2015). A Multi-service 

Cluster-Based Decentralized Group Key Management Scheme for High 

Mobility Users. In Wireless Internet (pp. 305-312). Springer 

International Publishing, 2015. 

 

 Anoh, Kelvin O., Y. A. S. Dama, H. M. AlSabbagh, E. Ibrahim, R. A. Abd-

Alhameed, Fauzi Elmegri, Trust T. Mapoka, Mohammad Ngala, and S. 

M. R. Jones. "An Evaluation of Spatial Modulation for MIMO Systems 

with QO-STBC." In Wireless Internet, pp. 313-321. Springer 

International Publishing, 2015. 

1.6.6 Publications Overview  

The current author is the main author for all publications except for publications 

XIII- XVIII. Publications III and V extensively reviews the existing group key 

management (GKM) schemes for securing wireless mobile multicast 

communications with their security strength and flaws. Publication VIII addresses 

the security flaws identified in publication III by proposing a new adaptive rekeying 

strategy for handling multi-service group key management for multi-handoffs 
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participating in multi-service subscriptions. Publication I is an extended version 

of Publication VIII. It further evaluates the performance overheads of the 

underlying system compared to the conventional art of Publication III. Publication 

VII describes the new authenticated membership list technique, Session Key 

Distribution List (SKDL), for securely offloading the group key management and 

authentication functions to the edge of the wireless network, close to the 

consumers, for fast handover authentication described in publication X, efficient 

group key establishment in publication IV and efficient group key distribution in 

publication I and VIII. The performance of the SMGKM schemes of publications I 

and VIII is further evaluated for high speed environment in publications II and IX. 

Publication VI finally evaluate the security correctness of the inherent SMGKM 

scheme using BAN logical reasoning in comparison to the chosen related art 

exhibiting the same BAN procedures. 

1.7 Author’s Contribution Overview  

In this section, a summary of author’s contributions that majorly form the chapters 

of this thesis is highlighted. In Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 we further discuss the 

contributions in detail, compare them with the most significant related work and 

give conclusion remarks with future gaps in Chapter 6.  

 

Publication I (A New Multiple Service Key Management Scheme for Secure 

Wireless Mobile Multicast) fully describe a novel and scalable multi-service 

rekeying strategy based on Key Update Slots (KUS). The publication is an 

extended work from publication VIII. The KUS operate over a cryptographically 

partitioned decentralised multi-service GKM scheme known as SMGKM. 

Compared to the chosen existing related GKM art of publication III, SMGKM 

supports multi-handoffs participating in multi-service subscriptions with enhanced 

security and less performance overheads. SMGKM adopt the SKDL technique of 

publication VII to offload both the GKM and authentication functions to the edge 

of the network in order to bring the aforementioned functions closer to the mobile 

users. Thus, the link delay at the wire line or core network does not become a 

contributing factor during user handoffs compared to the selected related GKM 

art. This publication also develops the analytical model of the SMGKM. The 
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SMGKM apply the two commonly used rekeying strategies, pairwise and LKH 

tree based rekeying approaches to the developed SMGKM analytical model and 

prove by simulation that SMGKM is resource economic compared to the selected 

related GKM art. This publication majorly forms Chapter 3 of this thesis.  

  

Publication II (Multi-Service Group Key Management for high Speed Wireless 

Mobile Multicast Networks) is the extended version of publication IX. It further 

evaluates the performance of the SMGKM system in publication I under highly 

mobile environments where frequent handoffs co-occur from various wireless 

access networks. From the analytical model developed in this publication, highly 

mobile situation does not complement well with the conventional GKM art due to 

substantial performance overheads such as storage and communication 

overheads, in the co-existence of multiple service subscriptions and multi-

leavings. These publications majorly form Chapter 4 of this thesis.  

 

Publication III (Group Key Management Protocols for Secure Mobile Multicast 

Communication: A Comprehensive Survey) gives a comprehensive review of the 

existing GKM schemes supporting secure mobile multicast communication. The 

review describes the predominant common rekeying concepts and techniques 

complimented by publication V, for secure group key distribution in a wireless 

multicast environment. The presentation of solutions consists of deep 

comparisons, critics, classifications and discussions that are rewarding both the 

academic and industrial researchers. The key publications, I and II, have 

addressed some of the key issues identified in this publication. This publication 

majorly forms Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

 

Publication IV (Multi-Service Group Key Establishment for Secure Wireless 

Mobile Multicast Networks) also forms part of publications I and II. It shows how 

initial group establishment and distribution phases are performed when the 

mobile user first registers with the network of interest. Publication VII here is used 

in conjunction with the SKDL concept introduced to securely delegate the group 

key derivation parameters to edge of the network for initial group key 

establishment. This relatively improves the system initial group key establishment 
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process indefinitely compared to the conventional art. This publication also forms 

part of Chapter 3 in the thesis. 

 

Publication VII (Efficient Authenticated Multi-Service Group Key management for 

Secure Wireless Mobile Multicast) proposes a novel secure session key 

distribution list (SKDL) concept for accelerating the handoff performance. The 

SKDL securely monitors users and delegate the authentication and GKM 

functions from the trusted domain key distributor (DKD) to area key distributors 

(AKD) over a scalable decentralized SMGKM scheme described in publication I 

and VIII. Thus, the aforementioned functions are handled at the AKD level in a 

distributed fashion without involving the DKD to alleviate unnecessary 

authentication and rekeying delays as well as alleviating possible bottlenecks at 

the DKD to provide some level of fault tolerance. SKDL concept is flexible and 

maintains a good balance between AKD memory consumption and exchange 

signalling load at the core network. It removes the link delay factor between the 

AKD and the DKD which could be intercontinentally far.  This paper further 

analyses the performance of the adopting SKDL in SMGKM compared to the 

selected KR (KR) related art. Furthermore, publications II, IV, VI and VII-XII also 

utilize the efficient SKDL concept to achieve their specific goals. This publication 

also forms part of Chapter 3 of the thesis.  

 

Publication VIII (Novel rekeying approach for secure multiple multicast groups 

over wireless mobile networks) forms part of publication I. It introduces a novel 

rekeying strategy for efficient key distribution when multi-handoffs in multi- 

service subscriptions occur in SMGKM. The rekeying strategy is based on KUS 

and provides scalability and it performs rekeying with efficacy by selectively 

updating the service keys for the affected services only as clarified more in 

publication I. The paper quantifies and compares the novel rekeying strategy with 

related GKM art rekeying strategies. This publication forms part of Chapter 3 of 

the thesis. 

 

Publication VI (New Application of BAN logic to Verify Multi-Service Group Key 

Management in Wireless Mobile Multicast Communication Security) achieves the 
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security correctness of the proposed SMGKM of publication I using BAN logical 

reasoning. The publication start by reviewing the chosen authentication art 

applying the BAN logical reasoning procedures. The new application of BAN to 

SMGKM, which is the first of its kind in the thematic area of GKM, is then carried 

out using similar BAN logical reasoning procedures used in the previous work. 

The logical beliefs prove cyber resilience to d attacks and null redundancies in 

the SMGKM compared to the chosen art.  This publication majorly forms Chapter 

5 of the thesis. Conclusions and possible future recommendations of the work 

are highlighted in Chapter 6 .  

1.8. Summary of Thesis Structure  

The entire thesis is organized as follows:  

Chapter 2, provide an extensive overview of the existing related art for GKM 

schemes for securing wireless mobile multicast communication along with their 

efficiencies and deficiencies. 

 

Chapter 3, discusses the new proposal of the multi-service GKM scheme 

addressing the aforementioned related art deficiencies along with its performance 

evaluation.  The performance evaluation of the proposed SMGKM in highly 

mobile environment is also evaluated against the related art in various scenarios 

through the analytical and simulation results in Chapter 4. 

 

Chapter 5, gives a comprehensive review of the application of BAN logic to the 

selected authentication art to verify their correctness and give reasonable logical 

beliefs is discussed. By using the same BAN logical reasoning of the existing 

authentication art, SMGKM is also subjected to BAN logic as new factor in GKM. 

Therefore, the SMGKM security correctness against various identified threats or 

attacks is proved accordingly.   

 

Finally, the conclusions and future works of the proposed SMGKM are given in 

Chapter 6.   
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Chapter 2 

Taxonomy of Group Key Management Schemes  

Group key management is an imperative useful building block for securing 

multicast communication in both wired and wireless frameworks. Thereby, it has 

been extensively studied in the literature for wired frameworks. In this chapter, 

the relevant group key management schemes for secure wireless systems are 

presented. A comprehensive summary of their comparison against some 

pertinent performance criteria is then made. The efficiencies and deficiencies of 

each category of the schemes follows publication III [19].  

Traditional group key management protocols for wired networks surveyed in [59, 

92, 93] are classified in to centralized, decentralized and distributed schemes. 

Centralized schemes such as in [94-99] have a single designated group manager, 

which is single point of failure and the attack target, responsible for computation 

and distribution of the TEK to all participants. Decentralized schemes such as in 

[100-114], partition a multicast group in to individual subgroups/clusters managed 

by the local controllers to localize rekeying process within the affected cluster. 

This reduces rekeying overheads while providing scalability. Distributed schemes 

such as in [115-122] allow peer members to collaborate in establishing the group 

key. This improves reliability of the entire system and reduces bottlenecks caused 

by centralized schemes but they bring new challenges of synchronization and 

conflict resolution. Besides, the critical problem with key management schemes 

is how to perform efficient and scalable rekeying [44, 123]. Rekeying process 

requires the TEK to be updated whenever dynamic membership change occurs 

due to frequent join and leave operations.  The new TEK is re-distributed to valid 

group members depending on the way the TEK is distributed within the entire key 

management framework. Work in [52] further categorizes the GKM schemes as 

common TEK and Independent TEK per subgroup approaches as shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

 Common TEK approach in Figure 2.1a) distributes the new TEK in a 

manner that results in the 1-affect-n phenomenon when membership
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changes due to joins and leaves. Thus all legitimate group users holding 

valid TEK commit the new TEK during TEK distribution. 

 Independent TEK per subgroup approaches in Figure 2.1b) solves the 1-

affect-n phenomenon by handling the rekeying process locally within the 

subgroup. However, Independent TEK per subgroup requires data 

transformation at the borders of subgroups which may be delay sensitive 

to packet delivery in real time applications like voice. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: TEK distribution approaches for secure wireless mobile multicast communication 

  

Just like in wired networks, current single-service GKM provide single service 

confidentiality ubiquitously in wireless mobile multicast environment. As 

aforementioned in Chapter 1, mobile environments comprise security due to 

dynamic handover users which dynamically change point of attachment across 

various wireless access networks while requiring seamless service connectivity. 

The dynamic relocation nature also complicates GKM than in wired networks due 

to frequent joins and leaves emanating frequently from various access networks. 

Thus extra rekeying may be required in the underlying system to ensure 

seamless service confidentiality. The challenges such as service disruptions, 

multicast tree reconstruction in mobile multicast environments and solutions to 

mitigate them are addressed in [124]. However in the context of service 

confidentiality defined in Chapter 1, recent work in [19, 91]  give the challenges 

faced by the GKM schemes in achieving single group service confidentiality in a 

widely decentralised framework. 
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The schemes adopt a fully decentralised architecture similar to the widely 

deployed wireless cellular architecture for scalability than centralized and 

distributed architectures. Similar to [52], In this work [19] the single-service GKM 

schemes are broadly classified as common TEK approach, (TMKM [2, 3], KTMM 

[10], WSMM [10], HKM [15], L-MKMS [16], DeCleene et al [1], Kellil et al [6], 

GKMF [7-9]) or Independent TEK per subgroup approach, (Wang et al [4, 5], M-

Iolus) [11], Gharout et al [12], KMGM [13], CRAW [14] depending on how the TEK 

is distributed within the entire decentralised architecture. In what follows, each 

category of the existing single-service GKM schemes in wireless mobile 

environment is presented as illustrated in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Single-service GKM schemes for secure wireless mobile multicast 

 

Each classification of GKM schemes is refined to highlight a summary of the 

underlying common efficiencies and deficiencies identified from the literature in 

the consecutive sections. 
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2.1. Common TEK single-service GKM schemes 

As already aforementioned, the entire members within the multicast group share 

the same TEK in this approach. The management of the TEK can further be 

classified into two categories: Tree based and cluster (or hierarchical) based. 

Tree based schemes are widely utilised and most efficient centralised key 

management tree which deploy the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) tree [96]. The 

LKH tree is matched or integrated into the topology of the wireless architecture 

to reduce rekeying overheads with logarithm number of group users during the 

group key distribution phase. As highlighted in Figure 2.2, the existing GKM 

schemes of this category provide efficiency by reducing the key management 

overheads logarithmically with the number of users while achieving single service 

confidentiality. However, tree based schemes are out of scope of this thesis. This 

research is based on the widely adopted cluster based category which is 

described in the next subsection.  

2.1.1. Cluster based GKM schemes  

Cluster-based or hierarchy-based schemes partition a multicast group into 

several hierarchies of subgroup clusters which are managed locally by its local 

controllers. As highlighted in Figure 2.2, the GKM schemes of this category 

include DeCleene et al [1] , Kellil et al [6] and GKMF [7-9]. The schemes adopt a 

two-tier wireless fixed decentralised framework with a basic underlying cellular 

architecture [125], [126], [127] as its networking platform. The framework has 

diverse cluster controllers known as AKDs belonging to homogeneous wireless 

access technologies. The AKDs operate under the jurisdiction of the centralised 

trusted DKD. The DKD is generates and distributes the TEK per service via the 

intermediate AKDs to legitimate handover users residing under diverse AKDs. 

The same TEK is widely distributed within the entire framework. Thus, handover 

users served by diverse AKDs hold the common TEK for the entire duration of 

their single service subscription.  Additionally, the schemes try to mitigate 

bottlenecks and single point of failure by the DKD during rekeying phase by 

introducing Independent local area keys per cluster.
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This mitigates the need to rekey the TEK during group dynamism hence saving 

enormous bandwidth by dramatically reducing extra signalling load at the wire 

line of the framework.  Thus, during rekeying due to handoff, the link between the 

AKD and the DKD does not become the delay factor which is an interesting 

approach for real time services while giving DKD scalability. Furthermore, the 

schemes introduce the use of mobility list to manage mobility in their 

corresponding clusters such that null rekeying occur at the previously visited 

clusters provided no join or leave occur at that time. The idea is based on the 

probability of returning the handoff user to the previously visited clusters. During 

handoff phase, the affected clusters perform localised delivery of the new local 

clusters keys and unchanged TEK to maintain single-service confidentiality.  

 

From the category of schemes, thanks to DeCleene et al [1] and  Zhang et al 

[128] for introducing a comprehensive comparative study of various rekeying 

strategies satisfying seamless single-service confidentiality in wireless multicast 

environment. The strategies have highly motivated researchers in this area to 

choose the utmost rekeying strategy offering efficient TEK distribution over a 

decentralised infrastructure-based wireless environment. These include Baseline 

Rekeying (BR) in Figure 2.3a), Immediate Rekeying (IR) in Figure 2.3b), Delayed 

Rekeying (DR) and First Entry Delayed Rekeying + Periodic (FEDRP) in Figure 

2.3c). In BR, handover users are treated as a leave from the previous area i 

followed by a join at the new area v. For this purpose, both the TEK and the local 

area key KEKi and KEKv are updated twice in both area i and are v to guarantee 

forward and backward secrecy respectively. However BR suffers service 

disruptions in both areas during local area rekeying phase. Moreover BR is not 

able to distinguish between each  join or leave  of  group users from  its  

movement  across  the  areas. The IR improves the deficiency of the BR by 

enabling the handover user to synchronously notify both AKDi and AKDv about 

its move.  Both the affected AKDs concurrently update their local area encryption 

keys while the TEK remains unchanged. With IR, unlike BS, there is no need to 

generate/update the TEK but service transmission continues undisrupted.  
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Figure 2.3. Various Rekeying Strategies  

 

However it suffers high rekeying overhead especially if member frequently 

handoff across multiple areas due repeated local area rekeying. In DR strategy, 

local area rekeying is delayed at the previous area i for a threshold until a 

particular criterion such as user join/leave or key expiration occurs. Thus, old local 

area key and the TEK remains unchanged for reuse in case handover user 

returns to the old area promptly. Handover users in DR collect multiple local area 

keys and reuse these keys when they return to a previously visited area. Though 

DR seems to be the efficient rekeying strategy by achieving null rekeying at the 

previous areas during handoff, it is complex to identify and track users who return 

to the previously visited areas. Therefore, the authors proposed FEDRP which 

utilises the use of mobility list called EKOL for easily tracking users moving in and 

out of the serving areas. 
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The data structure of EKOL is undefined though it is entirely managed at the AKD 

level. FEDRP combines DR and Periodic Rekeying (PR) for operational 

efficiency. With PR, periodical update of the local area key is independent of user 

mobility. By periodically rekeying, no local area key remains valid for more than 

a fixed pre-defined period of time. Thus, whenever period expires or join/leave 

occurs, EKOL is reset. The main deficiency of the EKOL in FEDRP is that it 

causes additional storage complexity at the previously visited AKDs because the 

local key history of handover users not residing in the old area is maintained. 

Again it is more probable that a user enters a new area for the first time than is 

back to previous area. Nonetheless FEDRP gained gratitude in providing efficient 

rekeying strategy for single-service confidentiality that subsequent GKM 

schemes such as Kellil et al and GKMF started adopting the strategy. However 

Kellil et al tries to improve FEDRP further by separating rekeying of handover 

users from non- handover users. Thus, two separate mobility lists are introduced 

at the AKD level, EKOL for fixed users and Visitor Key Owner List (VKOL) for 

handover users.  

 

Conversely, the additional VKOL causes additional storage complexity at the 

AKDs hence inducing huge processing delays. During handoff local area 

rekeying is not necessary in Kellil et al and this violate the single-service 

confidentiality requirements of GKM described in Chapter 1. Thus separating 

rekeying for non-handover users from rekeying due mobility cannot be a 

reasonable way to prevent compromise and to reduce rekey overheads. The 

deficiencies of the existing GKM art in this category is summarised in the next 

subsection.  

2.1.2. Summary of deficiencies 

Table 2.1 below summarises the characteristics of the common TEK GKM 

schemes, where Yes represent that the mentioned feature exist in the particular 

scheme while No represent the converse. 
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Generally, the GKM schemes of this category suffer from 1-affect-n phenomenon 

which is major concern in this category. The phenomenon requires the entire 

group user to commit to the new TEK during rekeying. Though FEDRP seem to 

be paramount rekeying strategy applied by all, it may cause substantial key 

management overhead in presence in the co-existence of multi-services within 

same network. 

Table 2.1: Comparison of Common TEK based GKM schemes 

 

Evaluation criteria 

DeCleene and Zhang et al 
GKMF Kellil et 

al BR IR FEDRP 

Decentralized framework  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Key Separation  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Number of layers 2 2 2 2 2 

Data transformation problem No No No No No 

Move with Forward secrecy Yes Yes No No No 

Move with Backward secrecy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Rekeying after multiple visits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

1-affect-n phenomenon Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Rekeying localization at move No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

AKD to AKD communication No No No No No 

Support multi-service secrecy No No No No No 

Single point of failure  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

DKD Scalability  No No No No No 

Use of list to manage mobility No No Yes Yes Yes 

Authentication at move  No No No Yes No 

Suitable for high speed network  No No No No No 

By considering the emergence of diverse wireless access technologies along with 

the prevalence of smart devices, subscription to multiple group oriented services 

via the mobile internet is in huge demand by those smart devices. The Network 

Operators will be forced to build a multi-scale wireless infrastructure with the 

following underlying properties [129-131]: 
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 Accommodating huge traffic within networked society supporting diverse 

air interfaces for flexible access to various wireless access technologies 

by the smart devices. This will advocate to unlimited access to information 

ubiquitously. Thus traffic in a networked society in the next decade would 

double every year from 2011 until 2020 in 5G [132]. Multi-access network 

cooperation characterised by high speed interconnection and shared 

resources based on traditional cellular architecture for improved spectral 

efficiency and reduction in power consumption.   

 From the security point of view, provision of seamless and reliable 

distribution of multi-group oriented services to multiple handovers with 

reduced cost while maintaining multi-service confidentiality requirements 

will also be crucial. 

 

However, the above properties adversely affect the existing GKM art in that their 

frameworks were not designed with the multi-scale functionality explicitly in mind.  

Suppose multiple TEKs are used for multi-service confidentiality in the same 

network with heterogeneous access technologies. It is very crucial to update TEK 

especially if there is a suspected compromise or expiration time is reached. In 

such a situation, the existing art may cause substantial key management 

overhead in independently rekeying the multiple TEKs concurrently hence 

leading to a prolonged service interruptions. This is not a suitable approach for 

real time computing. Thus handoff users participating in multiple subscriptions 

may be subject service losses due to significant rekeying latency. The exchange 

signalling induced by delivering the new TEKs to the existing customers via both 

parts of the framework would be considerable hence huge network bandwidth 

utilisation. It is also obvious that the storage complexity would increase with the 

increment of group oriented service subscriptions [17]. Furthermore, the TEK 

management and authentication functions in the existing art solely depend on the 

centralised DKD. The DKD could be intercontinentally far hence adding massive 

delays in delivering the new TEKs and in granting authentication requests.
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Multiple TEK update and authentication requests can overwhelm the DKD hence 

bottleneck and single point failure. This actually does not meet the fault tolerance 

and DKD scalability requirements. The existing art also requires handover user 

to maintain the local keys for the previously visited clusters hence making them 

unsuitable for high mobility environment. In high speed environments handover 

users perform frequent handoffs across diverse access networks. Whenever 

frequent handovers finally leave the access network, the history of local cluster 

keys and the TEK held by the user are considered compromised hence requiring 

considerable rekeying overhead in all the visited clusters. Non-visited cluster may 

need rekeying as well if TEK changes hence interrupting the entire system.  

 

With regard to the above shortcomings, it is of utmost significance to find the 

solution that is adaptive to all. Some existing art adopt independent TEK per 

subgroup/cluster try to address some deficiencies such as scalability issue, 1-

affect-n phenomenon and single point of failure where single-service 

confidentiality is also major concern. A summary of discussion for the existing art 

that adopt independent TEK per cluster along with their deficiencies is discussed 

in the next subsection. 

2.2. Independent TEK per subgroup single service GKM 

schemes 

The existing common TEK GKM schemes has a shortcoming of requiring all 

group users commit to a new TEK whenever membership change within the 

group is triggered, for achieving single-service confidentiality requirements. This 

is referred to as 1-affect-n phenomenon. To mitigate the phenomenon, alternative 

approach arranges group users into a hierarchy of subgroups/clusters, each 

cluster managing its own TEK independently. Certainly in this approach, TEK 

distribution during rekeying affects only the users under the concerned clusters 

without affecting the neighbour clusters. Similarly, the existing art of this category 

also fall into two sub-categories: Tree based approaches matches the LKH key 

management tree or it’s improvement in to the wireless network topology to 

reduce rekey overheads with logarithmic number of group users. 
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As highlighted in Figure 2.2, not much work has been done in this sub-category 

though Wang et al [4, 5] seem to be the only exemplary so far. However, this is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 

2.2.1. Cluster based GKM schemes  

 Cluster based approaches partition a network in to a hierarchy of subgroup 

managers called the AKDs operating under the jurisdiction of the DKD. Unlike the 

common TEK cluster based approaches, each AKD manages the TEK 

independently. Thus unique TEK is widely distributed per cluster within a 

decentralised framework. Whenever TEK require rekeying due to group 

dynamisms or a suspected compromise or key expiration within a particular 

cluster, TEK distribution gets localised to the concerned cluster without disturbing 

the neighbour clusters hence alleviating 1-affect-n phenomenon. This approach 

has brought significant attention for achieving localised TEK rekeying. The 

schemes also take advantage of adopting the widely adopted rekeying strategy, 

FEDRP [128], which rely on mobility list(s) to track mobility and reduce the need 

to rekey the TEK.  

 

As highlighted in Figure 2.2, these schemes include: micro-grouped Iolus (M-

Iolus) [11] an improved version with mobility support to Iolus[109] dedicated to 

wired networks. Gharout et al [12], Key Management to secure Group 

Communications in Mobile Environments (KMGM) [13]. KMGM is an improved 

version with mobility support to the scalable, adaptive and dynamic clustering 

GKM schemes dedicated for wired networks, ASGK [112] and SAKM [111]. Its 

operation is partially based on the Gharout et al hence inheriting some of its 

strengths and drawbacks. Combination of Rekeying and Authentication in 

Wireless Networks (CRAW) [14] which integrate handover authentication with 

TEK management. In CRAW, Simple and Password Authentication protocol 

(SAS) [133] is used for handover authentication and improved version of the 

LKH[96] named Code for Key Calculation (CKC)[134] is used for efficient delivery 

of the TEK during the rekeying phase. CRAW proposes interesting functions such 

as integrating authentication with key management. 
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Both functions synchronise with DKD which could be intercontinentally far from 

the serving network hence inhibiting service continuity due to authentication and 

rekeying delays. Handover authentication in CRAW relies on the mobility list 

which is centrally managed by the DKD. As the number of handovers increases, 

the DKD would have to deal with multiple authentication requests which 

drastically overwhelm the DKD. Thus DKD becomes the bottleneck and single 

point failure. However, mobility list management in M-Iolus, Gharout et al and 

KMGM is at the AKD level. Unlike CRAW, these schemes propose null rekeying 

of the TEK but perform user authentication during handover. This actually violates 

the service confidentiality requirements of GKM though it can be a good practice 

to reduce rekeying overheads.   

 

Similar to the common TEK cluster based schemes, the art in this category 

require handover users to maintain the local key history of the previously visited 

clusters. This also makes them unsuitable for high speed networks. Furthermore 

the independent TEK nature of underlying schemes requires message 

transformations by the local cluster controller whenever multicast services or keys 

pass through a new cluster during service/key distribution. Messages 

transformations are caused by encryptions and decryptions operations which 

contribute to the delay factor in distributing the services or encryption keys. This 

is an intolerable approach for delay sensitive real time computing services.  

Message transformation operations also expose the services or encryption keys 

destined for receivers to eavesdropping opportunities at the intermediary parties 

before reaching the destination. Thus the involvement high number of 

intermediary parties in these schemes jeopardise the trustiness of those entities. 

In practice it is complex to assume the trustiness for all the network entities. To 

overcome the  problems of trusting third parties, Dondeti et al [135],[107] 

proposed Dual Encryption Protocol (DEP). Mukherjee and Atwood [114] also 

proposed a protocol that utilise proxy encryption with acceptable level of message 

transformations without revealing the services or encryption keys and thereby 

making the protocol more suitable for situations where local controllers may be 
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untrustworthy. To reduce message transformation operations, Shields et al 

proposed Keyed Hierarchical Multicast protocol (KHIP). 
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KHIP does not transform service itself but transforms the encryption keys with 

which service is encrypted and hence reducing delays induced by the 

transformations at the cluster borders. 

The overall deficiencies of the GKM schemes in this category is summarised in 

the next subsection. 

2.2.2. Summary of deficiencies  

The overall existing art succeed to mitigate the 1-affects-n phenomenon by 

adopting independent TEK per subgroup approach. Thus, membership change 

within the cluster affects only user under the same cluster without disturbing the 

neighbour ones. The Independent TEK per subgroup approach can be the 

ultimate solution for reducing service disruptions and key management 

overheads as a result of localised rekeying. The independent nature of the 

schemes mitigate bbottlenecks and single point of failures while giving key 

independence which ensures that the disclosure of any key does not compromise 

other keys from other clusters. However, reducing 1-affects-n phenomenon 

cannot be for free in these schemes: there exist message or encryption keys 

transformation operations at the local cluster controllers whenever 

messages/keys pass across new cluster controllers. These transformations 

inherently add service delivery delays which are not tolerable for delay sensitive 

real time computing. The intermediaries cannot be trusted to reveal the services 

or keys in transit before reaching destinations. Some proposals such as DEP, 

Proxy encryption and KHIP try eeliminate the message and key transformation 

operation issues at the expense of adding storage and computations to the 

resource constraint handover smart device. 

Generally, the overall schemes were not designed with the multi-scale 

functionality explicitly in mind. Introducing multi-services co-existing in the same 

access network may cause significant transformation overhead at the 

intermediary parties’ hence excessive delays as well as overwhelming the 

parties. The handover user may be subject to massive service disconnections 

due to the multi-service transformation problem. Table 2.2 summarise the 

features of the existing art in this category.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of Independent TEK per subgroup/cluster schemes 

Evaluation criteria M-Iolus Gharout et al KMGM CRAW 

Number of levels multiple Yes multiple 2 

Key Independence Yes Yes Yes No 

1-affect-n phenomenon No No No No 

Local rekeying Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Trust Relationship  Yes Yes Yes No 

Data transformation Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Forward secrecy at move No No No Yes 

Backward secrecy at move No No No Yes 

DKD Scalability Yes No Yes Yes 

Single point of failure No No No Yes 

AKD to AKD communication No No No No 

Support multi-service subscriptions  No No No No 

Handover Authentication at move No No No No 

Support high Speed environments No No No No 

Use of Mobility list(s)                                     Yes Yes Yes Yes 

2.3. Conclusion Remarks  

In this chapter, the state of the art of GKM which support host mobility while 

achieving single-service confidentiality has been presented. The existing art is 

classified into two main categories: the common TEK approach and the TEK per 

subgroup/cluster approach. Through this chapter, this classification has been 

refined according to the common concept and techniques used by the proposed 

schemes. This research has identified each GKM subcategory as cluster based 

and tree based with relevant solutions from the literature, and compared them 

against relevant performance criteria. It was shown that both the proposed 

approaches suffer from great concerns depending on group dynamism: the 

common TEK approach suffers from the 1-affects-n phenomenon, where a single 

group membership change due to leave followed by join in mobile environments 

compromise the TEK. The compromise triggers rekeying process that disturbs all 

group users participating in the same service to update the TEK. Moreover, 

centralized GKM schemes are found to be non-scalable, and distributed ones 

bring new challenges such as synchronization and conflict resolution. 
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For this reason, the existing art from both approaches adopted decentralised 

framework to address scalability.  

 

On the other hand, the TEK per subgroup approach mitigate the 1-affects-n 

phenomenon. This can be more beneficial tactic for highly dynamic multicast 

groups on a multi-scale environment. However, this approach requires message 

transformation operations whenever they transit across subgroups/clusters. The 

data transformations may be intolerable by real time computing services sensitive 

to delivery variations. Besides, the approach cannot be worthy with relatively 

static groups due to multiple transformations which can induce avoidable delays 

and impractical computation overheads. However, the great concern of both the 

approaches is that they were specifically designed for single service 

confidentiality. With the huge demand to include the multi-scale functionality in 

the future wireless networks it is expected that the state of art suffers multi-service 

confidentiality problem. This functionality offers support for multiple multicast 

service subscriptions concurrently by emerging multiple handovers. Thus it is 

expected that the functionality may overwhelm the existing art by giving 

considerable key management overheads due to their great concerns 

discovered. This would require a new scalable and adaptive rekeying strategy for 

supporting seamless multi-service confidentiality in a multi scale wireless 

environment.  

 

Additionally, the existing art does not address any efficient ways of re-

authenticating handovers which is absolutely a necessary requirement to provide 

access control to the group key management keys. Handover users dynamically 

move across untrusted foreign networks which compromises the entire key 

management keys. It was also found that some existing cannot be suitable for 

high speed networks because handovers maintain the local key history for the 

previously visited clusters to reduce the need to rekey the TEK hence adding 

storage complexity to the resource constraint handover device. If handovers 

leave after multiple visits, this triggers rekeying that disturbs all the visited clusters 

which is not a favourable approach for high speed networks.
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Therefore, it is of significant importance to address the above-mentioned 

shortcomings of the existing art. The following chapter discusses the proposal of 

the novel adaptive multi-service GKM scheme (SMGKM) that takes advantage of 

the interesting features of the Independent TEK approach such as scalability and 

key localisation. The SMGKM offers multi-service confidentiality while integrating 

handover authentication for service keys access control without overwhelming 

the SMGKM performance as desired. 
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Chapter 3 

New Scalable Multi-Service GKM Scheme 

The chapter solely relies on Publications I [17], IV [20], VII [23], and VIII [24], 

which introduces the new proposal of the SMGKM scheme along with its 

performance analyses. 

 

Addressing key management in mobile multicast communication is a complex 

issue due to the convergence of wireless and mobile technologies. With the 

emergence of multiple group based services that are possible to co-exist within 

a single network, handovers could subscribe to these services concurrently while 

ubiquitous using their smart devices such as smartphones, tablets, Ipad etc. As 

already discussed in chapter 2, the existing art for wired and wireless networks 

intend to offer single-service confidentiality and rekeying strategy to achieve 

single-service confidentiality is expected to perform poorly in achieving multi-

service confidentiality. Thus, it is predictive that multiple multicast services may 

co-exist in the same network simultaneously and this may incur huge key 

management overhead in the existing art.  

 

The common TEK art would involve inefficient use of keys and does not scale 

well as the number of data streams/multicast services cumulate as a result of 

increased 1-affect-n phenomenon. This would incur huge rekeying 

communication and storage overheads due to huge number of dynamic 

handovers participating in multiple service subscriptions. By considering the case 

where M1 in Figure 3.1 perform handoff between two adjacent clusters of 

homogeneous or heterogeneous networks while maintaining active subscribed 

services, voice and sports. Thus to address multi-service confidentiality, rekeying 

process of the TEK has to be performed independently for the affected three 

service groups 1, 2 and 3 in the existing common TEK art hence causing 

significant key management overhead. The service subscriptions groupings in 

Figure 3.1 are arbitrarily chosen as a clarifying example. However, Independent 

TEK per cluster art has some interesting features such as eliminating 1-affects-n 

and single point of failure, providing key localization and scalability. 
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In the presence of multiple subscriptions shown in Figure 3.1, it may also cause 

considerable computation overheads due to multiple data transformations at the 

intermediary untrusted parties during concurrent multi-service distribution. This 

may intolerable by real time services which are delay sensitive to service delivery.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Multi-Service Subscription illustration 

 

In this chapter, the Independent TEK per cluster is adopted to solve the rekeying 

complexity in the common TEK art that achieves multi-service confidentiality 

requirement efficiently. Thus, a scalable and adaptive rekeying strategy for 

managing multiple multicast service groups, called slot based multiple group key 

management (SMGKM) scheme is proposed. SMGKM supports the multiple 

users participating in multiple group services while dynamically moving across a 

homogeneous or heterogeneous wireless access networks. 

In summary, SMGKM scheme achieves the following new features [17]: 

  

 Decentralized framework with completely key separation between clusters 

and handovers 

 Minimized rekeying transmissions, communication and storage overheads 

while achieving multi-service confidentiality  

 Alleviates single point of failures and 1-affect-n phenomenon
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 Optimize signaling load at the core network for bandwidth preservation 

Integrate both the key management and authentication functions which 

are securely offloaded to the intermediary cluster managers called Area 

Key Distributors to derive the necessary key management keys. 

 Integrate our concept of session key distribution list(SKDL) introduced in 

[28] for fast re-authentication of handoff subscribers in order to  provide 

access control to the service group communication keys before key 

distribution of the affected services,  

 Study the suitability of the SMGKM for high mobility networks with less 

performance overheads, 

 SMGKM employ symmetric encryption which is lighter for resource 

constraint mobile devices than heavier asymmetric effort. Compared to the 

existing schemes, SMKGM save enormous communication bandwidth 

utilization for increasing number of multicast services in the same network. 

In what follows, we describe the overview of the proposed generic SMGKM 

framework, and then compare it with the existing art. A novel rekeying strategy 

supporting multi-service confidentiality is presented and the SMGKM solution is 

formalized using the analytic model.  

3.1. SMGKM framework overview   

In this section, a detailed description of the SMGKM framework is given, its 

assumptions and notations used in developing the underlying system [17]. 

Generally, SMGKM alleviate the 1-affects-n phenomenon and thereby the 

scalability issue by adopting Independent TEK per cluster based approach. With 

this inherent approach, the multicast group is organized into a hierarchy of 

subgroups/clusters. Individual clusters are managed independently by local 

controllers called AKDs. The AKDs operate under the jurisdiction of the trusted 

DKD to ensure trusted mobile computing. The generic framework adopts a two 

tier decentralized approach similar to [1, 6, 7] as shown in Figure 3.2 which is 

scalable for wireless mobile environments than centralized and distributed 

schemes. 
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The first level is the domain level which is the core wired part consisting of Domain 

Key Distributor for initial key management and authentication phases.  

 

The second level is the area level which is the wireless part consisting of multiple 

subgroup clusters belonging to homogeneous or heterogeneous network 

domains. Each cluster contains a set of huge subscribers that dynamically 

perform handoff across widely distributed clusters belonging to 

homogeneous/heterogeneous vendors while participating in diverse multicast 

services. Furthermore with independent TEK per cluster, rekeying process gets 

localized which ensures that rekeying process of the TEK during dynamic 

joins/leaves emanating from mobility is handled locally without disturbing the 

entire system. 

 

Figure 3.2: SMGKM reference framework [17] 

In order to unburden the key management duties from centralized DKD for 

scalability, the AKDs generate, update and distribute the group key management 

keys. The AKD to AKD link similar to X2 interface in LTE [43] is introduced to 

accelerate handoff  by reducing the investment pressure caused by rekeying at 

the core of the network.
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Similar to FEDRP, each AKD maintains secure mobility list called Session Key 

Distribution list (SKDL) to track mobility, provide access control to the multicast 

service keys during handover authentication. SKDL also reduces the need for 

rekeying when members handoff while maintaining connectivity of subscribed 

services.  

 

The SMGKM framework is generic in the sense that it can be mapped in to all IP 

next generation network architectures like LTE and WiMAX [39]. In LTE, the 

Mobility Management Entity (MME) can perform the role of the DKD and in 

WiMAX the Connectivity Service Network (CSN) AAA server can perform the 

DKD duties while the Access Service Network (ASN) gateway can act as the SP. 

The eNodeB (eNB) or BS correspond to the AKDi. Though the mappings can be 

unique, group key management, mobility management and authentication are 

maintained in SMGKM. 

3.1.1 System assumptions and notations  

The design of the SMGKM protocol is based on similar assumptions in [7]: 

 

 The DKD, AAA server and the Service provider (SP) are collocated for 

simplicity. 

 The keys are already established as shown in Figure 3.3 at initial group 

setup and the DKDs and the AKDs are aware of the Key update slot (KUS) 

generation format and the maximum number of multicast services provided 

by the SP. 

 Registration phase of the Mi is performed successfully and the registered 

Mi already holds the specific Authentication keys (AKMi) as shown in Figure 

3.3.  

 All key distributors (DKD and AKDs) are trustworthy and reliable and all the 

Mobile nodes trust them. 

 All the AKDs can generate new KUS from the initial KUS quickly depending 

on the number of sessions affected when mobility start to occur.
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 The AKDs are mobility aware and can only store the necessary SKDLi 

parameters for the Mi they are currently serving otherwise delete the 

unnecessary. Each SKDLi row is integrity protected using the MAC. 

 The AKD and Mi have the capability of deriving the necessary key using 

backward key separation technique without involving the DKD. 

3.1.2 System nomenclature 

Table 3.1 summarizes the notations of the parameters used in development of the 

SMGKM system along with their significance. 

Table 3.1: System Nomenclature and Definitions 

Notation Significance Function 

AKDi Area Key Distributor of 

cluster i 

Grant access to Mi, TEKi derivation, TEKi,j mapping 

in to the KUS and TEKi,j updating during rekeying 

process 

DKD Domain Key Distributor Initial KUS and SKDL generation and updating the 

SKDL 

Mi Mobile Node in cluster i Existing moving member in cluster i 

Mv Mobile node in the 

visited cluster v 

Existing moving member in cluster v  

{M}K Message M encrypted 

with symmetric shared 

key K 

Symmetric Encryption of message M 

KUSi Key Update Slot in 

cluster i 

Determines number of affected sessions which 

require TEK update with the corresponding number 

of Mi per session. 

SKDLi Session Key Distributor 

Lists on cluster i 

Maintain a list Mi with their already derived SKMi by 

the DKD at the corresponding AKDi 

SKMi Mi specific session key Mi specific shared pairwise symmetric key for 

encrypting messages between the AKDi and the Mi 

TEKi,j Traffic Encryption Key of 

cluster I in the jth 

multicast group session 

Group Key in cluster i 

Specific symmetric key for encrypting and 

decrypting messages between the AKDi and the Mi 
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TEKi Group Key in cluster i Group delay derived by the AKDi containing 

multiple TEKi,j shares for various group services 

AKMNi Authentication Key Authentication Key held by the Mi used to derive 

the Ski knowing the IDAKDi 

IDAKDi Identity of the AKDi  Used by the Mi to derive the SKMi 

IDGj Identity of the multicast 

group session j 

Used by the AKDi to identify the particular service 

Mi is subscribed to. 

  Multicast/broadcast 

message 

Used during rekeying to deliver the new TEKi,j to all 

Mi holding old TEKi,j share with the single 

transmission.  

 → Unicast message Used during rekeying to deliver the new TEKi.j to all 

Mi holding a valid SKMi-AKDi individually 

 

3.1.3 Initial key Establishment  

In this subsection, we describe how the group communication keys for 

authentication and key management phases are widely distributed within the 

SMGKM decentralized framework shown in Figure 3.3. The initial key 

establishment phase of the SMGKM relies on [20] which uses the SKDL concept 

introduced in [28].  

 

The DKD initially derives the necessary cryptographic keys on initial group setup 

and the authentication and key management phases are delegated at the 

intermediate trusted AKD level. After successfully registration of mobile receivers, 

Mi subscribes to diverse multicast services provided by the SP, the DKD initially 

derives the Mi short term individual AKDi specific session keys (SKMi_AKDi) 

depending on the Mi mobility pattern. DKD also derives the Mi unique long term 

authentication key (AKMi) which is embedded on the mobile device smartcard for 

example. Support for hybrid authentication mechanism in the system such as 

integration of biometric means such as eye recognition, fingerprints, faces 

recognition may also be applicable for providing access control. The DKD then 

generate secure session key distribution list (SKDLi) shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3: Initial Key Establishment [20] 

 

Figure 3.4: Session Key Distribution List [28] 

The SKDLi has the following new features and benefits: 

 It is specific to the AKDi and its rows are in encrypted form to securely 

store the private keys SKMi_AKDi corresponding to the number of registered 

Mi under AKDi for authentication purpose 

 The AKDi specific rows are also integrity protected using Message 

Authentication Code (MAC)[12] to prevent replay attacks 

 It include the rows for the target AKDv where the Mi will visit and each AKDi 

can modify its own rows without affecting the rows of its neighbors 
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 It securely stores the system security parameters initially setup by the 

trusted DKD which are also delegated securely to the AKDs for group key 

establishment 

 It can be used to securely store accounting or billing information at the 

cluster level before it is securely sent to the SP for further processing.  

Each SKDLi row is encrypted using pairwise security association key SAi shared 

between the AKDi and the DKD for securely pushing the corresponding SKDLi 

rows to the AKDi at cluster i where Mi currently resides. Thus if members newly 

join the network, the DKD becomes the initial step to derive its SKMi_AKDi then 

forward the Mi particular row to its current location so that the corresponding AKDi 

update its SKDLi rows. The exemplary SKDLi in Figure 3.4 has priority numbers 

denoted as # which determines a high priority subscriber Mi moving at a high 

speed while subscribed to various multicast services with stringent delay and 

sensitive to packet loss or a low priority moving subscriber Mi subscribed to multi-

services which are delay tolerant. Usually high priority subscribers would occupy 

the top of the SKDL list. Each AKDi on receiving the SKDLi rows, it can securely 

establish group key shares (TEKi,j) for N services using Key derivation function 

(KDF) such as SHA1 [20] without the DKD intervention hence, giving DKD 

scalability. Group key establishment phase for N services in SMGKM is also 

possible [20] though not covered in this thesis. 

 

Suppose now that mobile users Mi in Figure 3.3 have successfully registered in 

to the network and already belong to various multicast service groups. 

Additionally the mobile users can access their subscribed services from the SP 

over a wireless bandwidth limited with high transmission error rate provided they 

hold valid service confidentiality keys. However, during the course of their 

subscription,  single or huge number of subscribers participating in diverse 

multicast services groups may dynamically change point of attachment to the 

network by moving from the initial cluster i controlled by the AKDi to a different 

cluster v controlled by AKDv. In such a dynamic wireless mobile multicast 

environment, this is considered as a leave at the previous cluster i followed by a 
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join at the target cluster v while maintaining session continuity. This additionally 

complicates rekeying in key management more than in single membership 

scenario. Therefore the design of the key management system need to consider 

the transmission of the rekeying messages to ensure reliable TEK distribution for 

the affected services while reducing the communication burden associated with 

key management to achieve seamless multi-service confidentiality requirements 

of the underlying system. 

 

In the next section, a novel and intelligent rekeying strategy for handling rekeying 

efficiently in a highly dynamic mobile multicast environment, with multi-moves 

participating in multi-service group subscriptions is proposed, something not 

considered in the conventional art.  

3.2 Novel rekeying strategy for multi-service groups 

A novel and intelligent rekeying strategy is described elaborately for managing 

the TEK update in a highly dynamic mobile multicast environment with multi-

moves participating in multi-service groups [20].  

Suppose the system incorporate diverse multicast services subscribed by huge 

mobile subscribers as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Let us denote S = {s1, s2, s3…} as 

a set of multicast services provided by the SP. From the access control viewpoint, 

multicast Service Groups (SG) is a set of members Mi accessing exactly same 

set of multicast services. Let us denote S as sN, where N equals total number of 

multicast services and denote MGs as {G1, G2… GK}, K denotes number of SGs. 

Therefore it can be noticed that S have overlapping membership compared to 

SGs with multiple subscriptions per mobile subscriber. This proves that K ≤ 2N-1. 

By using the accessibility matrix Ai, N, it can easily be identified the access 

relationship between the multicast services and the MGs. Ai, N denote the element 

on the ith row and Nth
 column of the accessibility matrix A.  

From Figure 3.1, users (M1……M6) can access any of the four services {voice (s1), 

mobile TV (s2), stock quote (s3), email (s4)} such that: 
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otherwise   0,   
   s serviceaccess   M  if    1,   

A Ni
Ni,  

, where i is the rows representing members in GK and N represent columns of 

subscribed services. Based on the accessibility matrix Ai, N, let’s assign the GK to 

access set of services sN such that members in GK access the same set of 

services [58].  

For example, in Figure 3.1, G1 access {s1, s2}, G2 access {s2, s3}, G3 access {s2, 

s3, s4}, G4 access {s3, s4}, G5 access {s4, s5, s6} and G6 access {s4, s6} for K=1…6. 

Clearly, due to overlapping memberships ∃Mi ∈ GK: Ai, N = 1. Thus members may 

participate in more than one service according to their access privilege defined 

by accessibility matrix A. Thus, based on the definition above, the group size of 

each service sN should satisfy: 

    Ni

K

j

jN AGnsn ,

0





∑  (3.1) 

, where n (sN) denote the total number of members subscribed to service N and 

n(Gj) is the number of users under a specific SG. Members in GK, only have 

access to service {sN, ∀N: Ai, N = 1}, so when Mi handoff from cluster i to target 

cluster v, service confidentiality requirements described in Chapter 1 should still 

satisfy the following: 

 

 Mi should be restricted from accessing the future content of the subscribed 

services {sN, ∀N: Ai, N = 1} and {sN, ∀N: Aj, N = 0} to satisfy forward secrecy 

requirement in the previous cluster i. 

 Mi should be restricted from accessing the prior content of the subscribed 

services {sN, ∀N: Ai, N = 0} and {sN, ∀N: Aj, N = 1} to satisfy backward secrecy 

requirement in the target cluster v. 

 

Therefore, it is necessary to simplify the access privilege for each service in GK. 

The next section propose the use of Key Update Slots for simplifying rekeying in 

the presence of multi-privileged service groups containing multiple handoff users. 
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3.2.1. Generation of Key Update Slots for rekeying 

To simplify the access privilege for each service, the initial generation of the Key 

Update slots (KUS) by the trusted DKD during group setup is proposed. The KUS 

corresponds to N multicast services depending on the number of handovers in 

GK. Thus the KUS format is partitioned in to slots of length l bits equivalent to N 

various services as shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: Key Update Slot (KUS) format 

Each slot l determines the total number of members from a combination of Mi in 

GK participating in service N for Ai, N = 1. Moreover, each slot can dynamically 

increment or decrement by 1 whenever a join or leave occur respectively 

otherwise it reset to zero if no member is subscribed to a particular service N. For 

example, from Figure 3.1, 12 members have unique access privileges such that 

{M1, M2}∈ G1 access {s1}, {M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6} ∈ G1, G2, G3 access {s2}, {M3, 

M4, M5, M6, M7, M8}∈ G2, G3, G4 access {s3}, {M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M10}∈ G3, G4, 

G5 access {s4}, {M9, M10, M11, M12}∈ G5, G6 access {s5}  and {M9, M10, M11, M12}∈ 

G5, G6 access {s6}.  

Therefore, the initial KUS acquiescent to Figure 3.1 can be generated for the 

corresponding n(sN) as illustrated in Figure 3.6 with {2, 6, 6, 6, 4, 4} members 

under service slots {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} respectively. 

 

Figure 3.6: Initial generated KUS for all members in all clusters 

For each slot set to be l bits long, the maximum allowable number of members 

per service slot can be evaluated as 2l which gives scalability. Thus, from 

equation (3.1), l
)n(sN 2≤ . Therefore, the total size in bits of the generated KUS 

can be evaluated as N· l, where N denotes the total number of services co-

existing within the underlying system. The assumption is that, all the AKDs for
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l

2 6 6 6
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the corresponding clusters i and v in Figure 3.3 are already aware of the KUS 

format and the DKD have securely distributed the initial KUS to the corresponding 

AKDs. The exemplary initial KUS for cluster i in Figure 3.6 consists of {2, 6, 5, 3, 

0, 0} Mi participating in {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} respectively. This clearly indicates 

that the initial KUS slot at each cluster is dependent on the number of subscribers 

participating in a particular service. The size of each service slot can vary 

depending on the population of subscribers interested in receiving a particular 

service within the underlying system. However, before the services can be 

distributed to the corresponding group subscribers, multicast communication 

confidentiality require to be adopted to provide multi-service access control. This 

is described elaborately in the next section.  

3.2.2. Key generation for multi-service confidentiality 

In this section, the key generation technique for multiple data streams to achieve 

multi-service confidentiality efficiently using the generated KUS is described. With 

the assumption that multi-services are disseminated by the SP within the SMGKM 

system, multi-service confidentiality can be achieved using the generated KUS. 

Thus the AKDi initially derive service specific group key (TEKi) which is split in to 

multiple TEK shares {TEK1, 1, TEK1, 2...TEKi, j} corresponding to N services such 

that TEKi,j ≪ TEKi, where i denotes the cluster and j denotes a particular service. 

These shares are then mapped in to the KUS format via TEK mapping as 

illustrated in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7: TEK mapping and Service confidentiality 

It can be noted that each service is encrypted using completely separate TEKi, j 

shares which is common to all Mi ∈ GK subscribed to service j. Therefore using 

the accessibility matrix Ai, N, the duty of key management phase is to securely
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update and re-distribute {TEKi, j ∀N: Ai, N = 1} simultaneously to Mi ∈ GK regardless 

of the location of Mi. For example, in Figure 3.3, Mi belonging to unique clusters 

holds cryptographically separate TEK shares specific to their clusters. Thus 

rekeying of the compromised TEK gets localized without affecting  

the neighbor clusters in SMGKM.  Secure service transmission of multi-services 

using efficient bandwidth is studied in the next subsection. 

3.2.3. Secure efficient multi-service transmission  

This section studies most efficient way of transmitting the secured multi-services 

from the SP in Figure 3.1 to the corresponding subscribers. Efficiency here is 

determined by the bandwidth utilization of the system to traverse the services 

within the deeper end of the network provided secure multicast routing is in place. 

Assuming the SP Figure 3.3 already hold valid TEKi,j shares, it securely transmit 

the subscribed services by Mi under each cluster using a specific bandwidth for 

that service. Let BW(sN) denote the bandwidth used to transmit service sN.  

 

Let C(n(GK)) be the cost of transmitting a unit data to n members Mi for i=1,…n 

in GK via multicast. The two methods that can be used for efficient transmission 

of multi-services from the SP to corresponding Mi are studied below: 

In method 1, the total communication cost (TMETHOD1) of transmitting the multicast 

services can be evaluated as: 
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In method 2, the total communication cost (TMETHOD2) of transmitting the multicast 

services can be evaluated for each service as: 
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 If TMETHOD1 is compared to TMETHOD2, it can clearly be observed that TMETHOD2 < 

TMETHOD1 using the fact that C(x + y) < C(x) +C(y).  

 

Therefore, the SMGKM system can transmit multi-services with optimized 

bandwidth utilization without sacrificing security using TMETHOD2 with aggregated 

service bandwidth. The conventional art widely use TMETHOD1 which require huge 

bandwidth for secure single-service transmission. However TMETHOD1 can be 

optimized by applying tree based schemes. Though TMETHOD2 offers efficient 

service transmission, subscribers in multiple subscriptions may face tremendous 

service disruptions during their subscription period due to dynamic relocations. 

Thus, the dynamic relocations triggers authentication and rekeying phases which 

are required by the multicast communication system to prevent key compromises 

in various locations. In this case, the authentication phase requires subscribers 

to undergo identification process during reconnection at the target cluster v before 

accessing the updated content keys for Mi in GK. During rekeying phase Mi ∈ GK 

commit to all the updated TEKi, j shares by the AKDv for the affected services to 

guarantee multi-service backward confidentiality at the target cluster v. 

 

However, the SMGKM only considers member handoff with multi-service 

backward confidentiality since Mi maintains the ongoing session while moving 

hence making multi-service forward confidentiality unnecessary at the previous 

cluster i. This prevents extra rekeying overheads which may cause considerable 

rekeying delays hence prolonged service interruption. The detailed description of 

the new rekeying strategy for multi-service backward confidentiality is discussed 

in the next subsection. 
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3.2.4. Member handoff with multi-service backward confidentiality   

To address the multi-service rekeying complexity of the conventional art, member 

handoff with backward secrecy in the underlying system is considered since 

members maintain session continuity while changing point of attachment to the 

network. This makes forward secrecy requirement unnecessary at the old cluster 

i. Therefore, to satisfy multi-service backward confidentiality requirement in 

SMGKM, the joining Mi at the target cluster v should be restricted from accessing 

the prior contents of the subscribed services {sN, ∀N: Ai, N = 0} and {sN, ∀N: Aj, N = 

1}.  

By using the illustrative example in Figure 3.3, whenever M1 discover low signal 

strength (Pi) from AKDi of cluster i, and high signal strength (Pv) from AKDv of 

cluster v (Pi ≪ Pv). 

Step 1: M1 simultaneously send a move_notify message to both AKDi and 

the target AKDv encrypted under its derived SKM1_AKDi to AKDi. i.e.  

M1→AKDi: {move_notify} SKM1_AKDi 

Step 2: AKDi on receiving the move_notify message it verifies SKM1_AKDi 

against the already derived SKM1_AKDi by the DKD stored in the SKDL1 row. If M1 

derived SKM1_AKDi matches, then the AKDi can decrypt the move_notify message. 

However, the AKDi wait for a period Tup to accommodate more incoming 

notification requests.  

Step 3: AKDi verify the number and IDGj of services subscribed to M1 along 

with the target AKDv from the notification message. Note that AKDi cannot modify 

the SKDLv rows of the target AKDv since the assumption is that each row is 

integrity protected using AKDi specific MAC, i.e. each AKD can access and 

modify its rows. This is also beneficial for secure accounting purposes not 

considered in this paper. 

Step 4: AKDi notices that M1 is subscribed to s1 and s2 from Figure 3.1 and 

start generating the new KUS as shown in Figure 3.8a) from the initially generated 

KUS after Tup elapse. The affected services s1 and s2 require backward secrecy 

rekeying of {TEKi, j ∀N: Ai, N = 1} to all Mi ∈ G1, G2, G3 at the target cluster after the 

KUS update process in Figure 3.8b) by the target AKDv. 
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Figure 3.8: KUS update at the concerned clusters during handoff 

 

Step 5: AKDi securely transmit the new KUS to the target AKDv along with 

the M1 row in the SKDLv via the fast AKDi-AKDv link using context transfer 

protocol (CXTP) [89] without involving the DKD. This provides better support for 

accelerating handoff. 

Step 6: AKDi finally wait until M1 completely handoff then revokes the M1 

row from its SKDLi for security purposes. Note that each AKDi only stores 

information of the existing members Mi they are currently serving to enhance 

storage complexity as described in section 3.6.3. 

Step 7: The target AKDv on receiving the new KUS along with its rows, it 

also performs integrity checks of its rows received before obtaining the already 

M1 derived SKM1_AKDv specific to the target cluster v. From the received new KUS, 

the AKDv also determines the services subscribed by M1 then undergo KUS 

update process in Figure 3.8b). For the affected services requiring TEKi, j shares 

update, AKDv update the key shares and wait until M1 signal its interest to move 

in to cluster v. 

Step 8: On arrival at the crossover region towards the target cluster v 

where (Pi ≪ Pv) , M1  knowing the AKMi and detecting the IDAKDi, it derives the 

SKM1_AKDv using one of prominent KDFs such as SHA1[136]. Note that the TEK 

shares used by M1 for the same services at the old cluster i are revoked after total 

handoff to reserve memory for the new TEK shares for the same services from 

AKDv. Thus M1 then send a move_notify message encrypted under the newly 

derived SKM1_AKDv shared with the AKDv.  
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Step 9: The AKDv undergo SKM1_AKDv verification process described in 

step 2. After verifying the M1 request as well as the services subscribed to M1, it 

securely transmit the new TEKi,v shares for the affected services (s1, s2) according 

to the received KUS from AKDi via unicast response message to M1 encrypted 

under SKM1_AKDv and via multicast response message to the existing members 

Mv subscribed to the same set of affected services (s1, s2)  encrypted with the 

old_TEKi, v shares. i.e. 

1) AKDv → M1: {move_response (new_TEKi, v)} SKM1_AKDv 

2) AKDv ⇒ Mv: {move_response (new_TEKi, v)} old_TEKi, v 

This guarantees multi-service backward confidentiality requirement of the 

SMGKM system The assumption is that the AKDv  notifies the DKD collocated 

with the SP of each rekeying so that the SP utilize the updated TEK shares for 

secure data transmission if no join or leave event occur within the Tup period. The 

overall signal flow for the SMGKM novel rekeying strategy is summarized Figure 

3.9. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Signal flow for our SMGKM protocol [17, 20]
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In the following section, SMGKM system is compared against the concerned 

related art in order to give the benefits of adopting SMGKM in providing multi-

service confidentiality in wireless mobile multicast environment. 

3.3 Comparison of SMGKM with related art  

This section compares the SMGKM rekeying signaling flow against that of 

conventional art targeted for a single service confidentiality. The common TEK 

conventional art, BR, IR, FEDRP, GKMF and Kellil et al described in chapter 2 

are named the Key-Request schemes (KR). KR schemes require synchronized 

exchange signaling with the DKD during handover. Thus, the key derivation and 

distribution of the multicast content keys during rekeying process requires the 

centralized DKD intervention which is a bottleneck and single point of failure. This 

actually makes the KR schemes potentially slower than SMGKM. In SMGKM the 

exchange signaling during rekeying does not traverse a long path to the DKD 

which could be far from AKDs. Since the KR schemes are targeted for a single 

service, the rekeying signaling load at the core network becomes considerable 

especially if multiple services are integrated within the same network hence not 

giving DKD scalability compared to SMGKM.  

 

The SMGKM requires more memory at the AKDs than KR schemes since the key 

management tasks are offloaded to the AKD level. Therefore it can be inferred 

that the KR schemes are AKD memory optimized with high rekeying signaling 

load between the AKD-DKD links whilst SMGKM has optimized rekeying 

signaling load between the AKD-DKD links with high memory requirement at the 

AKD. The AKD-AKD communication link is introduced in SMGKM for fast 

handoffs with minimal service disruptions and minimized rekeying delays. Thus 

the load on the DKD is independent of the AKD-AKD handover frequency and 

also partly independent of number of AKDs in the network. With cryptographically 

separate keys at each cluster, rekeying is localized hence mitigating the 1-affect-

n phenomenon in KR schemes. However, SMGKM introduces the use of secured 

list called the SKDL compared to GKMF, Kellil et al and FEDRP to prevent 

rekeying at the old cluster i on handoff. 
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KR schemes can be considered the special method of the SMGKM, where the 

SKDL includes only one SKMi_AKDi at a time. It would mean that either the old AKDi 

or target AKDv request SKDL row key update from the DKD hence resembling 

KR schemes in a way. The generic comparisons and number of rekeying 

signaling flow for each protocol is summarized in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 

respectively. Compared to from Table 2.1, note that Table 3.2 only depict the vital 

components that are applicable to the new SMGKM framework. 

Table 3.2: Generic Comparison of SMGKM against the conventional art 

Evaluation criteria DeCleene et al GKMF Kellil et 

al 

SMGKM 

BR IR FEDRP 

Decentralized framework  Yes Yes  Yes Yes  Yes  Yes 

Number of layers 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Move with Forward secrecy   Yes Yes  No No No No 

Move with Backward secrecy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Rekey multiple visits after leave Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  No  

1-affect- n phenomenon Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No  

Localize rekeying No Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes  

AKD to AKD communication link No No No No No Yes  

Support multiple group services No No No No No Yes  

Single point of failure  Yes Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  No  

DKD Scalability  No  No  No  No  No  Yes  

Use of list to manage mobility No No  Yes  Yes  Yes Yes  

Authentication at move  No No No Yes  No Yes  

Table 3.3: Comparison of number of exchange signalling during handoff rekeying 

Framework AKDi -

DKD 

AKDv-

DKD 

Mi - 

AKDi 

Mi -

AKDv 

AKDi -

AKDv 

Mv -

AKDv 

Mii -

AKDi 

BR 3 3 1 3 0 3 3 

IR 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 

FEDRP 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 

GKMF 2 2 1 2 0 1 0 

Kellil et al 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 

SMGKM 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 
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In summary, the common problems which are addressed by SMGKM include: 

 1-affect-n phenomenon which requires subscribers subscribed to same 

set of services to commit to the new TEKi,j shares. 

 Localize rekeying which requires rekeying to be performed within the 

concerned cluster without affecting others. 

 Scalability which enables the system to expand by accommodating huge 

subscribers while preventing network overheads caused by excessive 

rekeying signalling as number of subscribers and services increases in the 

same network hence enormous system bandwidth utilization. This also 

offers DKD scalability to prevent single point of failure and unnecessary 

delays which exist in the related work. 

 Support for multi-service subscription which enables multicast group 

mobile members to seamlessly subscribe to multiple multicast services 

securely while moving across widely distributed homogeneous and 

heterogeneous networks. This is a challenge not considered in the existing 

related schemes.  

 Integration of security services which enables the system to integrate one 

or more security services in order to achieve intense security and 

performance. For example in the SMGKM, user authentication is 

integrated with multi-service confidentiality which are securely delegated 

by the trusted third party, DKD, to the intermediary AKDs at the cluster 

level to prevent unnecessary delays during handoff [17]. 

The following section formulate the SMGKM analytical model for estimating the 

actual rekeying overhead induced by multi-handovers participating in multi-

service subscriptions.  

3.4. SMGKM Analytical Model  

This section formulate the analytic model of the fundamental system consisting 

of two subgroup clusters i and v, where v is the target cluster of cluster i as shown 

in Figure 3.3. Individual clusters are managed independently by the 

corresponding AKDi. 
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The analytical model is used to estimate the rekeying overhead induced when 

both the clusters are merged together due to user handoff from cluster i managed 

by AKDi to cluster v managed by AKDv while maintaining s-multiple multicast 

services. Thus, members in GK are considered as leaving cluster i followed by 

join at cluster v.  

Let us now evaluate the actual rekeying overhead induced by the leave operation 

due n members leaving cluster i and the rekeying overhead induced by the join 

operation due n members re-joining cluster v on handoff while seamlessly 

maintaining session continuity.  Let us denote the total rekeying overhead as 

ROT. 

 

Let 
ikL and 

vkJ  denote the rekeying messages induced by leave operation in 

cluster i and join operation at cluster v respectively at steady state probability k. 

The expected values of 
ikL and 

vkJ can be denoted as ][
ikLE and ][

vkJE

respectively. By considering Almeroth et al [137, 138], it can be proven that the 

dynamism of certain multicast services over the MBone can be modeled. From 

the statistical viewpoint, members arriving in multicast services follow Poisson 

process with rate λ (arrivals/time unit). Assuming that the service time for AKDs 

are independent, the membership duration of a member in the group service 

follows an exponential distribution with a mean duration 1/μ time units. The mean 

number of concurrent active members under a specific cluster can therefore be 

evaluated as λ/μ. 

 

Let us now apply this model to the SMGKM framework with independent TEK per 

cluster. Similar to [139] the assumption is that individual cluster AKDs 

independently manages parameters λ and μ and the clusters are probable to be 

joined by moving members. Furthermore, assuming that the parameters λ and µ 

adjust over time due to host mobility hence making the AKDs to alter its 

estimations of λ and µ every θ time units for estimating the rekeying overhead. 

Therefore, the underlying system can be modeled using Markov process [139]:
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 If N= {0,1, 2, 3…} denote the system state analogous to the number of 

concurrent active members under a specific cluster 

 If denote the steady state probability that N = k, where k  is evaluated from 

[140] using equation (3.2). 




 e
k

k
!

 (3.2) 

    , where  / . Now the expected number of rekey messages ][ ,RE per unit 

time can be denoted as: 

])[][(][
0

, vi kk

k

k JELERE  





 (3.3) 

To simplify the above expression in equation (3.3),  approximate k  as proved in 

[139] that approximating k  as a δ-function at its mean gives the best 

approximation of 

)/(  kk   (3.4) 

, where 


 







otherwise 0,
   k  if 1,k /)(  .       

Therefore, ][ ,RE  in equation (3.3) can now be expressed as: 

])[][()(][
0

, vi kk

k

JELEkRE 


 ∑
∞

/-        (3.5) 

The simplified version of equation (3.4) becomes: 

])[][(][ , v
JELERE

i        (3.6) 

, where iii  / and vvv  / . 

Since SMGKM adopts cryptographically separate keys per cluster, the rekeying 

process is triggered in the specific cluster where dynamic membership change 

occurs. Hence, the total rekeying overhead ROT can now be approximated using 

][][ ,, vvii
REREROT     (3.7) 
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Note that merging the clusters i and v due to member mobility can cause mutual 

impact overhead denoted as ][ ,viME . The ][ ,viME , defines that a membership 

change that occurs in cluster i has an impact on the target cluster v (merged with 

i), and vice-versa. The first case is when Mi leaves cluster i at rate λi followed by 

re-join at cluster v at rate λv as shown in Figure 3.3. Thus ][ ,viME is caused by 

][
ikILE  and ][

vkIJE which are the impact rekeying costs at cluster i and v 

respectively at steady state k. Following the steady state property of Markov 

process in equations (3.2) and (3.5), it can be inferred that ][ ,viME can be obtained 

using equation (3.8).  

])[][][ , iv
ILEIJEME vivi     (3.8) 

However, the following section apply the analytical model of the SMGKM to the 

actual rekeying approaches widely used in group key management. Therefore 

the actual rekeying overhead incurred by the SMGKM during handover key 

management can be obtained.  

3.5. Applying the analytical model to the actual rekeying 

approach  

The two prominent categories of rekeying approaches proposed in literature are 

applied to the derived SMGKM analytical model. These are pairwise rekeying 

[141] and Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) [96]  rekeying approaches.  

In pairwise rekeying approach, all the members subscribed to similar group 

services share common TEKi,v shares. Whenever a member re-joins at the target 

cluster v, the AKDv multicast the new TEKi,v shares for the affected services 

(encrypted with the old TEKi,v) to the existing members Mv under cluster v and 

unicast the new TEKi,v shares to the new joining member Mi from cluster i 

encrypted by Mi derived secret key (SKMi_AKDv). Thus, the rekeying overhead at 

the target cluster v when Mi joins gives two messages to ensure backward 

secrecy, i.e. 

2][ v
JE   (3.9) 
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However, for n members moving while participating in s services, the rekeying 

overhead at cluster v gives equation 3.10). 

snOJE
v

 )(][   (3.10) 

, where vn  . 

To guarantee forward secrecy at the previous cluster i, whenever member Mi 

leaves, the old TEKi,j is considered compromised and hence the AKDi determine 

the affected services and distribute their new TEKi,j shares to remained members 

in cluster i (Mii) encrypted under the individually derived SKMi_AKDi that it shares 

with it. Thus the number of rekeying messages on leave is equivalent to the group 

size i.e.  

ii
LE  ][   (3.11) 

In LKH rekeying approach, a full balanced key graph tree of degree d is used to 

approximate the rekeying overhead at any time. For join operation at the target 

cluster v, the AKDv where the join occurs should renew each key that is on the 

path from the leaf that represents the secret key/individual key associated to the 

new joining member to the root of the tree which denotes the TEK. Consequently, 

each key from the leaf of the new member to the root is transmitted twice, i.e. 

transmitted to the new joining member through unicast encrypted under the child 

key known to the new member, and via multicast to the members that share the 

node encrypted under its old version. Thus, the rekeying messages using the 

LKH with branching factor d under cluster v gives: 

)(log2][ vdv
JE    (3.12) 

Therefore, for n members moving while participating in s services, the reduced 

rekeying messages from equation (3.12) gives: 

sJE vdv
 )(log][   (3.13) 

For the leave operation in cluster i, where a handover member is considered 

dropping the subscriptions, the keys on the path from the leaf that represents the 

leaving member to the root are considered compromised hence requiring update 

each of them. Each key from the leaf of the leaving member is
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 transmitted through multicast encrypted under its d child keys to the remaining 

members sharing its d child keys. The reduced rekeying messages from equation 

(3.11) using the LKH of degree d at cluster i yield: 

)log(][ idLE
i

   (3.14) 

Now considering ][ ,viME  in (3.8), when member(s) subscribed to s services joins 

cluster v on handoff, the target AKDv distribute the new TEK shares  for the 

affected services via multicast (one message per service) to its members (Mv) 

encrypted with the old TEK shares which are not compromised. Hence,  

sIJE
v
 ][   (3.15) 

However, the computation of ][
i

LE 
relies of the actual rekeying approach. If 

pairwise rekeying approach is used on member leave due to handoff from cluster 

i, the old TEK shares for the affected services are considered compromised and 

hence the AKDi sends the new TEK shares encrypted under individual secret key 

that it shares with its λi /µi (⍴i) members. i.e. 

ii
ILE  ][   (3.16) 

If the LKH rekeying approach is used on member leave due to handoff from 

cluster i, approximate the full key tree with branching factor d at any time. Thus, 

the old TEK shares are considered compromised and hence the AKDi distribute 

the new TEK shares via multicast and encrypted under individual root’s child key 

with d child keys corresponding to the tree degree that are shared by the 

members (Mii) in cluster i. i.e.  

dILE
i
 ][   (3.17) 

Therefore, evaluate the total overhead induced by merging clusters i and v on 

member handoff as  

][ ,
)(

, viT
m
vi MEROO    (3.18) 
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It can be noticed that the total overhead )(
,
m
viO in equation (3.18) is equal to the 

expected number of rekeying messages per unit time due to leave and join in 

cluster i and v respectively plus the impact overhead in terms of messages per 

unit time of cluster i on cluster v when merged together. Table 3.4 summarizes 

the induced overheads on member handoff with consideration of both forward 

and backward secrecies while participating in s services. However, due to 

cryptographically separate keys per cluster in SMGKM, only consider member 

handoff with backward secrecy since handover members maintain session 

continuity at move hence making forward secrecy at the old cluster i redundant 

(i.e. 0][ i
LE  and 0][ i

ILE ), for both rekeying approaches). Thus, the 

overheads induced by SMGKM are summarized in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.4: Overheads induced by member handoff with forward and backward secrecy 

 

Overheads 

Rekeying Approach 

Pairwise LKH 

TRO  )()( svvii   )(log)(log sd vdvidi   

][ ,viME  
ivvi s  )(  ds vi  )(  

)(
,
m
viO  ivivvi s  )())((

 

)(log()(log( vdvidi dds 

 

 

Table 3.5: Overheads induced by member handoff with backward secrecy only 

 

Overheads 

Rekeying Approach 

Pairwise LKH 

TRO  )( svv   )(log svdv   

][ ,viME  )( svi   si  

)(
,
m
viO  ))(( svvi   )(log vdvis   

 

It can be observed from Table 3.4, that the conventional art induces high ][ ,viME

due to 1-affect-n phenomenon. When the TEK changes, the entire clusters 

undergo rekeying while SMGKM takes advantage of the key separation per 

cluster hence optimizes the ][ ,viME by localizing rekeying only at the target cluster. 
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The following section measurers the performance of the SMGKM under variants 

of services and handovers then simulate the derived SMGKM analytical model to 

prove its efficacy and correctness.  

3.6. Performance and Simulation Results Analysis  

The performance of SMGKM scheme is analyzed through numerical analysis and 

simulations in terms of rekeying transmission overhead corresponding to the 

additional exchange signaling load caused by rekeying, storage overhead 

corresponding to the storage capacity of the key management keys stored by the 

entities (Mi, AKDi and DKD). The communication overheads emanating from 

rekeying approaches (pairwise and LKH) as a result of unicast or multicast 

transmissions of rekeying messages at the AKD level are also considered. Finally 

the security analyses section considers all types impossible attacks in SMGKM. 

3.6.1 Rekeying Transmission overhead 

Let the rekey signaling message delivery between the DKD and the AKDs be ⍵ 

unit and between the MN and the AKDs be ⍺ unit respectively. The parameters 

⍵ and ⍺ are the weightings factors of the signal load at the core network and the 

wireless part of the framework respectively. They are used to determine link 

stability. Since the DKD locate the currently serving AKDi which could be 

intercontinentally far from the trusted DKD then ⍵ ≫ ⍺. By using the exchange 

signaling obtained inTable 3.3 due rekeying transmissions, the signaling cost 

induced at the wired and wireless parts of the SMGKM when n-moves 

participating in s-multi-services occur can be formulated and compared to the 

conventional art as summarized in Table 3.6. 

 

The performance of the SMGKM was measured under variations of ⍵, ⍺, n and 

s. As shown in Figure 3.10, the SMGKM outperforms the conventional art by 

giving minimum rekeying transmissions for increasing number of handoffs and 

services.
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Table 3.6: Comparison of rekeying transmission overheads 

Reference framework Transmission Overhead 

 

 

DeCleene et al [1, 128] 

BR 10ns⍵+6ns⍺ 

IR 3ns⍵+5ns⍺ 

FEDRP 3ns⍵+4ns⍺ 

GKMF [7] 4ns⍵+4ns⍺ 

Kellil et al [6] 2ns⍵+4ns⍺ 

SMGKM [17] ns⍵+4ns⍺ 

 

Figure 3.10: Rekeying Transmission overhead 

By allowing the AKDs to perform rekeying process gives DKD scalability and 

reduces the signaling investment pressure at the core network. This has made 

the SMGKM system to be considered as the signaling optimizer for efficient 

bandwidth utilization. Surprisingly IR outperforms GKMF because GKMF involve 

the DKD on every rekeying process which increases signaling at the core network 

for cumulative services. However, FEDRP, GKMF and Kellil et al induce similar 

rekeying transmissions at the cluster level. 
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Since the cluster level is bandwidth limited and subject to high packet loss, 

reduction in the rekeying transmissions depends on the rekeying approach used 

for efficient bandwidth utilization. Usually the LKH rekeying approach is favorable 

to reduce the rekeying transmissions at the cluster level as discussed in the 

following subsection. 

3.6.2 Rekeying communication overhead 

This subsection compares the communication overheads induced by SMGKM 

when using pairwise and LKH rekeying approaches respectively at the AKD level 

compared to the conventional art. The overheads for both rekeying approaches 

are summarized in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 retrospectively. This requirement 

satisfies the bandwidth consumption of the bandwidth limited wireless system. 

Induction of high number of signaling messages transmitted (either by unicast or 

multicast) during rekeying process consumes enormous network bandwidth while 

contributing to massive delays in distributing the fresh service group key shares. 

It can clearly be observed from Figure 3.11 that using pairwise rekeying 

approach, BR induces high number of rekeying signaling messages than others 

because the service group keys and the local area keys are updated in both 

clusters during member handoff. The IR reduces the need to rekey the service 

keys but triggers local area key rekey only at both clusters. To further reduce 

communication overheads from IR, both the GKMF and Kellil et al schemes adopt 

DR strategy by introducing the use of mobility list as to record handover members 

such that the previous cluster i induces null communication overhead during 

handover. This actually improves the bandwidth efficiency of the underlying 

system while satisfying the backward confidentiality requirement of services at 

the target cluster v. The overall art reduce the communication overhead at the 

expense of storage complexity at the resource constraint mobile receiver as 

described in the following section. The handover members need to maintain the 

local cluster keys for the previously visited clusters to reduce the need for 

rekeying on return period. Whenever a handover member finally drop 

subscriptions after visiting multiple clusters, rekeying is triggered in 
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all the visited clusters hence inducing significant rekeying communication 

overheads. The overhead constitute to enormous bandwidth consumption.  Thus, 

the conventional art does cannot be suitable for high speed networks due to the 

presence of frequent handoffs which may cause significant rekeying overhead 

and huge storage complexity to the resource constraint handoff user. 

Table 3.7: Pairwise rekeying approach communication overheads 

 

Framework  

Communication Overhead Cumulative  

Communication  

Overhead 

At cluster i At cluster v 

BR ]11)([  nOs  ]111)([  nOs
 

snsO 5)(2   

IR )]([ nOs  ]1)([  nOs  snsO )(2  

FEDRP 0 ]1)([  nOs  snsO )(  

Kellil et al 0 ]1)([  nOs  snsO )(  

GKMF 0 ]1)([  nOs  snsO )(  

SMGKM 0 snO )(  snO )(  

 

 

Figure 3.11: Pairwise rekeying communication overheads
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Additionally, since service transmission cannot resume until all visited clusters 

have been rekeyed with new service group key shares (TEKi,j), FEDRP, GKMF 

and Kellil et al stay offline longer than SMGKM. However, for n multiple handoffs 

participating in s services, the conventional schemes also incur increasing 

communication overhead hence huge service delivery delays. This adversely 

affects real time computing services. If the service key shares require to be 

updated in conventional schemes, rekeying becomes a performance hurdle due 

to 1-affect-n phenomenon which disturbs the entire system hence high ][ ,viME . 

These limitations have enforced the introduction of SMGKM scheme which is very 

adaptive multi-services with multi-handoffs. With cryptographically separate keys 

per cluster in SMGKM, the rekeying of the TEKi,j shares get localized hence 

alleviating 1-affect-n phenomenon. The SMGKM also minimize the need to 

introduce easily compromised local area keys like in conventional schemes 

hence improving the security as described in section 3.6.4 and storage efficiency 

as described in the following subsection.  

Table 3.8: LKH rekeying approach communication overheads 

 

Framework  

Communication Overhead Cumulative  

Communication  

Overhead 

at cluster i at cluster v 

BR ]11))((log[  nOs d  ]111))((log[  nOs d

 

snsO d 5))((log2 

 

IR ))]((log[ nOs d
 

]1))((log[  nOs d  snsO d ))((log2  

FEDRP 0 ]1))((log[  nOs d  snsO d ))((log  

Kellil et al 0 ]1))((log[  nOs d  snsO d ))((log  

GKMF 0 ]1))((log[  nOs d  snsO d ))((log  

SMGKM 0 snO d ))((log  snO d ))((log  

Similarly, LKH rekeying approach which is widely deployed was used to reduce 

rekeying communication overhead logarithmically with the number of handovers 

as depicted in Table 3.8. It can be observed in Figure 3.12 that by using a full 

balanced LKH binary tree of degree d=4, the rekeying communication overhead
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for SMGKM still outperforms that of conventional art in the presence increasing 

n-moves participating in increasing s-services. 

 

Figure 3.12: LKH rekeying communication overheads 

3.6.3 Storage overhead 

Storage overhead is used to determine the number of keys held by the mobile 

receiver Mi, AKDi and the DKD. This requirement enables fast execution and fast 

accessibility of stored keys if there are low keys held by the network entities. 

Table 3.9 summarize the storage overheads incurred by each network agent in 

the presence of increasing n-moves participating in s-services. From the two 

simulation scenarios carried out in Figure 3.13, it can be observed that the 

conventional art add storage complexity to the resource limited member Mi by 

maintaining the local cluster keys to reduce the need to rekey the TEK hence 

localizing rekeying. However, the SMGKM adopt independent TEK per cluster 

without extra key memory required. Handover members revoke the cryptographic 

keys for the previously visited clusters after complete handoff hence improving 

the storage complexity. 
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Table 3.9: Comparison of storage overheads 

Storage Overhead Decleene et al GKMF Kellil et al SMGKM 

At the DKD s  2s  s  n  

At AKD 1n  4n  2n  1n  

At the member  2s  3s  3s  3  

 

 

Figure 3.13: Storage overhead for increasing n and s 

Therefore, members leaving after visiting multiple clusters in SMGKM do not 

trigger repeated rekeying as in conventional art. The SMGKM incurs less storage 

overhead at the Mi, AKDi and DKD than in conventional art in the presence of n-

moves participating in s-services. Furthermore, each SKDLi of AKDi only 

maintains the rows for the concurrent active members they are currently serving 

hence serving the storage consumption. Handover members always maintain a 

set of 3 keys regard-less of location which makes our system adaptive to multiple 

services compared to GKMF, DeCleene and Kellil et al schemes with dynamically 

changing storage overhead at each entity. However both GKMF and Kellil et al 

induce high storage cost at the limited resource member due to introducing more 

encryption keys which may drain more battery compared to each TEKi share 

which is light to process since TEKi,j ≪ TEKi. Thus the sum the TEKi,j shares for 

N services is equivalent to 1 key in SMGKM. 

Now with the efficient rekeying transmissions and communication overheads 

incurred in the SMGKM, it is quintessential to study the optimization of the overall 

bandwidth consumption in achieving multi-service confidentiality compared to the 

single-service conventional art. This is covered in the following section.
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3.7. Bandwidth consumption Optimization in SMGKM  

 This section explores the system bandwidth optimization in SMGKM in achieving 

multi-service confidentiality compared to the single-service confidentiality of the 

conventional art. Assuming a pool of n handovers Mi in the system is equally likely 

to receive s services. Thus the average number of concurrent members per 

service s can be expressed as  ss // . Given the expected number of rekey 

messages per second for each service s, then equation (3.5) can be re-written 

as in equation (3.19).  

])[][(/][ //,/ sss vi
JELEsRE     (3.19) 

Let Bsys and Bs define the system total bandwidth utilization and the multicast 

service download rate both in bits/s respectively. Let Rz define a constant rekey 

message size in bits. Clearly the total system bandwidth Bsys consumption can 

be obtained by 

][ ,/  szssys REsRsBB   (3.20) 

By taking in to account the membership dwell time in service s, multiply (3.20) by 

1/μ time units such that 

])[][(
][

//

,/

vvii ss

s
JELE

s

RE









 

                                     )(sF  

 (3.21) 

Therefore, Bsys in equation (3.20) evaluate to 

)(sFRssBB zssys    (3.22) 

Now dividing equation (3.22) by Bs equally gives equation (3.23): 

)(sFss
B

B

s

sys
  

 (3.23) 

, where 
s

z

B

R
 is the dimensionless parameter. It can be deduced from equation 

(3.23) that Bsys can be obtained if ][][ // ss vi
JELE    is known. 
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By using equations (3.12) and (3.14), the simulation was performed for varying 

values of d to determine the best value of d which can be utilized for 

approximating ROT. 

 As shown in Figure 3.14 , the result has proved that using the LKH rekeying 

approach with a branching factor of d=4 gives the best approximation value of 

TRO  if s=1 as proven in [96].  

 

Figure 3.14: ROT against for d=2 to 8 

 

However, in SMGKM, handoff rekeying considers only backward confidentiality 

hence nullifying ][ /si
LE  , i.e. 0][ /  si

LE . This further optimizes F(s) (hence Bsys), 

given ][ / sv
JE   at the target cluster v. If multiple handoffs occur while participating 

in s-multiple subscriptions, F(s) can rapidly increase due to considerable rekeying 

overhead caused by to joins. This realistically induces high Bsys consumption.  

Let us now optimize Bsys in equation (3.22) by using the objective parameters s 

or ][ / sv
JE  . To solve the SMGKM optimization problem, express F(s) in equation 

(3.22) in terms of the set objective parameters when handoff members ⍴v join the 

target cluster v such that  
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Henceforth, if applying the LKH rekeying approach rekeying approach, 

substituting equation (3.25) in to equation (3.23) gives 

))((log)( s
ss

sss v
d

v 


  
 (3.26) 

, where 
s

sys

B

B
s )( . To further obtain the value of s* that optimises F(s), apply 

the first derative to equation (3.26) such that 0),,,(( 



ds

s
 for s>1. This finally 

gives s*  in equation (3.27).   

)ln()1(

*

d
s

v

v




  

 (3.27) 

Let us now explore the system bandwidth optimization in SMGKM by using the 

baseline system parameters of β, ⍴v
 , 1/μ and service rate Bs defined in [139] for 

the same services illustrated in Figure 3.1. However, in SMGKM context, the 

number of servers’ m represents the number of multicast services s provided by 

the SP. The estimated size of Rz is defined by IETF standard with at least rekey 

message header (HDR) field of size 28bytes, sequence number (SEQ) field of 

size 8 bytes, security association field of size 48bytes, key download payload 

(KD) field of size 11bytes in addition to the key size, signature (SIG) field of size 

4 bytes and optional certificate (CERT) field. Thus, Rz evaluate to 99 bytes in 

total. Since the TEKi,j shares are equivalent to the number of services, choose Rz 

to be at most 2kB in our study including CERT field and the key size. The ratio of 

μ and Rz defining the parameter β in (23) has more contributing weight on the 

system bandwidth consumption which affect the overall system performance. 

Using the illustrative example in [139], it is found that β is likely to range relatively 

from 10-3 (stock quote services) to 10-6(Internet TV/video services). Assuming a 

maximum of ten services provided and a total of ⍴v =105
 members under the same 

GK. If M1 in Figure 3.1 perform handoff while participating in services s1(stock 

quote), s2(Internet radio), s3(one of the charged mobile Internet TV services like 

sports) with β1=10-4
, β2=10-5, β3=10-6 respectively [139]. 
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As explained in section 3.2 that all the services {s1, s2, s3} subscribed by M1 

undergo rekeying to achieve backward secrecy at rate Rz at cluster v including 

the existing members Mv under the same GK. The simulation result performed in 

Figure 3.15 shows the ratio of multiple service approach of the SMGKM to that of 

a single service approach of the conventional  art, ψ(s)/ ψ(1).  

 

Figure 3.15: ψ(s)/ ψ(1) versus s, given β for different services 

Clearly, it can be deduced that for some high values of β such as β1=10-4, as s 

increases in the network, ψ(s)/ ψ(1) decreases until it reaches minimum mostly due 

to reduction in rekeying overhead and may increase steadily due to increase in 

service download rate Bs. Hence there is optimal s* to achieve optimized Bsys. 

Instead, for some low values of β such as β2=10-6 and β3=10-5. It can also be 

noticed that ψ(s)/ ψ(1) increases monotonically with cumulative services s mostly 

due to increase in service download rate compared to rekeying overhead. This 

proves that grouping a pool of members in to SGs as illustrated in Figure 3.1 can 

be the optimal method. However, the bandwidth saved by rekeying cannot 

entirely alleviate the increase in extra multicast service traffic.  

For Bsys utilization, further simulate the optimal ratio of multicast service 

bandwidth to the total system bandwidth utilization {s*/ ψ(s*)} against β for diverse 

services as shown in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.16: Bandwidth utilization {s*/ ψ(s*)} versus β 

It can be deduced that the bandwidth utilization for the conventional schemes 

adopting single service approach decreases constantly. This is due to the fact 

that as β increases, either the multicast traffic download rate or members dwell 

time 1/μ decreases hence a comparative increase in rekeying overhead. 

Surprisingly, the single service art achieve very low bandwidth utilization due to 

high rekeying overhead. Instead the SMGKM approach incorporating multiple 

service approach concurrently increases the bandwidth utilization tremendously. 

This is because for large values of β (i.e. greater than the break-even point at 

s*=1), rekeying overhead decreases to achieve high bandwidth utilization. 

Therefore splitting the services in to smaller service groups GK could be adopted 

to further reduce Bsys. 

The following section carry out the subjective security analysis of the SMGKM. 

The subjective analysis proves that the SMGKM provide cyber resilience to 

numerous attacks compared to the existing GKM art. 

3.8. Security analysis using subjective reasoning  

SMGKM uses cryptographically separate keys per cluster. Therefore, key 

compromises within the cluster do not affect other clusters. Table 3.10 

summarizes some of those several attacks that can be counteracted by the 

underlying SMGKM system. However, the formal security analysis of the SMGKM 

to determine its flaws and correctness using the BAN logic tool is in Chapter 5. 
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Table 3.10: Several attacks and countermeasures in SMGKM 

Security Threat Countermeasure 

Eavesdropping opportunities  Service Confidentiality  

Impersonation attacks Mutual authentication  

Physical node capture attacks Unique Key Hierarchy Derivation  

Replay attacks Service integrity protection using MAC 

Location based attack Use of the secure SKDL concept plus Anonymity  

Man in the Middle and forgery 

attacks 

Use of encrypted SKDL rows per AKD  

 

Clearly by using the subjective reasoning in Table 3.10 ,  

 

Eavesdropping opportunities are impossible in SMGKM because backward 

confidentiality requirement can be achieved by updating the affected TEKi,j 

shares at the target cluster during handoff.  

 

Impersonation attacks are intolerable due to mutual authentication that exists 

between Mi and the AKDi on every handoff. Thus, each handoff member undergo 

verification using the individually derived SKMi_AKDi which is verified against the 

already derived SKMi_AKDi by the trusted DKD in the SKDLi before accessing its 

fresh service key shares at each cluster. With mutual authentication over the air 

interface, Mi can check if a network can be trusted before entering. The AKDi 

cannot forge to be legitimate because it is not aware of the Mi AKMi. It only 

receives the already derived SKMi_AKDi for Mi from the trusted DKD. Anonymity 

can also be attained by utilizing temporary identities to identify the network nodes 

and encrypt these identities over the air interface.  

 

To prevent traffic analysis attacks, an identity is transmitted encrypted in unique 

SKMi_AKDi per cluster i thus prevent eavesdropping and identification of active 

terminals. Each row of the SKDLi held by the AKDi is integrity protected using 

MAC to prevent possible replay attacks on the information stored. Some nonce
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and timestamps can also be utilized in message transactions to prevent 

alteration/replay attacks. This is vital for securely storing accounting and location 

information at cluster level instead of periodically updating the DKD for further 

processing.  

Physical node capture attacks cannot expose the SMGKM security keys to 

compromise due to secure verification of key hierarchy derivation steps adopted. 

The SKMi_AKDi stored in SKDLi are maintained in encrypted form this provide 

authentication of each SKDLi row. If the SKDLi rows encryption/decryption, 

verification, key derivation and integrity protection procedures are implemented 

in an external secure hardware chip like the trusted module, it is practically more 

infeasible for the adversary to obtain the SKMi_AKDi by just examining the SKDLi or 

between the AKDi-AKDi links. The SKDLi concept also inhibits location based 

attacks due the encrypted rows thus redirection attacks are also impossible. 

3.9. Conclusion Remarks  

In this Chapter, the new SMGKM scheme has been proposed to improve the 

GKM performance in the presence of multi-moves participating in multi-service 

group subscriptions. It considered providing backward multi-service 

confidentiality where group receivers dynamically perform handoff while 

seamlessly maintaining diverse subscriptions. In contrast to conventional art 

targeted for single service confidentiality, SMGKM used a new rekeying strategy 

based on lightweight KUS and SKDL concept for effectively performing group key 

management and authentication phases respectively during handoff. SMGKM 

adopted independent TEK per cluster to localize rekeying and mitigate 1-affect-n 

phenomenon. By offloading the key management and authentication phases to 

the intermediary parties, AKDs, this massively reduced exchange signaling load 

at the core network than in conventional art. This has given DKD scalability while 

preventing single point of failures, bottlenecks and reduction in bandwidth 

consumption. The SMGKM analytical model was developed for the two widely 

deployed rekeying approaches: pairwise and LKH. The numerical analysis and 

simulation results of the SMGKM performed much better using both the rekeying 

approaches in comparison to previous work.  
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Thus, the SMGKM have shown significant resource economy in terms of 

communication bandwidth overhead, storage overheads at the DKD, AKD and 

the mobile receiver while providing intense security.  

 

Finally, the analytical study was explored by simulation for solving the bandwidth 

optimization problem in SMGKM which showed efficiency in bandwidth 

consumption in the presence of multi-services. However, SMGKM is expected to 

become a practical dynamic solution for securely and efficiently managing multi-

services which can be received concurrently by huge mobile subscribers’ in the 

future wireless networks such as emerging Software-Defined Networks. This 

successfully concludes this chapter. The following chapter studies the suitability 

of the SMGKM for highly mobile environment. It was discovered in Chapter 2 that 

the conventional art do not fit well with the increasing demand for high speed 

wireless networks due to significant storage and communication overheads. The 

overheads are caused by frequent handoffs which require the mobile receivers 

to maintain the local cluster keys while in transit across diverse clusters hence 

inducing less rekeying communication overheads at the expense of significant 

storage complexity at the resource constraint mobile device in the conventional 

art. However, frequent handoffs require the previously visited clusters to undergo 

rekeying when the mobile receiver finally leaves the system after multiple cluster 

visits while in multiple subscriptions. This conversely causes considerable 

rekeying communication overheads in the conventional art due to 1-affect-n 

phenomenon. This interesting contraction of complexity is further studied in the 

next chapter to prove that the performance of the SMGKM still outperforms the 

existing art even in high speed networks. 
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Chapter 4 

Performance evaluation of SMGKM in High Speed 

Environment  

This chapter relies on works from publications, II [18] and IX [25],  which further 

evaluate the performance of the SMGKM in a high speed environment. The 

scenario for high mobility in SMGKM is described and formulated using numerical 

analysis. The analysis is further used to evaluate the performance of the system 

against the existing art in terms of storage and communication overheads 

induced during high mobility.  

4.1. High mobility in SMGKM  

Recently, there is tremendous demand by the ISPs to transmit multimedia 

services over high speed wireless networks. These networks are characterized 

by limited bandwidth and high error rate of packet loss as well as high mobility 

receivers such as such as laptops, smartphones and IPad which are power 

constraint in nature. The mobile receivers are high likely to perform frequent 

handoffs across homogenous or heterogeneous wireless access networks while 

requiring seamless connectivity to multimedia service subscriptions.  In order to 

maintain secure delivery of those services to legitimate group receivers, the 

conventional  cluster based GKM schemes referred to as KR  schemes [23], for 

securing multicast communication over wireless mobile multicast networks have 

been proposed. It is expected that the KR  schemes such as are Decleene et al 

[1], GKMF [9] and Kellil et al [6]  may induce significant key management 

overhead especially when the service groups become flooded with high mobility 

receivers which perform frequent handoffs while participating in diverse multicast 

subscriptions.  

 

However, it is crucial to preserve the available bandwidth in high speed wireless 

networks by reducing the communication burden while preserving service 

confidentiality in the existing art [19]. Thus, during frequent handoffs multiple
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rekeying and multiple authentication notifications may be triggered more 

frequently in the existing art. Additionally, highly mobile receivers may be 

susceptible to frequent disconnections to the subscribed services before the 

subscription period elapse due to accelerated power drainage. In order to 

preserve the power usage, it is also crucial to reduce the huge computations and 

storage complexities that the mobile receivers cannot handle anymore especially 

the existence of multiple service subscriptions [24].  The next subsection 

describes the complexities of each GKM scheme in detail. 

4.1.1. Characteristics of the concerned KR schemes 

The KR schemes are possible to cause storage complexities in the highly mobile 

users because the users maintain the local cluster keys (KEKs) for the previously 

visited clusters during frequent handoffs. Eventually, when these users leave or 

drop the subscriptions after multiple visits, this triggers repeated rekeying of the 

entire keys (TEKs and local KEKs) held by the high mobile user in all the 

previously visited clusters for forward secrecy hence causing extra rekeying 

signalling load in the network. Additionally, during frequent handoffs, the 

schemes also require synchronisation with the trusted Domain Key Distributor 

(DKD) for requesting the TEK during rekeying, user authentication as well as for 

tracking mobility hence the name KR schemes [23]. The DKD in KR schemes 

controls the entire local cluster managers called the AKDs in a decentralised 

environment.  

Moreover, frequent handoffs constitute to huge number of notifications to the 

DKD which cannot be a negligible communication overhead any more especially 

in vehicle-related services, such as telematics services where high speed 

vehicles handover frequently hence repeated rekeying and authentication 

notification requests. Also, if the entire key management and authentication 

functions of the TEK are concentrated on the DKD which is single point of failure 

and maybe far from the serving AKD, the multicast services become very 

vulnerable to service disruptions due to rekeying delivery and authentication 

delays. Therefore, the KR schemes characteristics constrain
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them for high mobility with multiple service subscriptions. This has motivated the 

need to evaluate the performance of the introduced multi-service SMGKM in the 

previous chapter to meet the demands for high mobility environment with same 

level of security and less communication and storage overheads.  

4.2. Scenario for High mobility in SMGKM  

As described in Chapter 3, the fundamental multi-service SMGKM system takes 

advantage of completely decentralising the authentication and GKM functions. 

The SMGKM network model assumptions defined in [20], [23], [24] are 

maintained and further evaluate the performance of the SMGKM in the presence 

of high mobility users which perform frequent handoffs across multiple clusters. 

The users finally leave or drop subscriptions concurrently from the concerned 

clusters after visiting multiple clusters.  

Let us consider a scenario where mobile users belong to the same service group 

GK. The service group GK determines users accessing exactly the same set of 

services (s1, s2,…, sj) and  this simplifies key management with multi-services 

[17]. Suppose that users M1, M2, M5 and M9 in Figure 4.1  access three of the 

pay-tv services concurrently such as sports (s1), movie (s2) and music (s2) out of 

8 services provided by the SP.  

 

Figure 4.1: High mobility scenario with multiple visits
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The assumption is also that users can seamlessly access the subscribed services 

in a high mobility environment such as vehicular networks where frequent 

handoffs may occur hence making multiple visits possible before users 

leave/drop the subscriptions. The cellular clusters of SMGKM scheme illustrated 

in Figure 4.1 consist of two types of subscribed users: 

  Present in the cluster (PIC) users currently being served by the AKDi. 

These are considered as low mobility users assuming they stay long in the 

service. 

 Absent in the cluster (AIC) users who have visited multiple clusters served 

by the target AKDv after frequent handoffs. These users are considered to 

have high mobility. 

Clearly, it can be observed from the AIC mobile users in SMGKM that M1 and M2 

in GK have previously visited AKD0, AKD1, AKD2 and AKD3 by performing 

frequent handoffs then finally stay at the target AKD5 before dropping 

subscriptions. M9 has previously visited AKD5 and AKD0 before leaving at AKD2. 

Similarly, M5 has previously visited AKD4, AKD3 and AKD0 before leaving at 

AKD1. The assumption is that all Mi in GK follow the same mobility pattern and 

SMGKM has already carried out the multi-service rekeying strategy based on Key 

Update Slots (KUS) [17, 24], to satisfy backward secrecy during frequent 

handoffs at the visited AKDv and forward secrecy where M1, M2, M5 and M9 

currently leave. The rekeying strategy detects the affected services during group 

dynamics so that the AKDs generate and securely deliver new TEK shares for 

the affected services to the PIC users where a join or leave occurs I [17], [23]. 

The assumption is that the Authentication phase of users is also performed at the 

target cluster during handoff using the Session Key Distribution List (SKDL) 

concept which tracks mobility at the AKD level without the DKD intervention 

hence DKD scalability [23].  

4.2.1. Comparison of SMGKM with KR art in high mobility 

This section summarises the characteristics of KR schemes against SMGKM for 

suitability in high speed environments. As presented in Table 4.1
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the KR schemes also adopt a two-tier decentralised framework with a common 

TEK approach. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of SMGKM characteristics against KR art in high mobility  

Evaluation criteria DeCleene et al 

[1] 

GKMF [9] Kellil et al 

[6] 

SMGKM I 

[17] 

Decentralized framework  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Key independence Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Number of layers 2 2 2 2 

Forward secrecy on user handoff No No No No 

Backward secrecy on user handoff Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Rekey all visited clusters at leave Yes Yes Yes No 

1-affect-n phenomenon Yes Yes Yes No 

Localize rekeying at handoff Yes Yes Yes Yes 

AKD to AKD communication No No No Yes 

Support multi-group subscriptions No No No Yes 

Single point of failure  Yes Yes Yes No 

DKD scalability  No No No Yes 

Use of list to manage mobility Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Authentication at move  No No  No Yes 

Suitability for high speed users No No No Yes 

As aforesaid in Chapter 2, this approach allows highly mobile subscribers to 

maintain common TEK across the board, hence requiring the entire group 

members to commit to the new TEK during rekeying caused by group dynamics. 

Generally, the KR art assume that the main DKD and the cluster managers, the 

AKDs, have sufficient computation and storage resources to maintain and update 

the TEK and local cluster keys (KEK), respectively. Additionally, the introduced 

local KEKs maintained at the AKD level are used to safely distribute the TEK from 

the DKD to the users at the cluster level during rekeying hence alleviating the 

need to renew the TEK during group dynamics. This enhances the rekeying 

performance of the KR schemes by localising rekeying such that rekeying is only 

performed in the concerned cluster without affecting the neighbour clusters. The
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schemes also introduce the use of unsecured mobility list to track user mobility 

such that only the target KEKs gets renewed while the TEK remains unchanged. 

 

However, this causes huge storage complexity for high mobility users with 

resource limited devices in situations of multi-subscriptions. Mostly, the KR 

schemes rely on a single trusted centralised DKD for controlling all the AKDs as 

well as for TEK generation, TEK distribution and user authentication. Again, since 

the DKD controls the topological network reflecting all mobile user locations, it 

should be notified by all the AKDs whenever users undergo handoff and 

whenever existing mobile users leave the multicast services. However, this is not 

practical that a single entity controls the entire network consisting of millions of 

mobile users and huge AKDs. Additionally, frequent handoffs lead to a huge 

number of notifications with the DKD which cannot be a negligible communication 

overhead any more especially in vehicle-related services, such as telematics 

services where high speed vehicles handover frequently hence repeated 

rekeying. Also, if the entire key management functions of the TEK are 

concentrated on the DKD which is the single point of failure and maybe far from 

the serving AKD, the multicast services become vulnerable to service disruptions 

due to rekeying delivery and authentication delays. 

 

In contrast, SMGKM offers qualitative benefits by decentralising some parts of 

the DKD tasks such as offloading the authentication and key management 

functions to the intermediate AKDs [17]. This was also inspired by the fact that 

each AKD has enough computing power capabilities to handle these phases 

independently to share the load across the entire network hence giving DKD 

scalability while alleviating the single point of failure problem.  Thus, 

authentication of highly mobile users during frequent handoffs and rekeying of 

the TEK for the affected services are both performed at the cluster level without 

involving the DKD. Each AKD keeps track of the users currently residing in its 

own cluster using the Secure Distribution List (SKDL) [23]. This enables
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independent generation and management of service keys locally during rekeying 

without affecting the neighbour clusters. Additionally, handoff is not synchronised 

with the DKD, which significantly reduce the signalling load at SMGKM wire line 

[17]. Also, the control overhead of the DKD, such as maintaining and updating 

the trace history and the assigned keys for each highly mobile user is alleviated 

in SMGKM. This however has made SMGKM scheme very simple, but a practical 

and effective solution for achieving authenticated multi-confidentiality in high 

speed networks. 

4.3. Performance Analysis 

This section investigates the performance of SMGKM scheme with comparisons 

to legacy KR schemes by applying two types of rekeying approaches: Pairwise 

and LKH tree based [96] rekeying approaches. The storage complexity in highly 

mobile environment with frequent handoffs is also measured.  

4.3.1. Rekeying communication overheads 

The focus is on the extra rekeying communication overhead emanating from the 

unicast transmissions caused by delivering rekeying messages, under the 

assumption that this overhead is the most vital factor in wireless networks where 

radio resources are limited in the presence of high mobility users participating in 

multi-services. Consideration is also on the communication overhead induced by 

the control messages emanating from the handoff and authentication requests at 

the wired network beyond each AKD.  

 

In this network, let us assume that the various multicast services provided by the 

SP covers a huge area consisting of C clusters, and the number of mobile users 

Mi existing in each cluster is maintained at N. Let us define a random variable X 

as the number of clusters that Mi has visited before leaving the multicast services. 

Thus, the expected number of clusters previously visited, which represent the 

degree of user mobility, can be denoted as E(X). Now let us contrast the rekeying 

communication overhead induced in SMGKM in contrast to the key-request 

schemes whenever multi-leaves caused by high mobility users occur after visiting 
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multiple clusters. Stopping subscriptions may be due to various reasons such as 

subscription period elapse or battery failures.   

4.3.1.1. Multi-leaves with Forward Secrecy in KR Schemes 

First assume that KR schemes are used, not considering multi-services and multi-

leaves in a wireless mobile network. The KR schemes achieve more efficiency 

by limiting rekeying only to the clusters which have been visited by a leaving user. 

Thus, the rekeying communication overhead is mainly dependent on the number 

of clusters that a leaving user has visited. Since the leaving user maintains the 

local cluster keys for each of the visited clusters, each previously visited AKDi 

should unicast O(N) rekeying messages including the updated local cluster keys 

to PIC users of the visited clusters. After updating the local cluster keys, each 

AKDi distributes the new TEK from the DKD. This induces rekeying 

communication overhead in the entire wireless network, ROwireless, of  

                               CNOXEROwireless  )()(       (4.1) 

Additionally, the KR schemes require notifying the DKD about users’ handoff as 

well as the TEK update. Though the notifications may be negligible in size, they 

cannot be overlooked in the presence of high mobility users and multi-services 

requiring TEK update in the network. The notifications should be delivered to and 

from the DKD as a form of a control message in the wired network beyond the 

AKDs. Therefore, the total number of notifications at the wired network, Nw, on 

average yield 

CNOXENw  )()(   (4.2) 

Let us now employ the wireless weight denoted as ⍺ in [3] to demonstrate the 

importance of the wireless cost. Therefore, the total rekeying communication 

overhead for the KR schemes induced at the wire line and wireless parts of the 

network yield 

             wwirelessREQUESTKEY NRORO  )1(   (4.3) 

, where 0 ≤ ⍺ ≤ 1.  
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However, in the presence of S-multi-services and x services requiring rekeying 

at user departure, KR schemes perform independent rekeying of the affected 

services whenever N-multi-leaves occur at the target cluster after visiting E(X) 

clusters. Thus, equation (4.3) yield 

              wwirelessREQUESTKEY NSxROSxRO  )/()1()/(   (4.4) 

4.3.1.2. Multi-leaves with Forward Secrecy in SMGKM 

In contrast with the KR schemes, SMGKM only performs rekeying at the target 

cluster where multi-leaves occur regardless of the number of visited clusters. The 

DKD does not need to keep track of mobile subscribers because each AKDi 

independently controls its own users due to cryptographically separate keys 

adopted per cluster in SMGKM. Thus, on every handoff, SMGKM provides 

access control mechanism which uses the SKDL concept [23]  for authentication 

of highly mobile users before obtaining the new service group keys used for 

service access control at the target cluster. After a complete handoff of a mobile 

user, the cluster local keys for the previously visited clusters are automatically 

revoked under the assumption that the mobile users have the capability to store 

keys only for the target cluster. This is what differentiates SMGKM to the KR 

schemes, hence less storage complexity at the mobile receiver I [17]. This 

additionally lessens the number of rekeying communication overheads 

significantly.  

 

Now let us consider M1 and M2 in GK which finally stop x services after visiting 

E(X) clusters. First compute the number of AIC in the visited clusters at user 

departure. The assumption is that a handoff that occurs between two non-

adjacent clusters can be possible, which is tolerable enough to make the 

performance comparison. Consider a certain cluster v whose AKD initially 

consists of N mobile users. Assume that N individual users move from one cluster 

to another at least E(X) times, i.e., highly mobile user visits E(X) clusters. 

Whenever the users finally drop the subscriptions at departure, only 
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E(X) of the initial N users remain in cluster v while E(X)−1/E(X) of N users have 

left. Furthermore, let us also consider other users participating in the same set of 

services in GK from other clusters with the exception of cluster v. A user of the 

other clusters can be considered to pick [E(X) – 1] visiting clusters amongst (C – 

1) clusters. Therefore, the probability that the highly mobile user does not visit 

cluster v can be evaluated using k-permutations of n denoted as P(n, k) or k-

combinations of an n-set denoted as C(n, k) in elementary combinatory 

contexts.Thus, the value of ),( knP  over k factors is generally given by the product 

          

      

 otherwise            

nk for  
k)!-(n

n!

knP















0

),(  

 (4.5) 

The value of P(n, k) is well definite without the assumption that n is a non-negative 

integer. However, the convention of permutation is closely related to combination. 

Thus, a k-element combination of an n-set S is a k-element subset of S, the 

elements of which are unordered. For example, by taking all the k element 

subsets of S and ordering them individually in all conceivable ways, obtain all the 

k-permutations of S. Therefore, the number of k-combinations of an n-set, C(n, 

k), relate to the value of P(n, k) using equation (4.6). 
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 (4.6) 

Note that the values in equations (4.5) and (4.6) are known as binomial 

coefficients and can be represented as 







k
n  [142]. By using this representation, 

where n denote the cluster variations of C and k denote factors of the visited 

clusters E(X), as the highly mobile user handoffs, the probability PPIC can be 

evaluated such that the highly mobile user does not visit the target cluster v using 

equation (4.7). 

             
PICAIC PNP 1   (4.7) 
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Likewise, only 1/E(X) of the N users remain in cluster v while E(X)−1/E(X) of the 

N users have left. Consequently, the number of AICs in the visited clusters, 

denoted by L, can be calculated using equation (4.8). 

                          ])1()[(/1)( AICPCNXEXEL    (4.8) 

In contrast to the KR schemes, since SMGKM independently manages its own 

TEK per cluster, the visited AKDs do not undergo rekeying except the target 

cluster where multi-leaves currently occur under the assumption that leaves occur 

concurrently while participating in multi-services. It should be noted that it is 

possible for multi-leaves to occur at various locations visited (i.e., E(X)) in 

SMGKM as shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore, in order to guarantee forward secrecy 

at the concerned cluster, SMGKM needs to unicast O(N+L) rekeying messages 

to the PIC user of the concerned clusters in order to deliver the updated TEK 

shares for the services affected by multi-leaves. Additionally, SMGKM does not 

need to notify the DKD about the user mobility since AKDi automatically revokes 

the rows for the corresponding departures from SKDLi. However, the notification 

of the updated TEK shares at the concerned AKDi to the SP is absolutely 

necessary at the wired part of SMGKM. The notification/control message uses 

the KUS notifier which is negligible in size and dependent on the number of 

affected services x, assuming that the SP also has prior knowledge of the KUS 

operation to update the service keys. This on average gives the total number of 

notifications, Nn, beyond the concerned clusters using equation (4.9). 

)/()( SxOXENn    (4.9) 

Therefore, in the presence of S-multi-services and x services requires rekeying 

when L-users departure, SMGKM induces the overall total rekeying 

communication overhead in equation (4.10). 

nSMGKM NLNOXERO )1()}()({    (4.10) 

Let us now apply the LKH rekeying approach to equations (4.4) and (4.10) by 

employing the well-known fact that rekeying of a balanced tree of degree d 

accommodating N users requires d logd N rekeying messages for a leaving user.
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This equivalently reduces the rekeying communication overheads logarithmically 

with the number of leaving users. Thus, the concerned equations yield equations 

(4.11) and (4.12) respectively. 

wdREQUESTKEY NSxNdOSxRO  )/()1()(log()/(   (4.11) 

ndSMGKM NLNdOXERO  )1())}(log()({   (4.12) 

Further evaluation of the storage overheads in a highly mobile environment is 

discussed in the following subsection. 

4.3.2 Storage overheads 

It was found that high mobility users maintain the local cluster key management 

keys for the previously visited clusters in KR schemes as they perform frequent 

handoffs. The obvious fact is that storage complexity arises to the resource 

constraint mobile devices; the AKD and the DKD, hence slow execution and slow 

accessibility to the stored keys in the underlying system agents. This section 

measures the number of keys held by the participating network entities at each 

network level. Assume that N high mobility individual users perform frequent 

handoff by visiting at least E(X) clusters of the available C clusters while 

participating in x of the total S available multicast services in the SMGKM. The 

expected storage complexity in KR  schemes and SMGKM after N high mobility 

users’ participating in x of the S services visit E(X) clusters out of C total clusters 

is summarised in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2: Comparison of Storage complexity during high mobility 

Storage 

overhead 
KEY_REQUEST SCHEMES 

 

SMGKM 
DeCleene et al [1] GKMF [9] Kellil et al [6] 

At the user 

At the AKD 

At the DKD 

(x/s+2)E(X) 

(N+1)E(X) 

(x/s) E(X) 

(x/s+3)E(X) 

(N+4)E(X) 

(x/s+2)E(X) 

(x/s+3)E(X) 

(N+2)E(X) 

(x/s) E(X) 

    x/s)+2 

     N+1 

     N  

 

The following section present the simulation scenario results corresponding to 

the communication and storage complexities of the SMGKM against the KR 

schemes in the presence of high speed users.
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4.4. Simulation Results and Discussion  

To compare the performances of the above schemes, consider S-multicast 

services covering a huge cellular cluster decentralised topology containing 1000 

clusters under the assumption that each cluster has a total of 400 mobile users 

subscribed to these services from various locations. The expectation is that each 

user is likely to visit E(X) clusters on average before leaving the subscribed 

multicast services simultaneously, where E(X) varies from 10 to 60. A higher E(X) 

means that a user has the higher mobility. Also, the assumption is that the 

wireless cost of the network is much greater than wire line cost. Hence, setting 

the wireless weight to be 0.999 in order to weight wireless links much more than 

wired links. To summarize, set the hypothetical parameters as x=3 to be the 

number of affected services requiring rekeying out of S=8 total multicast services 

provided by the SP, C=1000, N=400, ⍺=0.999, respectively. The MATLAB 

simulation tool was used to represent the results in the next subsection. 

4.4.1. Rekeying communication overheads 

From the simulation results in Figure 4.2, compare the communication overheads 

emanating from employing pairwise [107] and LKH rekeying [96] approaches 

including the handover control messages at both the wireless and wire line parts 

of the SMGKM. It can be seen that by employing pairwise rekeying approach in 

Figure 4.2, the performances of both schemes worsens with high user mobility 

and multi-leaves participating in multi-services. However, the SMGKM overhead 

outperforms that of the KR schemes because high mobility users in KR schemes 

maintain the key management keys for the local E(X) clusters. This requires 

rekeying that incurs substantial rekeying communication overhead.  In contrast, 

SMGKM only rekeys the concerned clusters where user departure occurs hence 

reducing communication overheads significantly.
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Figure 4.2: Communication overheads emanating from pairwise rekeying and control messages 

Additionally, employ the LKH tree rekeying approach [96] with a balanced tree of 

degree d =4 at the affected clusters. Clearly, it can be observed from Figure 4.3 

that the communication overheads reduce logarithmically with the number of 

leaving subscribers in both schemes, as compared to Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3: Communication overheads emanating from LKH rekeying and control messages 

Nevertheless, some tree based rekeying approaches such as the TMKM-based 

scheme [3] can be used in SMGKM to achieve more efficient rekeying than the 

LKH scheme by matching the key tree to the topology of the network. Therefore, 

the TMKM-based scheme simply limits the users who should be updated to only 

the users in the cluster cells which have been visited by the leaving user. The 

following section further evaluate the relative communication overhead ratio of 

the concerned schemes. 
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4.4.2. Communication overheads Ratio 

It can be observed in Figure 4.4 that when E(X) =30, the KR schemes incur 10.6 

times communication overheads as much as that of the SMGKM scheme.  

 

Figure 4.4. Relative communication overhead (the ratio ROKey_Request to that of ROSMGKM) 

Therefore, the SMGKM obtains quantitative advantage of less communication 

overheads and qualitative advantage of distributing some parts of the DKD 

functions to the AKDs. The next subsection evaluate the storage overheads at 

the participating system entities in a highly mobile environment with multiple 

subscriptions.  

4.4.3. Storage overheads 

In order to compare the storage complexity caused by high mobility users for the 

concerned schemes, we set the same parameters for simulation. From the 

simulation scenarios in Figure 4.5, it can be observed that the KR schemes add 

high storage complexity to the resource constraint highly mobile user Mi by 

introducing additional local cluster keys for localising rekeying. Thus, as the 

number of visited clusters E(X) increases, a highly mobile user device may lose 

connection to other subscriptions due to lack of storage space requirement. 
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Figure 4.5. Storage Complexity in high mobility situation 

In contrast to SMGKM, extra storage requirement is not necessary because high 

mobility users only maintain the key management keys for the cluster where they 

currently reside, hence incurring less storage complexity at the communicating 

entities. This is also advantageous because repeated rekeying becomes 

unnecessary in SMGKM, hence reduced rekeying signalling overheads. The 

compromise to the keys held by the local users in SMGKM is limited to the 

currently serving AKD without affecting the neighbour clusters.  It can be 

observed that some KR schemes such as GKMF and Kellil et al. induce high 

storage overhead at the limited resource mobile users by introducing more 

encryption keys as E(X) and x variables increase. 
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This may accelerate more power drainage, hence high likelihood of service 

disruptions. However, both the schemes increase the storage complexity at the 

intermediate keys AKDs because AKDs are assumed to have sufficient space 

and power to process the key management keys. It can also be observed that 

SMGKM gives the DKD storage scalability to accommodate more high mobility 

users, assuming Mi stays longer in the system without dropping subscriptions. 

4.5. Conclusion Remarks   

This Chapter has addressed the inefficiency of existing KR GKM schemes for 

secure multicast in high mobility wireless networks by proposing an efficient and 

practical solution. The core of the proposed scheme is to decentralise the DKD 

key management and authentication functions. While the DKD only does the 

initial setup phase of the entire group membership, each AKD keeps track of 

users during handoff and manages the group TEK shares for multiple services 

independently per cluster to guarantee both backward and forward secrecies 

when frequent handoffs and multi-leaves participating in multi-services occur 

respectively. The proposed scheme also achieves high efficiency with significant 

reduction in the system communication overheads as well as reduced storage 

complexity in the communicating agents while preserving secrecy of services. 

The SMGKM was able to reduce the overburden of the DKD by distributing it to 

the intermediate AKDs in a high speed environment. Therefore, it is expected that 

the proposed SMGKM can be a practical solution for securing multi-group 

communication services requiring high speed broadband connectivity. 
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Chapter 5 

New Application of BAN logic to Verify Multi-Service 

GKM 

This chapter relies on the work from publication VI [22]. Tantamount to other 

famous authentication protocols, Group Key Management (GKM) is yet another 

promising security technique for achieving seamless confidentiality on emerging 

dynamic wireless multicast communication networks. Recently there has been a 

proposal efficient multi-service GKM scheme (SMGKM) supporting host mobility. 

The scheme achieves authenticated multi-service confidentiality in a pool of 

multiple group service subscriptions. It is expected that these scheme will be the 

baseline GKM security framework for efficiently managing a huge number of 

cryptographic keys in distributed fashion with less performance overheads.  

 

However, there is still not a strict proof of its base on the formal method for 

verifying its resilience to various distinguished attacks. Thus, the applicants 

interested in protecting their businesses using the SMGKM can be nervous 

without prior knowledge of its formal security verification. Therefore, the security 

analysis of the SMGKM using Burrows, Abadi and Needham (BAN) logic, the 

eminent tool for analysing the widely deployed security protocols, is proposed in 

this paper to prove its security correctness, reliability and practicability. The 

analysis demonstrates that SMGKM can counteract the security flaws and 

redundancies identified in the chosen related art adopting the same logical 

reasoning of BAN. 

5.1 Introduction  

The message exchanges for cyberspace services transverse via standardized 

security frameworks supporting either wireless or wired access technologies [39, 

143, 144] . These frameworks cannot be trusted fully to deliver the services 

securely to the prospective consumers unless tested for security flaws by the 

security specialists or analysts. The test is due to the presence of several 

voluntary and involuntary attacks [145] that are on the rise with the technological 

advancements. For this reason, it is imperative to prove the correctness of any
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message transactions in the developed security framework against the 

distinguished attacks before effective deployment by reputable businesses.  

 

From literature, there exist a number of well-known security tools for providing 

accurate and credible analysis of security protocols. Among of them, is the formal 

analysis method of [146]. Its analysis method consists of rigorous theoretical 

models to conduct strict mathematical and logical deduction and demonstration 

for cryptographic protocols hence proving security correctness against identified 

vulnerabilities [146]. Another famous method put forward by Burrows, Abadi and 

Needham is the BAN logic [62, 147]. BAN logic is known for successfully proving 

the correctness of exchanged messages in the existing authentication protocols. 

The logical reasoning adopted by BAN in proving the correctness of these 

protocols consist of clear steps that are easy to follow until security vulnerabilities 

and redundancies were identified. These weak factors identified lead to the 

proposal of Kerberos [148], the widely adopted authentication protocol for secure 

network communications [45, 46]. 

 

However, no GKM scheme for secure wired [52] and wireless[19, 91] multicast 

networks has been subject to BAN logic verification so far [62, 147]. Therefore, 

this Chapter adopt the same logical reasoning used in the existing authentication 

art [62] for secure wired environment to propose a new application of BAN logic 

to group key management in a wireless mobile environment. Thus, the same 

logical reasoning used in the chosen authentication art is also possible in proving 

the security correctness, reliability, practicability of the SMGKM [17].  

 

This rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2, gives a brief overview 

description of BAN logic; Section 5.3, describes the application of BAN logic to 

the existing authentication protocols with the conclusion remarks; Section 5.4, 

describes the new application of BAN logic to the group key management 

scheme, the SMGKM [14], while Section 5.5 compares the SMGKM with the 

chosen related art; Finally, Section 5.6 gives the concluding remarks.
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5.2 Overview Description of BAN logic 

Analysing security protocols consists of tedious but very crucial steps. BAN logic 

can be utilised by system analysts and developers to perform formal verification 

of what is reasonable to be believed. It consists of group of rules or postulates 

used to analyse exchange messages between the communicating parties. 

Therefore, the messages resilience to security flaws and redundancies can be 

achieved. Traditional security protocols exchange messages show in symbolic 

form the contents of the messages, the source, destination and any encrypting 

keys used. However, this cannot be a suitable approach anymore to a formal 

analysis. BAN logic requires that the exact meaning be attached to certain 

elements of the exchanged content and it cannot always be inferred. Thus, each 

message transaction within the protocol is translated in to logical formula before 

security analysis. This is referred to as an idealised form of the original message. 

Assertions are then made about the underlying protocol using the logical 

notations to describe logical beliefs held by the communicating parties [62].  

5.2.1 Basic Notation  

The basic BAN logic notation is built on three types of entities: 

1. Subjects, which are the communicating agents; 

2. Encryption keys, providing security association between the 

communicating subjects; 

3. Messages, the exchanged statements or transactions between the 

subjects; 

Generally the symbolic notations in BAN logic, such as A, B and S symbolise 

subjects, Kab, Kas and Kbs symbolise the shared security keys (private or public) 

while Na, Nb and Nc symbolise specific message statements. For simplicity, use 

symbols P and Q ranging over subjects; X and Y ranging over statements and K 

ranges over encryption keys to represent various BAN logical constructs 

summarised in the present epoch are stable for the duration of the current 

protocol. However, any security protocols must only accept fresh messages of 

the present epoch and be subverted to believe them as unaltered by adversaries. 
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Table 5.1. The logical constructs are used to build a series of logical postulates 

described fully in Table 5.2.  

The logical constructs are built such that a given condition about what is 

reasonable to be believed gives the outcome result for what is true to be believed. 

It should be noted that the logical analysis of BAN should satisfy the two well-

known conditions: 

C1. Exchanged messages should be encrypted to address confidentiality 

problem. This involves encryption and decryption processes of the exchanged 

messages between the trusted communicating subjects. Thus the serving subject 

and the target subject must share security associations to be able to read the 

exchanged messages between them. In BAN logic context [62], necessary 

postulates presented in Table 2 are applied by the communicating subjects to 

infer the meaning of the exchanged messages. With the inherent condition, 

eavesdropping opportunities can be eliminated. 

C2. Exchanged messages should undergo nonce or time verification processes 

to address a replay attack problem. This condition requires the subjects to 

participate in deriving non-repetitive random numbers known as nonce by 

applying some widely adopted randomizing functions such as SHA1 [136]. Thus 

subjects check the validity of the nonce before acting on the received message 

to prevent message replays or alteration attacks. For example, if subject A 

invents a random number and subject A subsequently receives a message from 

B containing a random number or one way function of it, A then can be assured 

that the received message originated after communication of the number to B 

provided the integrity of the message can still be guaranteed. Alternatively the 

timestamps can be used in place of nonce. Subjects may belong to different time 

zones hence time synchronisation problem. Note that a logical belief about a past 

communication is not carried out forward to the present. Thus, any security 

protocol must reject old messages and not be subverted to believe them as recent 

hence falls the victim of replay attack. All beliefs held in the present epoch are 

stable for the duration of the current protocol. However, any security protocols 

must only accept fresh messages of the present epoch and be subverted to 

believe them as unaltered by adversaries. 
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Table 5.1: BAN logical constructs 

Notations Description  

 

XP ≡|  

P believes X or is entitled to believe X. i.e. subject P may act as if X is true 

 

XP ~  

P once said X. i.e. subject P sent message containing statement X at 

some unspecified time. It is unknown whether the message is possibly 

replayed or part of the communication but P believed X when transmitting 

it.   

 

XP⇒  

P has a jurisdiction over X. i.e. subject P has authority on X and should 

be trusted ultimately to matters concerning X.  

QP →←
K

 
P and Q use a valid shared key K for secure communication or secure 

association  

XP   

P sees X or P received message containing X and can read X possibly 

after decryption. Clearly P can repeat X in other message transactions.  

KX}{  Statement X is encrypted using key K. 

X#  

Statement X is fresh, i.e. X has not been replayed before the current 

protocol 

Table 5.2: BAN logical Postulates 

Postulate Description 

 

 

P1 

Message meaning rule: It concerns beliefs about encrypted messages. It 

state that if P believes key K is shared only with Q and P sees message X 

encrypted under K, then P is entitled to believe that Q once said X. 

Symbolically XQP that mpliesi XPPQP K
K

~|}{,→←| ≡≡  . 

 

 

P2 

Part of the message rule: By virtue of the message digest, it should be 

ensured that no part of the message can be modified without discovery, if 

one statement of the message is known to be fresh then the entire message 

must be fresh i.e. If P believes fresh X then P is entitled to believe the entire 

message to be fresh. Symbolically 

),(|)(#| YXPthatimpliesXP ≡   ≡ . 
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P3a ),,(||,| YXP that implies YPXP ≡≡≡
 

P3b XP that implies YXP ≡≡ |),(| . 

P3c .||),(|| XQP that implies YXQP ≡≡≡≡  

P3c Similarly using the operator ~, .~|),(~| XQP that implies YXQP ≡≡  

 

 

P3d 

If subject sees a message then it knows the content of the statements 

provided that the message is encrypted with the key it knows. Symbolically 

,),( XP that implies YXP  and thus 

.}{,→←| XP that implies XPPQP K
K

≡  

 

P4 

Nonce verification rule: It states that if a transmitted message X is recent 

or fresh, the sender still believes in it i.e. If P believes that X is fresh and Q 

once said X then P believes that Q said X recently and therefore  Q 

believes X (P believes what Q believes if the aforementioned conditions 

hold).  The conditions of this rule rely on P1 and P2 results. Symbolically

.||~|),(#| XQP that implies XQPXP ≡≡≡ ≡  

  

Note in Table 5.2 that as a consequence of P3, heuristically it can be observed 

that P believes set of statements if and only if P believes each individual 

statements separately hence formation of the following additional rules of P3a, 

P3b, P3c and P3d. 

 

5.2.2 Summary of the BAN logic Steps  

BAN-logic consists of the following fundamental steps to formally analyze any 

security protocol [62]: 

Step 1: Derive initial assumptions from the original protocol statements then 

translate them in to idealised form using logical notation symbols. Conventionally, 

each protocol step takes the form 

messageQP :→  (5.1) 

, where Subject P sent a message that subject Q receives.  

However, to express a more meaningful message in BAN logic, the message 

need to be transformed in to idealised form to express the semantics of the 
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message. For example during the group key distribution phase in the SMGKM 

context, A may wish to communicate a symmetric service group key share Kab to 

B for future communication using public key encryption transfer under the 

assumption that only B knows the secret key (security association shared key) 

Kbs i.e.  

bs
Kab B and A for key service the ,KBA }{:→  (5.2) 

Now applying the BAN logical constructs of Table 1 to equation (5.2) gives the 

idealised formulation in equation (5.3). 

bs

ab

K
K

BABA }→←{:→
 

(5.3) 

At the receipt point B, make inference that B sees the message in (5.4):  

bs

ab

K
K

BAB }→←{  (5.4) 

Therefore, subject B understand the message contents and can act upon it. In 

the idealized protocol, confusion is avoided by mentioning the originators 

explicitly. The analysis of the protocol is further carried out using further steps 

below: 

Step 2:  Identify the protocol initial assumptions in the language of BAN logic. 

Note that the idealized versions of protocols is analysed by applying the set 

postulates in Table 5.2 to the initial set assumptions to make conclusions about 

the protocol.  

Step 3: Iteratively apply BAN-logic postulates until finding the meaningful results 

that deduce new predicates or goals. 

Step 4: Interpret the proved statements by the process to acquire the 

achievement of the set goals.   

It should be noted that the assumptions achieved from the protocol statements 

are subjected to BAN postulates to obtain new assumptions until the final goals 

are achieved. For example, if A believes that only A itself and B share key K, and 

participant A receives statement X encrypted with key K, A may assume that the 

statement X has originated from B. It can be observed that the new result can 

further be used as new assumption is achieved from previous assumptions. 
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Thus, the entire procedure may be repeated numerous times as new 

assumptions are established to be necessary to ensure that the correctness of 

the beliefs end up being held only by the communicating subjects involved. 

Generally Burrows et al carefully pointed out that the validity of the final beliefs 

about the state of the system can be formally demonstrated from the initial beliefs. 

5.2.3 Authentication Concept in BAN logic 

Burrows et al [62]  proved that the fundamental component of all inter-agent 

communication protocols is Authentication. Thus agents or subjects A and B can 

formally perform a complete mutual symmetric authentication between them if 

there exist key K such that 

BAA
K
→←|≡  

BAB
K
→←|≡  

BABA
K
→←|| ≡≡  

BAAB
K
→←|| ≡≡  

 

 

(5.5) 

For simplicity, let us instantiate K to Kab in the hypothesis. Therefore, it is clear 

that the first two results in equation (5) are the most significant while the last two 

results are no stronger than merely necessary.  

Now with the BAN logic background in mind, let us now proof in the following 

section how the existing authentication protocols for securing wired environments 

from literature were subject to BAN logic verification. It is also worth repeating 

their results so that the formal application of the logic is formerly demonstrated in 

proving the correctness of their true logical believes. As aforesaid, no GKM 

protocol has been subject to BAN logic so far. Therefore, the full demonstrations 

of the BAN logic on the existing authentication art form part in proving the 

SMGKM authentication function. The function operates integrally with the GKM 

function. Thus, within the SMGKM, the formal verification of the authentication 

function using BAN logic follows similar procedure as the existing art. However, 

extension of the new form of BAN logic is also necessary to formally verify the 

GKM function in the SMGKM in a wireless mobile environment. 
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5.3 Authentication Art Subject to BAN logic 

Burrow et al [62] proceed to give examples of the application of their logic to 

various existing authentication protocols. An overview of the formal analysis of 

these protocols is presented in this section.  

5.3.1 Otway & Rees authentication protocol 

Initially Otway & Rees authentication protocol [149] adopted the following 

symbolisations: 

A, B,  Main subjects 

S Authentication server 

Kas, Kbs Symmetric shared keys SA as
K
→← , SB bs

K
→←  

Na, Nb, Nonce generated by A and B 

Kab Symmetric shared service key SA ab
K
→←  

5.3.1.1 Simplified Protocol Definition  

This protocol requires subject A to pass some encrypted message useful for the 

server S to B along with sufficient information for B to create a similar message. 

B forwards the both messages to S which decrypt the messages to check whether 

M, A, B matches in the encrypted parts. If so, S generates the service key Kab 

then insert in to the corresponding response messages for A and B accompanied 

by its appropriate nonce Na, Nb. Both two messages are communicated to B 

which forwards A’s part to A correspondingly. Finally subjects A and B decrypt 

their messages then succeed in obtaining Kab for secure communication if 

gratified. Symbolically the underlying protocol definitions consist of four important 

exchange messages in (5.6).  

 :1 Message
as

Ka B}A,M,,{NB,A,M,   :BA→  

 :2 Message  ,B} A, M, ,{N B, A, M, :SB
as

Ka→  
bs

Kb B} A, M, ,{N  

 :3 Message
bsas

KabbKaba }K ,{N ,}K ,{N M,   :BS→  

as
Kaba }K ,{N M,   :AB   :4 Message →   

 

 

(5.6) 
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5.3.1.2 Idealization of the Protocol   

First transform the original protocol statements in (5.6) in to idealised form using 

logical constructs described in Table 5.1. 

. For simplicity, replace M, A, B by Nc and re-write the protocol exchanges as 

presented in equation (5.7): 

as
Kca }N ,{N   :BA :1 Message →  

bsas
KcbKca }N ,{N ,}N ,{N   :SB :2 Message →  

,}N~B B,A ,{N   :BS :3 Message
as

ab

Kc
K

a →←→  

                  
bs

ab

Kc
K

b }N~A B,A ,{N →←  

as

ab

Kc
K

a }N~B B,A ,{N   :AB:4 Message →←→   

 

 

(5.7) 

5.3.1.3 Derived Protocol initial Assumptions  

The protocol initial assumption created in (5.8) follows: 

SAA as
K
→←|≡ , SBB bs

K
→←|≡ , SAS as

K
→←|≡ , SBS bs

K
→←|≡ ,

BAS ab
K
→←|≡ , BASA ab

K
→←| ⇒≡ , BASB ab

K
→←| ⇒≡ ,

XBSA ~| ⇒≡ , XASB ~| ⇒≡   

 

(5.8) 

5.3.1.4 Logical Analysis of the Protocol  

The logical analysis of the underlying protocol proceeds as follows: 

In message 1 B sees the message from A but cannot read it, i.e. 
as

Kca NNB },{ .  

B now creates a similar message format then forward to S. By using postulate P1 

in message 2, S decrypt the message then can deduce that both A and B 

encrypted messages includes the nonce Nc, i.e. ),(~| ca NNAS ≡ and ).,(~| ca NNBS ≡  

Remarkably, here S cannot tell whether the message 2 meet condition C2 since 

nothing within the message reveals its freshness. S further emits response 

message including two encrypted statements intended for A and B respectively 

to B.  
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At this point, A and B sees from S their corresponding messages containing the 

service Kab plus a nonce. Both A and B successfully apply postulates P1, P3 and 

P4 to induce the final protocol beliefs in (5.9). 

BAA ab
K
→←|≡ , BAB ab

K
→←|≡ , )|(| cNBA ≡≡ , )|(| cNAB ≡≡  (5.9) 

The logical analysis revealed that the underlying protocol consists of incomplete 

steps which can be accomplished by introducing handshake between A and B. 

The main weakness is that service key Kab is unutilised by both parties during 

protocol execution, so neither party can be guaranteed that the other party is in 

possession of the same key. In fact A is in a stronger position than B in the sense 

that A has been told by S that B emitted a message including the nonce that A 

believes to be fresh. This allows B to infer that B emitted the message recently. 

However, B has only been told by S that A has used a nonce without any idea of 

the freshness of the message henceforth contravening condition C2. In addition 

to the revealed weaknesses above, further analysis shows that the protocol 

suffers a typical redundancy problem because two nonce are induced by A but 

only one would suffice. Thus nonce verification using Nc is sufficient to make Na 

redundant while Nb in message 2 does not need to be included as part of 

condition C1. The above-revealed weaknesses from the logical analysis leads to 

quite a unique approach to the authentication problem as addressed by Needham 

& Schroeder protocol [67, 150] in the next section.   

5.3.2 Needham & Schroeder protocol 

In 1978, Needham and Schroeder [67, 150] built a distributed authentication 

protocol. 

 

5.3.2.1 Simplified Protocol Definition  

In the protocol, only A makes contact with S which provides A with the inherent 

service key Kab along with the B’s certificate encrypted with B’s key Kbs conveying 

Kab  and A’s identity to B. B decrypts its certificate and undergo nonce handshake 

with A to guarantee the freshness of the certificate received via A from S. A then 

returns to B a function of the nonce which could be one way function. The main 

protocol definitions consist of a sequence of five exchange messages in (5.10). 
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aN B, A,   :SA :1 Message →  

asKababa }KA} ,{K ,K B, ,{N   :AS:2 Message
as

→
 

bs
Kab A} ,{K   :BA :3 Message →

 

ab
Kb }{N   :AB :4 Message →

 

ab
Kb )}{f(N   :BA:5 Message →

 

 

 

(5.10) 

5.3.2.2 Idealization of the Protocol Definition  

Transforming the protocol statements from (5.10) in to idealised form and using 

substitutions as previously gives (5.11). The idealised messages 2, 4 and 5 exist 

to convince A that Kab can be utilised as nonce and to assure both A and B 

believes that Kab is fresh. This is dubious assumption that key Kab act as fresh 

nonce on message 2 for messages 4 and 5 validation. 

aN   :SA :1 Messsage →  

B},A ,{N   :AS :2 Message ab
K

a →←→  

                   
as

abab

K
KK

A} B,{AB),(A# →←→←  

bs

ab

K
K

B}B:   {AA :3 Message →←→  

ab

ab

K
K

b B)}(A ,{N   :AB :4 Message →←→ signed B  

ab

ab

K
K

b B)}(A ,{N   :BA :5 Message →←→ signed A 

 

 

 

(5.11) 

5.3.2.3 Derived Protocol Initial Assumptions 

The derived initial assumptions are presented in (5.12).  

 S,B|BS,A|A bsas
KK
→←→← ≡≡  

S,B|S S,A|S bsas
KK
→←→← ≡≡  

B,AS|A B,A|S abab
KK
→←→← ⇒≡≡  

X,~BS|A B,AS|B ab
K

⇒≡⇒≡ →←  

 ),(N#|B),(N#|A X,~AS|B ba ≡≡⇒≡  

B)(A#|S ab
K
→←≡  

 

 

 

(5.12) 

5.3.2.4 Logical Analysis of the Protocol using Postulates 

The description of the protocol logical analysis proceeds as follows:  
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From message 1, A send a unencrypted message containing the nonce Na and 

S reads the message and repeats the nonce in response. The response contains 

the service key Kab that A sees: 

bsbs

ababab

KK
KKK

a }BA{ ,BA(# ,BA( {NA }→←)→←)→←, .Therefore, A decrypt the 

message by applying postulate P1 to successfully meet condition C1.Since A 

knows that Na is fresh, apply postulate P4 to satisfy condition C2 hence inducing 

the beliefs in equation (5.13): 

)→←(#||)→←(|| BASA ,BASA abab
KK

  ≡≡≡≡  (5.13) 

Applying postulate P3 also allows A to infer that 

)→←(#|→←| BAA B,AA abab
KK

  ≡≡  (5.14) 

A also sees part of the message encrypted under B’s key, i.e. Kbs
K

BAA ab }→←{ . 

This permits A to safely convey B’s message. B also uses postulate P3 to meet 

condition C1 by reading BASA ab
K
→←~|≡  . Thus B reads the encrypted message 

to achieve condition C1. However, it can be noticed that B cannot achieve 

condition C2 because there is nothing to prove the freshness of message 3 such 

as nonce. Furthermore B cannot tell when the message was created due to the 

absence of the timestamp.  

To proceed securely, B has to make a dubious assumption option that

)→←(#| BAB ab
K

  ≡ . Thus, B has to assume that the message from S is fresh. 

Therefore with this extra assumption, B obtain BAB ab
K
→←|≡  if both P3 and P4 

are applied successfully. Now messages 3 and 4 allows A and B to believe that 

the other party now exists, the other party once said their message recently and 

both parties are in ownership of the same key. B then encrypts its nonce Nb and 

forward to A, which infer that B believes in the key Kab. Now, BABA ab
K
→←|| ≡≡  , 

because B has been guaranteed of Kab freshness by S. Similarly with A’s 

response, B also infer that BAAB ab
K
→←|| ≡≡  following the freshness of Nb 

dubiously assumed. Therefore, the final logical beliefs in (5.15) emerge: 

BAA ab
K
→←|≡ , BAB ab

K
→←|≡ , 

BABA ab
K
→←|| ≡≡ , BAAB ab

K
→←|| ≡≡  

 

(5.15) 
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A more strong result of this protocol deduced at the expense of dubious 

assumption introduced becomes BABAB
ab

K
→←||| ≡≡≡ . It means that without the 

dubious assumption in place, condition C2 in the protocol is not met hence replay 

attack problem. Likewise it is unreasonable that a practical system operate under 

dubious assumptions.  To eliminate this authentication problem, Kerberos [151] 

subject to BAN logic is described in the following subsection.  

5.3.3 Kerberos protocol 

Kerberos [151], the widely adopted authentication using the client server model 

approach in authenticating end users in wired networks. Among all, Kerberos has 

a full BAN guarantee [151] and it is trusted by many authors [45, 46]. It is also 

shown how the Kerberos protocol was subject to BAN logic using the same 

previous subsequent steps.  

5.3.3.1 Simplified Protocol Definition 

In Kerberos [45], use S in place of collocated Authentication Server (AS) and 

Ticket Granting Server (TGS) in Key Distribution Centre, B in place of Application 

Server V and A in place of the client C. The message sequence is such that only 

A makes contact with S about its desire to communicate with B. S provides A with 

the inherent service key Kab along with the B’s ticket that only B can read. The 

ticket contains either nonce Ns or timestamp Ts and the Kab encrypted under B’s 

key Kbs shared with S hence conveying Kab  along with A’s identity in the 

authenticator to B. B decrypts its ticket and undergo nonce handshake with A to 

guarantee the freshness of Ns or Ts in the ticket received via A from S. The 

freshness of B’s ticket is enough to allow B to use the enclosed key Kab to decrypt 

the authenticator. Furthermore the freshness of Na or Ta in the received 

authenticator allows both the principals to be satisfied to use service key Kab for 

secure communication. Notice that the ultimate difference between Kerberos and 

Needham & Schroeder is adding nonce Ns or timestamp Ts in message 2. This 

assists B to verify message 3 freshness hence achieving the desired ccondition 

C2 in Needham & Schroeder protocol [67]. Therefore the main protocol definitions 

consist of a sequence of four exchange messages in (5.16):  
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B S:  A,A :1 Message →  

asKabsabs K, A}K , {N, B, KNA: S :2 Message
bs

},{→  

abbs
KaKabs A NK ANB: A :3 Message },{,},,{→  

ab
Ka 1}{N  :AB:4  Message +→  

 

(5.16) 

5.3.3.2. Idealization of the Protocol Definition  

Idealise the Kerberos protocol [45] statements in (5.16) as presented in (5.17). It 

can be noticed that in (5.16), Kerberos is the simplified version of Needham & 

Schroder protocol. It does not need to make a dubious assumption to assure A 

that key Kab can be utilised as nonce. 

:1 Message Omitted due to no contribution to the logical                                                         

properties of the protocol 

B, , ANA: S:2 Message ab
K

s →←{→ asK
K

s KB}A {N
bs

ab }→←,  

,}→←,{
bs

ab

K
K

s BANB: A :3 Message →  

             A from BA N
ab

ab

K
K

a }→←,{  

B from BA NA: B:4 Message
ab

ab

K
K

a }→←,{→  

 

 

 

 

(5.17) 

Kerberos assures both A and B believes that Kab is fresh within the message 3 

originating from S by introducing nonce Ns or timestamp Ts on B’s part of the 

message. The idealized forms of the authenticator and of message 4 contain the 

obvious statement that Kab is a good service key, whereas this statement is only 

understood in the use of Kab in the Kerberos. 

5.3.3.3 Derived Protocol Initial Assumptions 

Some reasonable initial assumptions are constructed for the analysis condition 

of Kerberos in (5.18). 

 S,B|B S,A|A bsas
KK
→←→← ≡≡  

S,A|S S,B|S S,A|S abbsas
KKK
→←→←→← ≡≡≡  

 B,AS|BB,AS|A abab
KK
→←→← ⇒≡⇒≡  

X~AS|B X,~BS|A ⇒≡⇒≡  

)assa (N#|B ),(N#|B ,),(N#|A),(N#|S   ≡  ≡  ≡  ≡  

 

 

 

 

(5.18) 
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The first group of four assumptions is about shared keys between the subjects A 

and B. The fifth specifies that the server S initially knows a key Kab for secure 

communication between A and B. The next group of four specifies the trust that 

A and B have in S to generate and say a good Kab. The final three assumptions 

show that A and B believe that either nonce Na and Ns or timestamps Ta and Ts 

generated elsewhere are fresh. If timestamp is used in place of a nonce, this 

would require the protocol to rely heavily on the use of synchronized clocks which 

may be impractical in the actual sense.  

5.3.3.4 Logical Analysis of the Protocol  

The interest is on the logical analysis of message 3 which address the unsolved 

condition C2 discovered by BAN logical reasoning in Needham & Schroder 

protocol. Thus, Kerberos addresses condition C2 by either adding the nonce Ns 

or Ts to the ticket in both the main build of the message 3 and the authenticator 

part of the message 3. Thus, the analyses of the idealized version of Kerberos 

apply the given postulates in Table 2 to the set assumptions; the analysis is 

straightforward. In the interests of conciseness, give many of the formal details 

necessary proof only for message 2 then omit similar details later on. The logical 

proof proceeds as follows: 

A receives message 2. The logical annotations or constructs yield that 

asK
K

s
K

s KB}A B, {N, AN A
bs

abab }→←,→←{ . 

 Since the hypothesis SAA as
K
→←|≡  in (5.18), applying postulate P1 for shared 

keys we obtain equation (5.19): 

asK
K

s
K

s KB}A B, {N, ANSA
bs

abab }→←,→←{~|≡  (5.19) 

Furthermore applying P2 on the broken message conjunction satisfy condition 

C1 and yield equation (5.21). 

))→←(~| B(A ,NSA ab
K

s≡  (5.20) 

From the hypothesis )(#| sNA   ≡  in (5.18), postulate P4 applies to satisfy condition 

C2 and yield equation (5.21): 

))→←(,|| BA(TSA ab
K

s≡≡  (5.21) 
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Also BASA ab
K
→←|| ≡≡  from (5.21) is also obtainable after breaking the message 

conjunction. From the hypothesis BASA ab
K
→←| ⇒≡  in (5.18), postulate P3 applies 

and yield equation (5.22). 

BAA ab
K
→←|≡  (5.22) 

This concludes the logical belief of message 2. On message 3, A passes the 

ticket on to B, together with another message containing nonce Na. Initially, B can 

decrypt only the ticket by applying postulate P1and P2 to meet condition C1, 

postulate P4 to meet condition C2 and finally apply postulate P3 such that

BAB ab
K
→←|≡ . Logically similar result is obtained in the same way as that for 

message 2 in equation (5.22) and knowledge of the new key Kab allows B to read 

the rest of message 3. From the assumption SBB bs
K
→←|≡  in (5.18), B receives 

message 3 from subject A containing B’s randomly generated nonce Ns 

encrypted under Kbs. By applying postulate P1, deduce that
bs

Kabs K A NSB },,{~|≡ . 

Because )(#| sNB   ≡ in (5.18), applying the postulate P2, allow B to infer that

bs
Kabs K A NB ),,(#|≡ hence achieving the logical condition C1 successfully. To test 

condition C2 in message 3, apply P4 to achieve equation (5.23) provided

bs
Kabs K A NB ),,(#|   ≡ and

bs
Kabs K A NSB },,{~|≡ holds. 

bs
Kabs K A NSB ),,(|| ≡≡  (5.23) 

The trust on the service key Kab between A and B is based on the initial 

assumptions that BASB ab
K
→←| ⇒≡ . Again due to

bs
Kabs K A NSB },,{|| ≡≡ ,

BASB ab
K
→←| ⇒≡ , by using postulate P3, obtain BAB ab

K
→←|≡ . By using the set 

assumption BAA ab
K
→←|≡  in (5.18), because )1+(#| bNA   ≡ so applying P2, infer 

that
ab

Kb }{NA 1+#|≡ . Again, because BAA ab
K
→←|≡ , 

ab
Kb }{N# A 1+ according to 

postulate P1 and this infers that
ab

Kb }{NBA 1+~#|≡ . Therefore, according to 

postulate P4, infer that
ab

Kb }{NBA 1+|| ≡≡ . The fourth message simply assures A 

that B believes in the key and has received A’s last message. After the new 

applications of P1 and P4 postulates to the fourth message, equation (5.24) gives 

the final emerging logical beliefs: 
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BAB ab
K
→←|≡ , BAA ab

K
→←|≡ , 

BABA ab
K
→←|| ≡≡  , BAAB ab

K
→←|| ≡≡  

(5.24) 

Following the logical analysis, it can be revealed that Kerberos successfully 

achieves both the inherent conditions C1 and C2 without any dubious 

assumptions compared to the previously described art. If only the first three 

messages are used BABA abK →←|| ≡≡ cannot be obtained because the three-

message protocol does not convince A of B’s existence. A sees the same 

messages whether B exist or not. Thus after the whole protocol key exchange 

process there is a shared session key Kab that A and B can trust that it is 

generated by the trusted server S. Both A and B can use the key to conduct 

encrypted communication to each other scrutinised for secure communication. 

Although the result resembles that for the Needham-Schroeder protocol [3], 

major assumption in Kerberos protocol is that the principal’s clocks are 

synchronized with the server’s clock when timestamp Tc is used in place of nonce 

Nc. Clock synchronization is always an impractical approach for principals located 

in different time domains hence making Kerberos protocol strict and reliable 

architecture to provide only weaker guarantees in satisfying condition C2. 

Kerberos protocol [45] can satisfy condition C2 by including the network address 

of the subject A requesting the service from B. However, its weakness is that the 

network address is under full control of the attacker [46]. It can be concluded that 

Kerberos protocol achieves smooth key establishment process between the 

communicating subjects while achieving real-time communication between them. 

 The entire process of Kerberos integrates authentication with the ticket to 

intensify security. As demonstrated, Kerberos protocol has full BAN logic 

assurance [151] and it is one of the widely trusted authenticated and reliable key 

distribution protocol [45]. Consequently, no suggestion of any deficiencies made 

in Kerberos so far except the possible aforesaid replay attack problem. The 

intensification of security in Kerberos leads to the proposal of the N-Kerberos 

[152] which is described in the next subsection.   
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5.3.4. N-Kerberos protocol 

The proposal of N-Kerberos [152] is a modification on Kerberos protocol that 

intensifies security by adding yet another authentication factor known as 

participant’s physical location address. The location is determined by a Global-

Position-System (GPS) to the receiver [87]. This adds another condition C3 in the 

logical analysis of BAN logic. However, GPS receivers are motivating because 

there are not costly and provide precise location output. Several authors suggest 

intensifying the security of GPS. However GPS is only applicable outdoors 

because the receiver should have a direct view to at least four GPS satellites for 

accurate position. N-Kerberos take advantage of the fact that it is difficult for any 

entity in cyberspace to pretend about its current physical location therefore 

cracking of the entity's position becomes very complex [153]. To satisfy the new 

set condition C3, subject S in N-Kerberos include should include user's GPS 

address in the ticket emitted by S every time. In this case, the intruder will require 

significant amount of time in attempting to decrypt GPS signals hence causing 

time synchronization problem to the intruder exchange messages. N-Kerberos 

requires also requires S to include a database with a list of legitimate participants’ 

location addresses. Now, show how N-Kerberos [152] was subject to BAN logic 

using similar previous steps.  

5.3.4.1. Simplified Protocol Definition 

The message sequence is very similar to Kerberos except that the participants 

physical location using GPS is now included for security intensification. Let’s spot 

the difference between Kerberos and N-Kerberos. In N-Kerberos [152], if the 

received A’s signature SIGa mismatch the obtained one or the message does not 

contain SIGa, an error message is returned. Otherwise if all prospers subject A 

send the ticket along with authenticator to B. Then SIGa included in the ticket 

should match the SIGa in the authenticator, otherwise the message is rejected. 

In message 4, subject B send both its identity and the A’s GPS location to A. 

Again, B’s signature SIGb received from B should match the SIGb sent by S in 

message 2. Thus, in N-Kerberos, the participants must rely on their signatures to 

believe Kab which is used for secure communication between them. 
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The N-Kerberos protocol statements consist of a sequence of four concrete 

exchange messages in (5.25): 

B S:   A,A :1 Message →  

 ,, {NK, B, NA:S:2 Message sSIGabs
a

}{{→
asbsb

KKSIGab , A}K{ }}  

,}},,
bsb

KSIGabs K{ AB: {NA :3 Message →
ab

Ka A} ,{N       

ab
Ka 1}{N   :AB :4  Message +→  

(5.25) 

5.3.4.2. Idealization of the Protocol Definition  

The idealisation of the N-Kerberos protocol statements[152] follows similar 

idealisation made in Kerberos except message 2 and message 3 with participants 

signatures which verifies whether message X containing the service key Kab 

originates from a legitimate participant position or not. For example subject B 

must use B’s signature SIGb to believe Kab in X. Thus, the idealisation of N-

Kerberos follows equation (5.26). 

 :1 Message  Has no contribution to the logical properties   

, BA, NA: S:2 Message
a

ab

SIG
K

s }→←{{→  

                
asbsb

ab

KKSIG
K

s }BA {N }}→←{,  

,}}→←{,
bsb

ab

KSIG
K

s BAB: {NA:3 Message →  

              A from B}A {N
ab

ab

K
K

a →←,  

B from B}A A: {NB :4 Message
ab

ab

K
K

a →←,→  

 

 

 

 

(5.26) 

5.3.4.3 Derived Protocol Initial Assumptions 

In addition to the set assumptions of Kerberos in (5.18), the initial assumptions of 

N-Kerberos proceed in (5.27) as follows: 

S,B|BS,A|A bsas
KK
→←→← ≡≡  

SA|S S,B|S S,A|S abbsas
KKK
→←→←→← ≡≡≡  

,B}{AS|B,B}{AS|A
a

ab

a

ab

SIG
K

SIG
K

→←→← ⇒≡⇒≡  

X~AS|BX,~BS|A ⇒≡⇒≡ , )(N#|S a  ≡  

 

 

(5.27) 
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Note that the last two hypothesises are set to satisfy condition C3 of N-Kerberos 

provided the new jurisdiction rule of N-BAN described in the following section 

holds. 

5.3.4.4 Logical Analysis of the Protocol  

The logical analysis of Kerberos revealed that despite Kerberos having a full 

guarantee to BAN logic, it may still be vulnerable to replay attack problem defined 

in condition C2 due to clock synchronization problem. Therefore, the proposal of 

N-Kerberos required modification of BAN logic postulate P3 on equation (5.28) 

before proceeding: 

 ,XSB XSB
b

SIG}{|,|| ⇒≡≡≡

XB thatimplies  SIGBS b ≡⇒≡ ||  

 (5.28) 

The new P3 (mP3) is known as the new form of BAN logic postulate (N-BAN). It 

adds another factor that verifies whether a message originates from a legitimate 

participant position or not. For example subject B must use its signature, SIGb, to 

believe X. Signatures, SIGa or SIGb, denote A’s and B’s verified P(Y) codes by S, 

which are obtained when both participants A and B are at a designated locations.  

Thus, key Kab in X can be used within the specified location hence causing a 

limitation to the intruders. This modification provides more protection against 

possible replay attack problem in Kerberos and requires participants to use their 

official authorized location to conclude a secure message exchange. Table 5.3 

summarizes the logic comparisons of new set assumptions between BAN and 

modified BAN (N-BAN) [152]. Evidently from Table 5.3, N-BAN requires three 

main conditions compared to BAN, in order to satisfy a secure message 

exchange. 

Table 5.3: BAN and N-BAN logics Comparison [152] 

Type of Logic  Logical Postulate that must apply for B to read Kab 

BAN XSB ≡≡ || , where X denotes message contents 

BASB ab
K
→←| ⇒≡ . 

N-BAN XSB ≡≡ || ,
b

ab

SIG
K

BASB }→←{| ⇒≡ , bSIGBS ⇒≡| , i.e. B 

must verify its location using the obtained P(Y) code of its 

legitimate location controlled by S. 
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In addition to the BAN logic set conditions C1 and C2, condition C3 of N-BAN 

requires exchanged messages to include verified participant’s location as a major 

contribution. The detailed logical analysis on N-Kerberos [152] with modified 

postulate mP3 now proceeds as follows: 

A receives message 2. The logical annotations yield that 

asbsb

ab

a

ab

KKSIG
K

sSIG
K

s }BA{ , {NBA{, N A }}→←,}→←{ .  

Since the hypothesis SAA as
K
→←|≡ in (5.27), applying postulate P1 for shared 

keys, obtain the beliefs in equation (5.29): 

, BA{, NSA
a

ab

SIG
K

s }→←{~|≡

asbsb

ab

KKSIG
K

s }BA{ {N }}→←,  

 (5.29) 

By applying P2 on the broken message conjunction satisfy condition C1 and yield 

equation (5.30): 

)}→←{(~|
a

ab

SIG
K

s  BA ,NSA ≡   (5.30) 

From the set hypothesis )(#| sNA  , applying the postulate P4 satisfy condition C2 

and yield equation (5.31): 

)}→←{,||
b

ab

SIG
K

s BA(NSA ≡≡   (5.31) 

A finally infer that
a

ab

SIG
K

BASA }→←{|| ≡≡  after further breaking the message 

conjunction. However, A need to be sure the key Kab in message X originates 

from a legitimate position. Here the postulate mP3 applies to further break the 

conjunction a

ab

SIG
K

BA }{  
in meeting condition C3. Thus A is first required to 

obtain its P(Y) code in order to decrypt SIGa then read the shared service key Kab 

for secure exchange with B. From the new hypothesis XSB ≡≡ || , 

BASA ab
K
→←| ⇒≡  and aSIGSA ⇒≡| in Table 5.3, apply postulate P3 and yield 

equation (5.32): 

BAA ab
K
→←|≡   (5.32) 

This concludes the logical belief of message 2. 

In message 3, subject A passes the ticket encrypted under Kbs on to B, together 

with the authenticator containing the nonce Na or timestamp Ta encrypted under
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 Kab. Initially, B can decrypt only the ticket to obtain BAB ab
K
→←|≡ . Logically, this 

result is obtained likewise as that equation (31) via (P1, P2), P4 and mP3 

postulates to meet C1, C2 and C3 correspondingly. Knowledge of the new service 

Kab from the verified position by SIGb allows B to break the conjunction of the 

entire message 3. Therefore via (P1, P2), P4 and mP3 postulates, also deduce 

that BAAB ab
K
→←|| ≡≡ . Finally, message 4 simply guarantees A that B believes in 

key Kab and has received A’s last message. Again after new applications of the 

(P1, P2) and P4 postulates to meet C1 and C2 respectively to message 4, the 

desired outcomes gives the beliefs in equation (5.33):  

BAB ab
K
→←|≡ , BAA ab

K
→←|≡ , 

BABA ab
K
→←|| ≡≡ , BAAB ab

K
→←|| ≡≡  

  

(5.33) 

Note that further proof on message 4 to satisfy C3 is not required because 

message 2 and 3 already does guarantee that key Kab is from legitimate position.  

The modified postulate mP3 in Table 5.3 is important to achieve the set condition 

C3 because it is infered that if X in BASB ab
K

}→←{~|≡ , 
b

ab

SIG
K

BASB }→←{| ⇒≡ , 

bSIGSB ⇒≡| then BAB ab
K
→←|≡  similar to the obtained in equation (5.33).  

 

Therefore, B start secure exchange communication with A using the shared 

service key Kab from an authorised location by S. Consequently S believes that 

both A and B are the only participants that can receive key Kab. Both A and B also 

have much confidence in using Kab because it is uncompromised in any way by 

the third party S.  Incorporating participant location is one of the hardest 

techniques to break the location specific message conjunctions in cyberspace 

because it would require significant amount of time for the intruder to obtain 

participants position [153]. Distinct to other protocols, N-Kerberos achieves all the 

set conditions C1, C2 and C3 successfully with no dubious assumptions. The 

conclusion remarks of this chapter are given in the next subsection.  
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5.3.5 Conclusion Remarks 

The BAN logical reasoning of the common existing authentication art from 

literature have been discussed and have treated several examples. The well-

known BAN properties discussed include:  

 Goal of each protocol,  

 The type of cryptosystem used, either symmetric key or public key 

association, 

 Whether message timeliness is assured with nonce or synchronized 

clocks. 

Furthermore, other included aspects that the BAN logic formalism helped bring 

to light embrace: 

 Whether the protocol proves the presence of each party to the other, 

 Redundancy, 

 Security flaws and meeting the set conditions. 

 The security flaws identified by BAN on each protocol lead to the proposal 

of another. 

The main principals involved in the protocols are A, B and S; the initiator is A, and 

S is the trusted entity. The examples show how a simple logic can capture subtle 

differences between protocols. For a variety of protocols, it enabled us to exhibit 

step by step how beliefs are built up to the point of mutual authentication. For 

other protocols, it guides us in detecting faults and in recommending necessary 

corrections. However, the discussed art were designed for wired environments 

with no mobility explicitly in mind. In a widely distributed mobile environment, It 

was noticed that the existing art have following deficiencies: 

 Single point of failure: The overall protocols rely on S for authorisation 

of exchange messages. Thus server S becomes the attack target and 

bottleneck. If S fails the entire protocol message exchanges cease 

hence compromise of the entire protocol due to lack of fault tolerance.  

 Scalability problem: In wireless environments, participants migrate 

between either homogeneous of heterogeneous vendors hence add 

and drop of participants at various vendor locations. 
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The scalability problem obviously overwhelms centralised server S 

with numerous requests for authorising the participant’s messages. 

This as well causes unnecessary delays which is not suitable for real-

time exchange messages. Therefore it is impractical that S controls 

the entire protocol domain accommodating huge participants hence 

scalability problem.  

 Clock synchronization problem: As participants migrate from one are 

to another, clocks for the serving and visited network areas may be in 

diverse time zones hence compromising the participant’s 

connectivity. Kerberos and N-Kerberos are the mostly affected by this 

problem since they solely assume clock synchronisation which is 

impractical. 

To counteract these flaws, the authenticated multi-service group key 

management protocol, SMGKM was adopted. SMGKM operates by integrating 

both authentication and multi-service group key management functions in a 

wireless mobile environment. The interesting properties of SMGKM include 

localised authentication, localised rekeying and localised compromises which 

forms a major contribution in providing S scalability, preventing bottlenecks and 

giving fault tolerance. However, application of BAN to SMGKM has been 

circumvented by the existing GKM schemes. This research take advantage of 

similar logical reasoning procedure used in proofing the security of the existing 

authentication art to proof the SMGKM in section 5.4. 

5.4 Formal Proof of the SMGKM 

The formal proof of the SMGKM using BAN logic is discussed [14]. The 

annotations adopted from the SMGKM decentralized framework is depicted in 

Table 5.4. Subjects A, B and S are used in place of principals (Mi, Mv), (AKDi, 

AKDv) and DKD respectively. However, both the authentication and group key 

management functions are securely delegated from the DKD to the intermediate 

AKDs using authenticated AKD specific membership list called the SKDL [23]. It 

can therefore be proved that: 

 AKDs believe in the SKDL broadcast by the DKD in handling mutual 

authentication with the handoff user Mi.  
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 AKDs believe that the shared SKDL rows [23] from trusted DKD are from 

the legitimate position set by the trusted DKD. 

 Shared secret key SKMi-AKDi can be securely computed by the Mi for the 

two communicating principals Mi and AKDi to perform mutual 

authentication.  

Table 5.4: Annotations and Definitions 

Annotations  Definitions  

Mi, Mv, AKDi, AKDv principal subjects 

DKD DKD collocated with the AAA server and SP 

TEKi,j Symmetric shared Group Key share,   

 SPAKDG in M i

TEK

Ki
j i

/→←
,

 

GK Kth multicast service group G accommodating Mi  

SKDLi Authenticated membership list held by AKDi 

KUSi Key Update Slot at the AKDi 

SAi Secret security association key,  DKDAKD i
SA

i →←  

AKMi Secret authentication key, DKDM Mi
AK

i →←  

SKMi-AKDi 
Secret Session Key, i

SK

i AKDM iAKDiM

→←  

GKMrp GKM rekeying parameters used to establish the TEKv,j 

shares. These include the hash functions, cyclic groups 

or security parameters depending on the type of 

cryptosystem under practice.  

 

 AKDs believes in the GKM rekeying parameters (GKMrp) securely 

delegated via the SKDL broadcast by the DKD are authentic to establish 

Authentic TEKi,j shares for handoff users Mi in GK and existing users Mv in 

GK at the concerned target AKDv during handoff rekeying. Thus, the 

protocol execution during Mi handoff consists two fundamental integrated 

phases which will be undergo the logical analysis in subsequent sections: 

1. Authenticated SKDLi broadcast to the AKDi by the DKD, 

2. Mi to AKDi mutual Authentication phase which is performed at the AKD 

level
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3. AKDi to (Mi, Mv) group key distribution phase which delivers the updated 

TEKi,j shares to authentic (Mi, Mv) in GK. 

5.4.1 Protocol Definition  

Let’s first assume the following: 

 The principals Mi and Mv have been registered successfully to the top layer 

consisting of collocated DKD/AAA/SP and already reside under the 

serving AKDi and AKDv respectively, 

 Mi and Mv are already registered by the AAA/DKD and allocated the AKMi. 

Allocation of Mi to their service groups GK is also performed, 

 Mi and Mv under specific GK hold valid and up-to-date TEKi,j shares, 

 Both the AKDi and the DKD have agreed on the security association keys 

between them to securely delivering the authenticated SKDLi, before 

protocol execution. Note that MAC of the membership list rows specific to 

the AKD is computed using the DKD-AKDi secret-key SAi.  

 The authenticated SKDL already include a row containing the authentic 

GKMrp from the trusted DKD which is also integrity protected using MAC. 

Both communicating principals are timely synchronised. 

The unadorned protocol definition before handover takes place is of the form in 

(5.34): 

iAKDDKD :1   Message → , signed using Mi under AKDi  (5.34) 

This stage occurs after Mi successfully registers with the DKD. The DKD then 

emits the SKDL rows for Mi in AKDi along with the target rows of AKDv the Mi will 

visit during the predictive handover phase. Note that in SMGKM, both handover 

authentication and GKM phases are offloaded from the DKD to the intermediate 

AKDs. Therefore, the unadorned protocol definitions during the handover phase 

take the form in (5.35).  

The first three messages perform handover authentication phase while the last 

two messages carry out the group key distribution phase. Both phases are 

fundamentally performed synchronously without the DKD intervention so that the 

link between the AKD-DKD does not become the delay factor during handover. 

This also prevents bottlenecks to give DKD scalability in handling
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 multiple exchange requests compared to the existing authentication and GKM 

art. 

 , AKDM :1 Message ii → signed leave notification by Mi in 

GK 

 ,AKDAKD :2 Message vi → Context Transfer phase 

unsigned by AKDi to AKDv  

 ,AKDM :3 Message vi → signed join notification by Mi in 

GK 

 ,MAKD :4 eMessag iv → signed unicast rekeying 

message by AKDv to Mi in GK 

 ,MAKD :5 Message vv ⇒ signed multicast rekeying 

message by AKDv to Mv in GK 

  

 

 

(5.35) 

 

Notice also that the ultimate difference between the authentication part of 

SMGKM and the existing authentication art is offloading the authentication phase 

to the edge of the network, i.e. SMGKM bring the security services close to the 

users to prevent unnecessary authentication delays while acting as the exchange 

signal optimiser to save bandwidth consumption. Another difference is to add 

another level of security known as secrecy of group keys in GKM which operate 

integrally with authentication to ensure authenticity of the service TEKi, j group 

key shares. The TEKi,j group key shares are used to achieve secure distribution 

of multicast services between the SP-Mi link. The authentication part of the 

SMGKM is also based on authentic and localised shared key SKMi-AKDi stored 

securely in the membership list, SKDL, hence localised group key distribution. 

Therefore with SMGKM, achieves the following conditions:  

 C1: Message encryption to achieve confidentiality hence preventing 

message eavesdropping opportunities, 

 C2: Message freshness, which solely relies on the freshness and 

authenticity of the service group key shares, TEKi, j for Mi in GK compared 

to nonce and timestamps in the existing art. This occurs during the Group 

Key Distribution phase to prevent replay attack problem. The
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absence of timestamps in SMGKM completely eliminates the clock 

synchronisation problems of Kerberos and N-Kerberos. 

 C3: Message integrity based on the computation of the MAC during the 

secure transfer of AKD specific SKDL rows between the AKDi-DKD and 

the AKDi-AKDv links. This occurs during preparation of handover 

authentication for information assurance that it has been sent, received 

and processed by the legitimate entity. This prevent forgery attack 

problem. 

 C4: Location based access control with key separation per serving AKD 

which ensures the received membership list SKDLi is from the legitimate 

trusted source position. Again during the protocol execution the AKDi only 

serve legitimate Mi in GK which can access the fresh TEKi,j shares for their 

corresponding subscribed services within a restricted serving location or 

position. This tackles the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) and 

physical node capture attack problems. It should be noted that the C4 

condition takes advantage of the C3 condition in N-Kerberos by localising 

authentication and rekeying of the TEKi,j shares in the serving AKD. To 

intensify the security, the SKMi-AKDi in SKDLi are generated based on the 

Mi position to satisfy geo-encryption while TEKi,j shares are distributed to 

legitimate users in the same GK encrypted under the Mi signature SIGMi. 

Similar to N-Kerberos, SIGMi is used by the AKD to verify the user’s 

physical location before distributing the TEKi,j shares. Thus TEKi,j in 

SMGKM is used in place of Kab in N-Kerberos while  SKMi-AKDi is used in 

place of Kas/Kbs.  

 

The next step is transforming the protocol statements in to idealised form. 

5.4.2 Idealization of the SMGKM 

Idealising the SMGKM statements from equation (5.35) using the two 

aforementioned fundamental phases in (5.34) and (5.35) using equations (5.36), 

(5.37) and (5.38) correspondingly. 
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5.4.2.1 Initial SKDL Distribution Phase 

,}
i

SAii {{SKDL :AKDDKD :1 Message →

iAKDi
SIGSAiSKDLMAC }}{  

 (5.36) 

Message 1 in (5.36), denote that each Mi SKDLi row maintained by each AKD is 

in encrypted form for integrity protection using MAC to prevent alteration attacks. 

The entire message is also signed using the signature SIGAKDi which the receiving 

AKDi verifies that indeed the protected membership list is from a legitimate 

location. This process applies to all the concerned AKDs within the SMGKM 

domain where Mi in GK perform initial registration with the DKD/AAA. 

5.4.2.2 Handover Phase 

 :AKDM :1 Message ii →  SK
iAKDiM

}onnotificati  leave{  

 : AKDAKD :2  Message vi →  

                
vAKDvv

SIGiSAvSAv KUS SKDLMACSKDL },}{,}{{  

,AKDM :3 Message vi →
v-AKDiM

SK}onnotificati join{  

  

 

(5.37) 

Notice that the leave and join notifications in messages 1 and 2 above include 

the following key components: 

 ID of the Mi, ID of the AKDi being left, ID of the target AKDv to be visited, 

and the ID of the GK. 

:  SPAKD :4 Message i → v

vMSIGjv

SA

newTEK

v SP}{M →←
}{

,

 

:  MAKD :5 Message iv → ,
Mi-AKDv

iMSIGjv

SK

newTEK

i SP}{M →←
}{

,

, 

sent via unicast transmission. 

:  MAKD :6 Message vi ⇒ jv

vMSIGjv

oldTEK

newTEK

v SP}{M
,

,

→←
}{

, sent via multicast transmission. 

  

 

(5.38) 

5.4.3 Derived SMGKM initial Assumptions  

Some reasonable initial assumptions are constructed for the analysis condition 

of the SMKGM in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5: SMGKM Initial Assumptions 

i
SK

ii AKDM|M iAKDiM

→←≡  
(A1) 

i
SK

ii AKDMAKD iAKDiM

→←|≡  
(A2) 

v
SK

ii AKDMM vAKDiM

→←|≡  
(A3) 

DKDMM iM
AK

ii →←|≡  
(A4) 

DKDMDKD iM
AK

i →←|≡  
(A5) 

SPMMAKDSP
jv

newTEK
viv →←),(|

,

⇒≡  
(A6) 

SPv SIGAKDSP ⇒≡|  (A7) 

v
SA

v AKDSPAKD v →←|≡  
(A8) 

v
SA

v AKDSPAKD v →←|≡  
(A9) 

v
oldTEK

vv AKDMM
jv

→←|
,

≡  
(A10) 

v
oldTEK

vv AKDMAKD
jv

→←|
,

≡  
(A11) 

v
SK

iv AKDMAKD vAKDiM

→←|≡  
(A12) 

DKDAKDAKD i
SA

ii →←|≡  
(A13) 

DKDAKDDKD iSA
i  |

 
(A14) 

i
SAii SKDLMACAKD }{|≡  (A15) 

i
SAi SKDLDKDAKD }{| ⇒≡  (A16) 

i
SAi SKDLMACDKDAKD }{| ⇒≡  (A17) 

XAKDDKDM ii ~| ⇒≡  (A18) 

i
SK

ii AKDMDKDAKD iAKDiM

→←| ⇒≡  
(A19) 

i
SK

iv AKDMDKDAKD vAKDiM   |
 

(A20) 

i
newTEK

iv AKDMSPAKD
jv

→←|
,

⇒≡  
(A21) 

DKDMDKDM iM
AK

ii →←| ⇒≡  
(A22) 

ivv AKD from SKDLAKD )(#|   ≡  (A23) 

iAKDMv M from SKAKD
vi
)(#|   ≡  (A24) 

)(#| , jvi newTEKM   ≡  (A25) 
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)(#| , jvv newTEKM   ≡  (A26) 

)(#| , jvnewTEKSP   ≡  (A27) 

)(| , jvv TEKoldM ≡  (A28) 

i
Mvi SIGAKDM ⇒≡|  (A29) 

i
Mii SIGMAKD ⇒≡|  (A30) 

v
Mvv SIGAKDM ⇒≡|  (A31) 

v
Mvv SIGMAKD ⇒≡|  (A32) 

v
AKDv SIGDKDAKD ⇒≡|  (A33) 

i
AKDi SIGDKDAKD ⇒≡|  (A34) 

)(#| , jvv newTEKAKD   ≡  (A35) 

SPMAKDMM
jv

TEK
ivvi →←|),(

,

⇒≡  
(A36) 

Note that the above hypothesis emphasize that the SP, AAA and the DKD should 

be collocated while the (Mi, Mv) should belong to the same GK for the SMGKM to 

execute successfully. Now proceed with the logical analysis of the SMGKM in the 

following subsection.  

5.4.4 Logical Analysis SMGKM 

The protocol correctness or proof of the two subsequent phases using BAN logic 

proceeds as follows: 

5.4.4.1. Initial SKDL distribution phase logical proof  

It should be proven that the AKDi believes SKDLi. Firstly the AKDi need ensure 

that the membership list SKDLi it receives in message 1 is authentic and 

originates from a legitimate position by the trusted DKD. We apply the modified 

postulate mP3 of N-BAN in Table 5.3 to break the conjunction 
iAKDi

SIGSAiSKDL }}{{

from (5.36) such that 

i
SAii }{SKDL  | AKD ≡  

 
(5.39) 

Thus, the AKDi first obtains its P(Y) code to decrypt SIGAKDi then read the 

encrypted SKDLi rows containing the Mi session key SKMi-AKDi for mutual 

authentication with AKDi during the handover phase. 
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From the new hypothesis in Table 5.3, the XDKDAKDi ≡≡ || ,

iAKDi
SIGSAii SKDLDKDAKD }}{{| ⇒≡ and

i
AKDi SIGDKDAKD ⇒≡| , apply postulate mP3 and 

yield that
i

SAii SKDLAKD }{|≡ as expected in (5.39). This logically proves to the AKDi 

that indeed the encrypted SKDLi rows are from the trusted source position hence 

satisfying the set condition C4 which prevent possible forgery and location based 

attacks. Furthermore, according to postulate P4, the freshness of the received 

membership list SKDLi depends on the MAC value computed by AKDi. By using 

(A13), (A14) and (A15), since
i

SAii SKDLDKDAKD }{~|≡ , derive equation (5.40). 

i
SAii SKDLDKDAKD }{|| ≡≡   (5.40) 

This satisfies the set condition C2 that there is no replay attack on the received 

SKDLi by the AKDi. Furthermore, because of (A13) and (A14), the AKDi sees

i
SASKDL}{ . According to postulate P1 and P2, break the message conjunction and 

derive equation (5.41): 

ii SKDLDKDAKD ~|≡   (5.41) 

Similarly for the target SKDLv rows for the Mi in AKDv included in message 1,  

obtain vv SKDLDKDAKD ~|≡ .This satisfies the set condition C1 that eavesdropping 

opportunities on the inherent message between the AKDi and the DKD are 

discarded. Again by using (A16) and ii SKDLDKDAKD ≡≡ || , according to postulate 

P3 to finally infer that 

ii SKDLAKD ≡|   (5.42) 

This concludes the formal analysis of message 1. The achieved goal proves that 

the authenticated membership list (SKDLi) has originated from a trusted source, 

the DKD. Each AKDi on receiving the authenticated SKDLi at a legitimate position 

also believes in the key shares SKMi-AKDi in SKDLi of the existing members Mi in 

GK under it as well as for the target AKDv. Therefore, Mi in GK can compute the 

SKMi-AKDi key for mutual authentication with the AKDi without the DKD’s 

intervention during the entrant point of the AKDi and during the handover phase. 

Now let us proceed with the proof of this phase in the next subsection. 
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5.4.4.2. Handover phase logical proof 

Before the logical analysis of the inherent step from (5.37) and (5.38), it is 

important to note that the handover member Mi in GK initially derives the new 

SKMi-AKDv before entering the target AKDv coverage. Thus, the Mi in GK on 

complete handoff, it removes the local keys used while in the previous AKDi to 

create enough memory for the local target keys. Thus, the SKMi-AKDv is freshly 

derived by the Mi in GK using equation (5.43): 

)T||ID || AK || SIG || KDF(ID =SK  MGMMAKD-AKDM
iKviivi

  (5.43) 

The KDF denote the Key Derivation Function such as the SHA1 with 160bit 

randomisation, SIGMi is the signature generated by the Mi in GK on receiving the 

P(Y) code from the legitimate AKDi and it is based on the Mi geographical location 

authorised by AKDv.  Therefore, Mi generate the SKMi-AKDi which is utilised within 

a restricted GPS position and time TMi authorised by the visited legitimate AKDv. 

The AKMi included in the SKMi-AKDv derivation is only known to the Mi and the DKD 

to prevent forgery attacks by the AKDv. Clearly SMGKM achieves location based 

cryptography with separate keys per AKDv. This advantages the SMGKM 

tremendously because security compromise is only restricted to the area covered 

by the serving AKDv without affecting its neighbours. Assume that the Mi under 

AKDi has generated the SKMi-AKDi and perform complete handoff to the AKDv. Now 

proceeding with the logical analysis: 

The AKDi receives message 1. The logical annotations yield that

iAKDiM
SKi onnotificati leave AKD }{ . 

By using the hypothesis (A1) and (A2), applying postulate P1 for shared keys 

yield (5.44): 

                   
iAKDiM

SKii onnotificati leaveMAKD ≡ }{~|   (5.44) 

By using the derived logical belief that ii SKDLAKD ≡| of the previous phase, apply 

postulate P2 such that the broken message conjunction yield (5.45): 

)(~| contents onnotificati leaveMAKD ii ≡  (5.45) 
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This satisfies condition C1 hence both Mi and AKDi mutual authenticate each 

other successfully without eavesdropping possible on message 1 of the handover 

phase. The AKDi successfully exclude the user Mi from its SKDLi rows to reserve 

memory for the future joining users. For predictive handover in SMGKM, the AKDi 

emit message 2 to the target AKDv via the AKDi-AKDv link.  

 

Message 2 contains the KUSi for triggering group key shares establishment of 

(Mi, Mv) in GK and Mi SKDLv rows for authentication at the target AKDv. The AKDv 

sees message 2, then follows similar logical proof made in equation (41) to 

achieve vv SKDLAKD ≡| by applying the postulates mP3, P4, (P1,P2), P3. 

Henceforth, the set conditions C4, C3, C2 and C1 are satisfied accordingly.   

Tantamount to the AKDi, the AKDv also sees both the received SKDLv rows and 

the KUSi in message 2 as legitimate to carry out mutual handover authentication 

with Mi in GK and group key shares (newTEKv,j) establishment for (Mi, Mv) in GK 

at the AKDv level without the DKD intervention. Furthermore, on complete 

handoff, Mi in GK emit message 3 to the target AKDv, encrypted under the Mi 

derived location based key SKMi-AKDv. From the hypothesis (A3) and (A12), 

applying postulate P1 yield (5.46): 

      
vAKDiM

SKii onnotificati joinMAKD ≡ }{~|   (5.46) 

Again, by using the derived logical belief vi SKDLAKD ≡| similar to (5.42), apply 

postulate P2 such that the broken message conjunction yield (5.47): 

)(~| contents onnotificati joinMAKD ii ≡   (5.47) 

This satisfies condition C1 hence both Mi and AKDv should mutual authenticate 

each other successfully without eavesdropping possible on message 3. Notice 

that the freshness of message 3 is based on the freshness of the Mi derived SKMi-

AKDv. The SKMi-AKDv should correspond to the SKMi-AKDv initially derived and stored 

in the SKDLv by the trusted DKD. Thus, from the set hypothesis (A23) and (A24), 

applying postulate P4 satisfies condition C2 and yield (5.48): 

)|| onnotificati join(MAKD iv ≡≡   (5.48) 
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Furthermore, from the hypothesis (A16), (A17) and (A20), finally apply postulate 

P3 and yield the logical beliefs in (5.49): 

v
SK

iv AKDMAKD vAKDiM

→←|≡ , v
SK

ii AKDMM vAKDiM

→←|≡  
 (5.49) 

This concludes the logical analysis of message 3. Unlike the existing 

authentication art, the SMGKM does not require nonce or timestamps for 

achieving message freshness. Instead, the AKDv guarantees message 3 

freshness and integrity protection by computing the MAC value of the received 

Mi SKDLv rows from the previous AKDi. Again, since the derivation of the SKMi-

AKDi by the Mi contains location based SIGMi, the AKDi is entitled to believe that 

Mi in GK emitted message 3 from a legitimate position. Therefore, the user access 

in SMGKM is restricted to the area served by legitimate AKDv holding a valid 

SKDLv. The next sub-section focuses on message 4, 5 and 6, which denotes the 

group key distribution phase of the SMGKM. 

5.4.4.2 Group Key Distribution phase 

The assumption here is that the concerned AKDv has performed group key 

shares (TEKv,j) update process and ready to distribute them to the (Mi, Mv) in GK. 

In message 4, the AKDv emit a unicast message encrypted under SKMi-AKDv to the 

Mi in GK. The unicast message contains the newTEKv,j group key shares.  

The logical analysis proceeds as follows: 

 

Mi in GK receives message 4. The logical annotations yield that

vAKDiMiM

jv

SKSIG
newTEK

ii SPM{ M }}→←{
, .By using the hypothesis (A3) and (A12), 

applying the postulate P1 for the shared keys, obtain (5.50): 

vAKDiMiM

jv

SKSIG
newTEK

iii SPM{ AKDM ≡ }}→←{~|
,    (5.50) 

 )}→←({|
,

iM

jv

SIG
newTEK

ii SPMM ≡   (5.51) 

Furthermore, applying postulate P2, break the message conjunction and yield 

(5.51). 
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Mi also has to infer that )→←(|
,

SPMM
jv

TEK
ii ≡  after further breaking the message 

conjunction. However, Mi need to be sure that the new group key shares 

(newTEKv,j) contained in message 4 originates from a legitimate position 

authorised by the AKDv . Here the postulate mP3 applies to further break the 

conjunction in (5.51) to satisfy the new set condition C4. Thus, Mi is first required 

to obtain its P(Y) code in order to decrypt SIGMi then read the fresh group key 

shares, i.e. newTEKv,j, in message 4 for secure exchange of subscribed services 

with SP. From the set hypothesis (A25), (A29), (A32) and (A35), by using 

equation (5.50), apply postulate P4 to yield (5.52). 

)→←||
,

SP(MAKDM
jv

newTEK
ivi ≡≡   (5.52) 

Furthermore, by using hypothesis (A29) and (A36), by using (5.52), apply 

postulate mP3 and yield the logical beliefs in (5.53). 

SPMM
jv

newTEK
ii →←|

,

≡ , SPMAKD
jv

newTEK
ii →←|

,

≡  
 (5.53) 

This concludes the logical belief of message 4. It can be realised that message 4 

delivers the fresh group key shares to the Mi without any compromise hence 

making Mi to believe that the refreshed group key shares are generated and sent 

from the legitimate source AKDv. Therefore, Mi is convinced enough to use the 

group key shares to decrypt the exchanged services with the SP. Again, Mv in GK 

also receives message 5. The logical annotations yield that 

jvvM

jv

oldTEKSIG
newTEK

vv SPM M
,

,

}}→←{ . 

If hypothesis (A10) and (A11) are used, applying postulate P1 to obtain equation 

(5.54): 

jvMv

jv

oldTEKSIG
newTEK

vvv SPM AKDM
,

,

}}→←{~|≡   (5.54) 

According to postulate P2 on (5.54), break the message conjunction and yield the 

logical belief in (5.55): 

)}→←({|
,

vM

jv

SIG
newTEK

vv SPMM ≡   (5.55) 

Tantamount to message 4, Mv should believe that the fresh group key shares are 

generated and sent from a legitimate position set by the AKDv. From the set 

hypothesis (A26) and (A35), by using (5.54), applying postulate P4 yield (5.56):
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)→←||
,

SP(MAKDM
jv

newTEK
vvv ≡≡  

 (5.56) 

Furthermore, from the hypothesis (A31) and (A36), by using (5.56), apply 

postulate mP3 and yield the logical beliefs in (5.57). 

SPMM
jv

newTEK
vv →←|

,

≡ . SPMAKD
jv

newTEK
vv →←|

,

≡   (5.57) 

This concludes the logical belief of message 5.  

Again, the logical analysis of message 6 for delivering the group key shares to 

the SP proceeds follows: SP receives message 6. The logical annotations yield 

that
vvM

jv

SASIG
newTEK

vi SPMM SP }}→←),{(
, . Thus, by using the hypothesis (A8) and 

(A9), applying postulate P1 yield (5.58): 

vSP

jv

SASIG
newTEK

viv SPMM AKDSP }}→←),{(~|
,

≡   
 (5.58) 

By further applying postulate P2, we break the message conjunction in (5.58) to 

yield (5.59): 

)}→←),({(|
,

SP

jv

SIG
newTEK

vi SPMMSP ≡  
 (5.59) 

Additionally, prove that message 6 received by the SP in (37) is fresh. In this 

case, the message freshness rely on the new distributed group key shares from 

the legitimate position set by the trusted source AKDv. Thus, from the set 

hypothesis (A27) and (A35), by using

jvSP

jv

oldTEKSIG
newTEK

viv SPMM AKDSP
,

,

}}→←,{~|≡ , similar to (5.54), apply postulate 

P4 to yield the logical belief in (5.60): 

)→←),(||
,

SPMM(AKDSP
jv

newTEK
viv ≡≡   (5.60) 

However, message 6 in (3.38) need to be proved that it was generated and sent 

from the legitimate position set by the AKDv. The knowledge of the new group 

key shares from the verified position by SIGSP allows SP to break the conjunction 

of the entire message 6. Thus, from the hypothesis (A6) and (A7), by using (5.60), 

we apply postulate mP3 in Table 2 again to deduce (5.61): 

SPMMSP
jv

newTEK
vi →←),(|

,

≡   (5.61) 
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Finally the message transactions sent by the AKDv to Mi and SP via unicast and 

to Mv via multicast transmissions simply guarantees SP that (Mi, Mv) in GK 

believes in the refreshed group key shares newTEKv,j and has received AKDv’s 

last message. Again, after new applications of the (P1, P2), mP3 and P4 

postulates, achieve the set conditions C1, C2, C3 and C4 respectively to deduce 

the following desired outcomes in (5.62): 

vv SKDLAKD ≡| , vv SKDLDKDAKD ~|≡  

SPMMM
jv

newTEK
ivi →←|),(

,

≡ , SPMMSP
jv

newTEK
vi →←),(|

,

≡  

SPMSPMM
jv

newTEK
ivi →←||),(

,

≡≡ , 

SPMMMSP
jv

newTEK
ivi →←|),(|

,

≡≡    

SPMMMSP
jv

newTEK
ivi →←|),(|

,

≡≡  

  

 

 

 

(5.62) 

 

Since (Mi, Mv) and SP now hold the updated group key shares (newTEKv,j) at the 

concerned AKDv, both the parties can exchange the services securely. Thus, the 

correctness of the SMGKM using BAN logic, which is the first of its kind in the 

thematic area of group key management, has been proved. The characteristics 

of the existing authentication art compared to the SMGKM is compared in the 

next section. 

5.5 SMGKM Comparison with the Existing Art  

Table 5.6 summarises some of the prevalent characteristics that makes the 

inherent SMGKM better than the chosen related authentication art formerly 

subject to BAN logical reasoning. It can be noticed that in a widely distributed 

wireless mobile environment, the existing art have the following identified security 

flaws: 

 Single point of failure: The overall protocols rely on S for authorisation of 

exchange messages. Thus, the server S becomes the attack target and 

bottleneck. If S fails the entire protocol exchanges cease hence 

compromise of the entire protocol due to lack of fault tolerance. Therefore, 

the use of SMGKM counteracts this problem.  
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Table 5.6: Generic Comparison of the Inherent Security Protocols 

Properties  Otway 
& Rees 

Needham & 
Schroeder 

Kerberos  N-
Kerberos  

SMGKM 

Type of Cryptosystem  Shared Shared Shared Shared Shared 

Number of messages  4 5 4 4 6 

Redundancy  Yes Yes  Yes  No   No 

Use of 
nonce/clocks/MACs  

Nonce Nonce Clocks Clocks  MACs 

Clock synchronisation 
problem  

No No Yes Yes  No  

Security bugs or flaws  No Yes  No   No  No 

Location based 
Authentication  

No No  No  Yes  Yes  

Single point of failure  Yes Yes Yes Yes No  

Server Scalability  No No No No Yes  

 

 Scalability problem: In wireless environments, participants migrate 

between homogeneous of heterogeneous vendors hence add and drop 

of participants at various vendor locations. This obviously overloads the 

server S with numerous requests for authorising the participant’s 

messages. This as well causes unnecessary delays which is not suitable 

for real-time exchange messages. Therefore, it is impractical that S 

controls the entire protocol domain accommodating huge participants 

hence scalability problem. Therefore, the use of SMGKM to counteract 

this problem.  

 Clock synchronization problem: As participants migrate from one are to 

another, clocks for the serving and visited network areas may be in 

different time zones hence compromising the participant’s connectivity. 

Kerberos and N-Kerberos are the mostly affected by this problem since 

they solely assume clock synchronisation which is impractical.   

 Security bugs: Notice that only Needham & Schroeder had some security 

flaws or bugs identified during the logical proof. The security flaw identified 

by BAN on Needham & Schroeder lead to the proposal of Kerberos and
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 N-Kerberos which proved to be resilient against known bugs tantamount 

to the SMGKM.   

 Redundancy: It can be noticed that exchange messages in N-Kerberos 

and SMGKM are all useful in providing intensified security compared to 

others. Redundancy is bad option because it encourages huge bandwidth 

consumption due to possible Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack 

that can occur.   

 Nonce/clocks: The SMGKM eliminate the use of clocks to prevent time 

synchronisation problems in Kerberos and N-Kerberos especially if the 

participating entities are in different time zones. The SMGKM rely on 

MACs similar to nonce for message freshness. Therefore, the use of 

MACs or nonce provides better integrity compared to timestamps in 

practicality.  

 Type of Cryptosystem: The overall protocols rely on shared cryptography 

that offers lighter symmetric effort than the asymmetric one. Thus, 

message transformations may require less processing time hence less 

transmission delays. 

 Number of exchange messages: It is reasonably that SMGKM offers the 

highest number of irredundant exchange messages than others. This is 

because SMGKM integrates both authentication and group key 

management in a wireless mobile multicast environment where dynamic 

joins and leave requests/responses are exchanged from various clusters. 

However, the SMGKM remains the signal optimiser of the art in 

comparison especially at the wired part of the network.  

5.6 Conclusion Remarks  

The widely used authentication art have been subject to BAN logic verification. 

Their security flaws have been identified from literature. The flaws identified in 

each protocol lead to the proposal of another protocol. However, there still exist 

some deficiencies in them which can be counteracted by our authenticated multi-

service group key management known as the SMGKM. SMGKM operate by 

integrating and offloading both the authentication and GKM functions using the 

authenticated membership list (SKDL) in a wireless decentralised environment.
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The tantalising properties of the SMGKM include localised authentication, 

localised group key distribution and localised compromises, which forms part of 

the major contribution in providing the main server scalability, preventing single 

point of failure while providing some level of fault tolerance compared to the 

existing authentication art. By using the same BAN logical reasoning adopted by 

the previous authentication art, BAN logic was also applied to proof the 

correctness of the SMGKM. The final beliefs of the logical reasoning in SMGKM 

proved that both the communicating parties can exchange the message services 

without compromising security while eliminating some redundancy. Thus, 

applying BAN logic to group key management in a wireless mobile environment 

has also become a novel contribution circumvented by other authors in the same 

thematic area. The proof also gives confidence to the parties interested in 

applying the SMGKM to protect their organisations at implementation level.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Recommendations   

6.1. Conclusions 

The thesis presented the design of the efficient GKM scheme for securing group 

communication with multiple multicast service subscriptions by mobile users. The 

mobile users dynamically move across widely decentralized clusters belonging 

to either homogeneous or heterogeneous network vendors. In particular, we 

initially presented a comprehensive review of the existing GKM schemes for 

securing wireless mobile multicast communication networks. These schemes 

were classified as common TEK and Independent TEK per subgroup 

approaches. We further refined this classification as tree based and cluster based 

techniques according to the common concept and techniques used by the 

proposed schemes. Furthermore each category was compared against some 

pertinent performance criteria and it was noticed that the proposed cluster 

schemes adopt decentralized framework resembling cellular architecture. Cluster 

based decentralized framework is believed to be scalable than centralized and 

distributed ones. 

 

It was also revealed that both the proposed approaches suffer from great 

concerns considering host mobility. Thus the common TEK approach suffers from 

the 1-affects-n phenomenon, where a single group membership changes due 

move results in a rekeying process that disturbs the entire service group to update 

the compromised TEK. Moreover, these approach attempts to introduce unique 

local area keys per cluster to mitigate 1-affect-n phenomenon hence localizing 

rekeying at the expense of increased storage complexity at the resource limited 

device. It was found that the existing GKM art cannot be suitable for high speed 

networks anymore because multiple leaves occurring after multiple visits from 

frequent handoffs induced significant rekeying overhead.
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Alternatively, the TEK per subgroup approach was found to mitigate 1-affects-n 

phenomenon in the existing art while localizing the delivery of rekeying messages 

to the concerned clusters. This was the reason why this approach had become a 

suitable for highly dynamic multicast groups. However it requires transformation 

of sent messages every time they pass from across clusters which are not 

accepted widely by real time group oriented applications sensitive to packet 

delivery delay variations. Generally, it was found that both the approaches do not 

support multi-moves participating in multi-service group subscriptions which is an 

important requirement not realized in design of conventional GKM schemes. 

Thus the conventional art cause huge performance overhead if multi-service 

confidentiality was considered. In order to address this issue, a new completely 

decentralized multi-GKM scheme known as SMGKM was proposed. The 

SMGKM is more adaptive to multi-moves in multi-service group subscriptions. It 

involved the design of novel rekeying strategy based on KUS for handling efficient 

key distribution during the handoff phase. The KUS operates concurrently with 

the proposed authenticated membership list known as the SKDL.  

 

The SKDL was used to accelerate authentication and key distribution 

performances in the SMGKM. Furthermore, the SMGKM provided new features 

such as offloading the key management and authentication functions to the 

intermediary parties to give the main DKD scalability while optimizing the 

exchange signaling load at the core network.  Compared to the existing art, the 

performance model and the simulation results of the SMGKM system have shown 

resource economy in terms rekeying transmissions, communication and storage 

overheads though providing resilience to several attacks. The performance of the 

SMGKM in high speed wireless broadband environment using the same 

measurement criteria was further evaluated. The evaluation demonstrated that 

the SMGKM still outperformed the existing art effectively. The security analysis 

for proving the SMGKM correctness against diverse eminent attacks was also 

performed using the BAN logical reasoning. The analysis proved that the SMGKM 

operate meritoriously with null security flaws and redundancies compared to the 

chosen related authentication art formerly subjected to the same BAN.
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6.2. Recommendations for Future work  

SMGKM has been developed and analyzed to be the ultimate solution for 

providing multi-service confidentiality for high speed wireless broadband 

multicast networks. The networks requires co-existence of secure multiple 

service transmissions in same network. SMGKM is more adaptive to unsolved 

issues found in the chosen existing GKM and authentication schemes 

considering single-service confidentiality and host mobility. Actually there is no 

best solution, but good solutions rely on the application level requirements. Some 

of the future works that need to be addressed in the SMGKM include: 

1. Development of the distributed AAA framework in the SMGKM 

The introduced SKDL concept [23] is a new GKM technique that best 

supports distributed AAA systems, among the various other GKM schemes. 

It is also the best mechanism to reduce signalling load from the DKD and 

make the system independent of the AKP-DKD link delay. SKDL has made 

a significant contribution to wireless mobile GKM with fast handoffs where 

independent keys per AKD are required. It greatly supports research for 

distributed systems and more cost competent future 5G network 

architecture. SKDL is one of the main enablers for flatter architectures since 

it eliminates signalling load from the DKD and more prominently AKD-DKD 

real-time handoff signalling reliance. Therefore, support for distributed AAA 

in SMGKM among other GKM schemes is a positive gap. This consideration 

will enable design of distributed and accurate location based user billing 

mechanism [154] with cost effective flat rates to support accurate billing 

business model [155]. 

2. Address multi-service transformation problem in the SMGKM 

The SMGKM adopt independent TEK structure which has reasonably proved 

to provide efficacy compared to the common TEK approaches of the 

conventional GKM art. However device to device (D2D) communication links 

within the underlying system induce multi-transformational problem as data 

passes across various clusters. 
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Therefore, the problem requires attention in the future work to prevent delays 

in distributing the services in a real time computing environment which is 

sensitive to packet delivery. The ultimate solution to this deficiency is using 

new application of emerging homomorphic encryption. The motivating factor 

of homomorphic encryption in GKM is end to end encryption. Thus, the 

enciphered data transmitted across diverse clusters will be processed at 

intermediaries without revealing its plaintext. This can eliminate the intrinsic 

service transformation problem. 

3. Further Analysis of the proposed SMGKM 

In this thesis, a partial specification and analysis of the SMGKM was given. 

However, further research activities can provide the crucial test of the 

SMGKM’s practicality. This work requires more time resource than the 

allocated in the study period covered by this thesis. 

In this case, further analysis could be carried out by copiously specifying the 

SMGKM to secure other non-infrastructure type of wireless networks such 

as VANETs, WSNs and MANETs down to protocol level. Support for another 

GKM functionality aspect of key recovery when mobile hosts lose connection 

due to power failure or signal loss. In addition to the formal security analysis 

carried out using the BAN logic tool, a more formal security analysis of the 

fully specified SMGKM can be simulated using appropriate penetration 

testing software. Accordingly, by bringing the SMGKM down to 

implementation stage, a more detailed performance analysis can be 

conducted successfully. 

4. Adopt Asymmetric cryptography in the SMGKM 

The underlying SMGKM framework performance output rely on symmetric 

cryptosystems. However, a secure hybrid framework can be adopted where 

the use of lightweight asymmetric cryptography such as Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC) can be considered acceptable from a performance 

perspective. 

5. Application of the SMGKM to Cloud Computing environment 

Recently, there is high demand by the majority of the network providers to 

adopt a cloud based framework (CBF). The CBF would perform multiple data 
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streams sharing among other cloud storage providers in a heterogeneous 

way. However, the sharing of these data streams in a multi-scale without 

losing data confidentiality remains a big challenge. Therefore, adopting the 

multi-scale functionality of the modernized SMGKM framework can increase 

productivity, optimize resources, reduce some overheads and costs to 

provide secure CBF. For security enhancement of sharing data streams, 

Asymmetric cryptography technique can be the best solution to offer threat 

resilience in the CBF. 
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Appendix A: Industrial based Certification  

The certification achieved while studying my PhD area of Information Security 

management is Certificate in Information Security Management Principles 

(CISMP). CISMP is offered by British Computer Society (BCS), the leading 

Chattered Engineering Institute for IT, a highly recognized UK's industry body for 

IT professionals. This achievement provides indispensable industrial knowledge 

and understanding of the wide range of major subject areas that make up 

Information Security Management System (ISMS) such as: 

 Risk Management  

 Policy implementation and Legislation  

 Security Standards (ISO 27000 series, PCI-DSS)  

 Long term and short term Business Continuity Plan 

 Cryptography and Key Distribution  

  Cyber Resilience  

 Cloud Computing Security. 
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